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International To The Anarcho-Syndicalist Decades
Abstract
As a working-class consciousness developed in France in the nineteenth century, the emergent proletariat
endeavored to organize itself nationally and internationally for the first time in history. The second half of
the century in particular saw an efflorescence of organized labor movements—from the founding of the
First International Working Men’s Association in 1864 to the Paris Commune of 1871, the first celebration
of International Workers’ Day on May 1, 1891 to the end-of-century strike waves, and finally through the
end of the Confédération Générale du Travail’s anarcho-syndicalist regime in the first decades of the
twentieth century. In line with the rise of an urban proletariat and its eventual organization, avant-garde
artists of the late nineteenth century began making the materials, techniques, and processes of their work
newly legible as well; they did so, primarily, by leaving the “work” of their brushes more visible than in
centuries prior. As labor began to organize and find forms expression, avant-garde artists took up the new
urban working class as a subject of representation. This dissertation asks how modern forms of urban
labor and the politics of its organization and resistance came to bear upon conceptions and
representations of artistic labor itself. Its investigations span the philosophical underpinnings of Gustave
Courbet’s Realism, the politics of the visibility of the Impressionist tache and the socio-political
“invisibility” of Paris’s least enfranchised workers, the re-invigoration of the “artist-engagé” type in
Maximilien Luce’s Neo-Impressionist visions of construction work, and the aesthetic forms of labor’s
resistance in Jules Adler’s fin-de-siècle Naturalism. In carrying out their modernist experimentation on
working-class bodies, these artists consistently analogize their own artistic labor while signaling either to
the difference or similarity embedded in analogy—identifying the worker as either the “other” or an
affiliate. Ultimately, this dissertation argues that avant-garde artists in the second half of the nineteenth
century increasingly responded to, and even generated, the progressively public and revolutionary
character of labor’s organization.
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ABSTRACT
LABOR’S AVANT-GARDE: PAINTING THE URBAN WORKING CLASS IN
FRANCE FROM THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL TO THE ANARCHOSYNDICALIST DECADES
Lindsay V. Grant
André Dombrowski
As a working-class consciousness developed in France in the nineteenth century,
the emergent proletariat endeavored to organize itself nationally and internationally for
the first time in history. The second half of the century in particular saw an efflorescence
of organized labor movements—from the founding of the First International Working
Men’s Association in 1864 to the Paris Commune of 1871, the first celebration of
International Workers’ Day on May 1, 1891 to the end-of-century strike waves, and
finally through the end of the Confédération Générale du Travail’s anarcho-syndicalist
regime in the first decades of the twentieth century. In line with the rise of an urban
proletariat and its eventual organization, avant-garde artists of the late nineteenth century
began making the materials, techniques, and processes of their work newly legible as
well; they did so, primarily, by leaving the “work” of their brushes more visible than in
centuries prior. As labor began to organize and find forms expression, avant-garde artists
took up the new urban working class as a subject of representation. This dissertation asks
how modern forms of urban labor and the politics of its organization and resistance came
to bear upon conceptions and representations of artistic labor itself. Its investigations
span the philosophical underpinnings of Gustave Courbet’s Realism, the politics of the
iv

visibility of the Impressionist tache and the socio-political “invisibility” of Paris’s least
enfranchised workers, the re-invigoration of the “artist-engagé” type in Maximilien
Luce’s Neo-Impressionist visions of construction work, and the aesthetic forms of labor’s
resistance in Jules Adler’s fin-de-siècle Naturalism. In carrying out their modernist
experimentation on working-class bodies, these artists consistently analogize their own
artistic labor while signaling either to the difference or similarity embedded in analogy—
identifying the worker as either the “other” or an affiliate. Ultimately, this dissertation
argues that avant-garde artists in the second half of the nineteenth century increasingly
responded to, and even generated, the progressively public and revolutionary character of
labor’s organization.
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PREFACE
I heard the sounds of the strike first; the periodic explosions, the rhythmic
drumming, then the repetitive chanting. As I walked from the Saint-Sebastian Froissart
métro stop toward the boulevard Richard Lenoir in Paris’s 11th arrondissement, I
observed a phalanx of riot-gear clad gendarmes lining the sidewalk as a procession of
protestors moved up the street from the direction of the Place de la République to my left.
It was the afternoon of Saturday, January 18, 2020, day 45 of the grève générale in
France [Fig. 1]. I had just come from seeing the exhibition Félix Fénéon (1861-1944).
Les Temps nouveaux, de Seurat à Matisse at the Musèe de l’Orangerie, and was heading
home to my apartment on the opposite side of the protest route. I had gotten to know
Fénéon—anarchist, critic, champion of the Parisian avant-garde—while researching the
fourth chapter in this dissertation on the artist Maximilien Luce, several works by whom
were exhibited. Luce supplied illustrations for the official paper of the Confédération
Générale du Travail, France’s first national trade syndicate whose anarcho-syndicalist
leaders advocated the kind of direct action that was unfolding before me in Paris that day.
Founded in 1895, the CGT is still going strong, and was one of the largest unions
participating in the ongoing general strike that had begun on December 5, 2019 in
opposition to President Emmanuel Macron’s proposed changes to French pension laws
that would result in the raising of the retirement age for many jobs. As I stood back from
the police line a few yards, observing the crowd of several thousands of people moving
swiftly past, the labor organization efforts of the 1890s felt suddenly close at hand.
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Some protestors carried the tricolore flag, while others flew union flags. Many
donned the neon yellow vests (gilets jaunes) of the such-named Yellow Vest movement,
begun in 2018 [Fig. 2]. According to Gabriel Rockhill, their participation in the January
strikes gave the protest a “Yellow Vest effect,” meaning “a process of increased
autonomy, expanded solidarity and radicalization in which workers are organizing
themselves across multiple sectors, sometimes independently of union and party
leadership…”1 The 2019-2020 grève générale inherited many of its resistance maneuvers
from its nineteenth-century antecedents, from the kind of labor strikes pictured in works
like Jules Adler’s 1899 The Strike at Le Creusot, which is the subject of Chapter 5 [Fig.
3]. As I stood back and recorded the procession with my phone, I thought of Adler taking
a train over 300 kilometers to observe and sketch the daily strike action of Le Creusot’s
metal workers. While I would upload my videos to Instagram later that evening, Adler
would work for three months in his Paris studio to represent the city’s striking workers,
carrying flags and chanting in a procession through the streets, on the grand scale of
history.
Mark Traugott refers to strikers’ methods—which might include the marching in
procession, wearing matching clothing, flying flags, chanting, drumming, or, in other
cases, the building of barricades—“the repertoire of collective action,” which, “like its
theatrical counterpart, implies a group of actors who choose among a restricted number of
performances with which they are familiar. Their options are circumscribed both by prior
1
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experience and by the material, organizational, and conceptual resources they find readily
at hand. (Tilly and Tilly 1981: 19).”2 Rockhill’s analysis that the Yellow Vests are
ushering in “innovative new combative forms of struggle and expanded political
ambitions well beyond the narrow confines of circumscribed ‘demands’” suggests that
the group has augmented the repertoire of collective action, spawning new forms of
protest over labor.3 The forms of labor’s organization are indebted to their late
nineteenth-century origins, yet continue to evolve. In Paris in January 2020, there were
lessons to be had in the street as well as the archive.
As a working-class consciousness developed in France in the nineteenth century,
the emergent proletariat endeavored to organize itself nationally and internationally for
the first time in history. The second half of the century in particular saw an efflorescence
of organized labor movements—from the founding of the First International Working
Men’s Association in 1864, to the Paris Commune of 1871, to the first celebration of
International Workers’ Day on May 1, 1891, to the end-of-century strike waves, through
the end of the CGT’s anarcho-syndicalist regime in the first decades of the twentieth
century. As labor began to organize and find forms expression—for example, the visual
art of propaganda and the public performance of strikes—avant-garde painters took up
the new urban working class as a subject of modern life painting. In line with the
emergence of a proletariat and its eventual organization, avant-garde artists of the late
nineteenth century began making the materials, techniques, and processes of their work
2
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newly legible as well; they did so, primarily, by leaving the “work” of their brushes more
visible than in centuries prior. This dissertation asks how modern forms of urban labor
and the politics of its organization came to bear upon conceptions and representations of
artistic labor itself. It argues that avant-garde artists in the second half of the nineteenth
century both responded to, and even generated, the increasingly public and revolutionary
character of labor’s organization.
In The Work of Art: Plein-air Painting and Artistic Identity in Nineteenth-Century
France, Anthea Callen argues that the issue of the relationship between notions of labor
in the material processes of art became “especially important during the nineteenth
century, when the modernity of an artwork could be found in the artist’s material
practice, in the physical processes of painting that became simultaneously its subject and
its object, the ‘work of art.’”4 At midcentury, Courbet’s disruptive Realism, which one
contemporary caricaturist pejoratively termed “poor painting,” introduced a materialist
aesthetic of labor into the realm of academic painting [Fig. 4]. In “Impressionists and
Revolutionaries,” published in La Revolté in June, 1891, Neo-Impressionist painter Paul
Signac writes of the technical innovations of the generation of Impressionist painters
before him, giving a sense of what their “work” looked like: “In the matter of technique,
these painters are innovators; by a more logical and scientific arrangement of tones and
colours they are replacing outdated procedures: the financial mixtures made on the
palette, the scumbles so long in fashion, the heavy impasto expressive of an ardour
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generally factitious.”5 Painters often left swathes of bare canvas open beneath their
visible paint marks, further drawing attention to the material “objectness” of which
Callen writes. These visible aspects of facture translate to a perceived immediacy of
perception and quickness of execution done “on the spot.” “In their choice of subjects,”
Fénéon wrote in “Neo-Impressionism,” in 1887, “they proscribe history, anecdote and
dream, and, as their working method, they promote rapid and direct execution from
nature.”6 Of the relation between this “on-the-spot” painting and notions of labor in
Impressionist painting, James Rubin writes: “It reversed the traditional relationship
between art and labor, now presenting the work ethic as fulfilled not by academic studies
and the smoothed surfaces of studio work but by the evidence of on-the-spot experience
and the physical traces of creative productivity.”7
The Neo-Impressionist, as Signac outlines, must not mix his colors on the palette,
instead: “They will juxtapose them in clear and small brush strokes and through optical
mixture…”8 Fénéon explains that this divisionism of color proceeded from a
“decomposition” of colors begun in Impressionist painting: “A streak of pure paint flung
across the canvas might give a sense of red; its glow would be cross-hatched with
green—MM. Georges Seurat, Camille and Lucien Pissarro, Dubois-Pillet and Paul
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Signac all divide tones in a deliberate and scientific manner. This development dates
from 1884, 1885 and 1886.”9 The idea of a “deliberate” and “scientific” art differentiates
the relationship between labor and material in Impressionism to that in NeoImpressionism. The scientific division of color was the underlying principle of this style
of painting, and the artist was left to choose an appropriate technique to apply these pure
divided colors to the surface of the canvas:
The pointillist chooses as a means of expression by which
he applies colour on a canvas in small dots rather than
spreading it flat. This involves covering a surface with little
multicolored and close-set strokes of either pure or dull
tints and attempting to imitate through the optical mixture
of these multiplied elements, the varied tones of nature. …
The dot is nothing more than a brush stroke, a technique.
And like all techniques, it does not matter much.10

With this methodical color theory as the underlying principle of a Neo-Impressionist,
divisionist aesthetic, the impressionist tache was largely left to the side. The dot, however
devoid of meaning in Signac’s terms, itself became a new measure of artistic labor that
was both manual and intellectual. The methodology and techniques central to NeoImpressionist practice were thus associated with rigor. It was the Neo-Impressionists who
“worked hard while the others triumphed,” wrote a critic named Flax in an article on

9
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Maximilien Luce.11 Neo-Impressionists, Flax explains, worked harder than other painters,
having chosen a method that was “scrupulous” and “nuanced.”12
Beginning with Courbet and moving into the oeuvres of the Impressionists and
Neo-Impressionists, representations of labor in the second half of the nineteenth century
took a remarkable turn away from those of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
that were playful and decorative, sociological and typological, the type of illustrations
that adorned porcelain dishes, playing cards, and popular prints [Fig. 5, 6, 7]; and from
the formulaic genre paintings depicting women absorbed in domestic work [Fig. 8, 9].
What a long and peculiar leap from the costumes and accoutrements of the “butcher,
baker, and candlestick maker,” from the alluring gaze of the washer woman, to the bent
backs and torn clothes of Courbet’s stonebreakers [Fig. 10] and the strained muscles and
taut flesh of Luce’s shirtless pile drivers [Fig. 11]. While the first two chapters of this
dissertation examine works by Impressionist painters, chapter three concerns Neo- and
Post-Impressionism, and chapter four looks exclusively at the works of a so-called
Naturalist, Courbet’s Realism is the through-line running between them all.
Stonebreakers put work, in its brutal materialist detail, on the grand scale of kings, and
was the precedent for all other modernist depictions of work. The introductory chapter
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details the role Courbet played in establishing modern labor as a subject matter for
painting during the early stages of labor’s organization by looking through the lens of his
relationship with the labor philosopher Pierre-Joseph Proudhon and his identity as a
“worker-artist.” It is through Courbet’s example that we can first establish the connection
between Realist representations of labor and the politics of labor’s organization. The
paradigm of the worker-artist shifts between Impressionism, wherein the painters in
question were often well-off members of the bourgeoisie, and the later generations of
working-class anarchist painters that constitute Chapters 4 and 5.
Regarding the development of the French working-class consciousness in the
nineteenth century, Michelle Perrot defines it as the fulfillment of three criteria: the
awareness of misfortune, consciousness of being a victim, and consciousness of wages.13
Of the awareness of collective misfortune, Perrot writes: “Workers had taken the place of
paupers; they were defined by their material, intellectual, emotional, moral misery—by
their lack of everything.”14 On the consciousness of being a victim, she writes about the
regularity with which the worker, beyond his everyday toil, is beaten down by the state:
“In his daily life, the worker was emptied of his blood, as if sucked dry by a vampire. But
to his daily sacrifice must be added the great massacres in the course of which masses of
workers were murdered. Armed repression, revolutionary events, the ‘great days’ that
ended in the death of workers, acted in this respect as catalysts.”15 She gives the
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following examples: “The days of June 1848, the shootings at La Ricamarie and Aubin in
1869, the Bloody Week of the Commune with its 30,000 killed, the shootings at
Fourmies (1891) and Draveil-Vigneux (1907)—the latter two more horrendous because
they were the acts of a Republican regime—delineated the bloody path of the workers’
consciousness.”16
William J. Sewell argues that working-class consciousness “emerged in France as
a transformation of the artisans’ corporate understanding of labor under the twin impact
of capitalist development and revolutionary politics.”17 Sewell explains that the particular
of the French pattern of industrialization resulted in a working-class consciousness
defined by a continuity in the urban experience of workers due to a low rate of population
increase and by the fact that small-scale artisans vastly outnumbered factory workers
even as late as 1876.18 As Gérard Noiriel has noted, there was no industrial revolution as
such, and France didn’t have a “Marxian proletariat” until the 1880s.19 Perrot argues that
small-scale artisanal workers “resisted industrialization not as a matter of principle—on
the contrary, as men of the Enlightenment, many were inclined to admire the ‘progress’
of machines—but insofar as it entailed proletarianization, that is to say, dispossession of
the means of production, loss of autonomy.”20
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Proletarianization would occur in the large-scale industries like gas and
construction, as Lenard Berlanstein has shown.21 The proletarian workers in these
industries were left in a weak position during the economic depression of the mid-1880s,
but the legalization of trade unionism with the passage of the Waldeck-Rousseau law in
1884 made way for the kind of peaceful, successful strike action Adler painted in 1899.
In Work and Leisure in Late Nineteenth-Century French Literature and Visual Culture,
Claire White attributes this kind of strike action to the relaxation of regulations on
political association in the decade following the Commune, which “had refocused
questions about labour politics in particularly urgent ways.”22 She provides a useful
bird’s eye view of the shifting relationships between politics and the organized labor
movement:
Gradually, socialist and anarchist agendas came to
converge on the shortening of the working day as a social
reform indispensable to working-class emancipation. The
1890s saw the emergence of more immediately militant
anarchist tactics, which gave an acute sense of urgency to
the labour question and threw into doubt once more the
working class’s relationship to parliamentary politics.23

Berlanstein defines the two distinctive features of the labor movement in nineteenthcentury France as “workers’ deep sense of class hostility and the failure of this hostility
to produce strong trade unions or socialist parties.”24 With no more than one in ten wage
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earners participating in unions, French union participation was as much as three times
lower than in neighboring countries.25 While French unions weren’t funded as well as
their international counterparts, especially Germany and England, “they make up for the
lack of big treasuries by enthusiasm, energy, and the sense of sacrifice, and the higher
sense of struggle.”26
Edgar Degas’s dozens of depictions of Parisian washer women, spanning three
decades of creative output, are the focus of the second chapter. The nineteenth-century
Parisian laundress challenges the historization of working-class consciousness because
she is, contradictorily, both rooted in a semi-domestic sphere that isolates her from the
“shop floor” conversations to be had in the modern factory, and a part of a veritable
urban army of workers in her industry. Perrot cites Ira Katznelson’s thesis that
the separation between residence and workplace provides
one of the keys for understanding the formation of the
modern working class and types of union organization,
notably in the United States. In this perspective, integration
into the local community and into the state occurs by way
of the place of residence, locus of family life and of
consumption, while ‘class consciousness’ is forged in the
workplace—the large modern factory.27

According to Katznelson, then, the laundress lived and worked outside the bounds of the
zone where the working-class consciousness of the late nineteenth century was
blossoming. Nevertheless, she was part of what Sewell describes as the “long and proud
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urban traditions,” in France, most of which “grew gradually enough that they retained
much of their traditional spatial and cultural form through the nineteenth century.”28 The
Parisian laundress was thus something of a standout among other types of urban workers,
relegated to the semi-public, semi-domestic space of the laundry studio that saw little
change from the time Degas first depicted in a laundress in 1867 [Fig. 12] and his lastknown laundress drawing from 1902 [Fig. 13]. Given the small-scale, female-driven
labor of laundry in Paris, it has evaded much historical documentation—these conditions
also prevented laundresses from organizing into syndicates before 1900, and even then,
participation was marginal. Despite conservative political positions that didn’t support
working-class emancipation, Degas’s long-term project of painting laundresses identifies
him as “anarchist in art”—a term Richard Kendall coined in the catalogue for the 2016
exhibition Degas: A Strange New Beauty.29 Committing himself to depicting the publicly
visible yet enigmatic Parisian laundress—associated variously with sex, filth, public
drunkenness, and crime—distinguishes Degas from his Impressionist colleagues. In these
pictures, Degas explores the expressive potential of labor, pushing the technical and
formal parameters of impressionist painting in a manner that demands attention to the
symbolic resonances generated by the interplay of modern subject and media. His
emphasis on the surfaces of the laundry itself is analogic, holding up a mirror to the
particular laboriousness of painting and the aesthetic dimension of laundry’s materials
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and processes. His artistic labor makes hers visible, and in turn the represented labor
emphasizes his painterly work.
The third chapter examines Impressionist depictions of service industry labor.
Service work also existed on the periphery of the working-class consciousness forming in
the second half of the century, making service workers among the least enfranchised of
their class. Workers in service positions, such as the shop girls and domestic servants
who became the subjects of Impressionist pictures, were largely isolated from other
workers and subsumed within paternalistic employment structures that prevented them
from participating in any kind of organizing efforts. Perrot has observed that this
exclusion from the working class comes as a result of “an element of servility, or
personal allegiance to the rich, to the bourgeois” inherent in service positions.30 Indeed,
these service roles existed to facilitate and bolster the bourgeois way of life, including
those of the Impressionist painters who themselves employed servants. Service workers
also suffered from the “feminization” of the industry: “…the condition of servants
suffered in addition because of the discredit attached to all that is feminine. Housework
has no recognized value.”31 Because it was nonproductive, in Marixst terms, service work
wasn’t really work at all:
Work is hard and painful. It is a physical act that involves
the entire body, and first of all the hands, symbol of the
class: the seals of most unions depict a pair of clasped
hands. Work implies physical movement, muscular effort,
simultaneously to bear and to transform. Real work, male
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work, is carried out on hard materials that resist these
efforts and that must be overcome.32

Thus, this chapter looks to Impressionist depictions of shop assistants, house maids, and
wet nurses in the works of James Tissot, Degas, Gustave Caillebotte, and Berthe Morisot,
to ask how the invisible looks when it is made visible in a manner that also lays medium
bare. The goal of service labor is to be as unobtrusive as possible and to erase its own
traces, so what does it look like to make this type of vanishing visible in gestural strokes
of paint or pastel? The concept of an analogic relationship between the Impressionist
brushstroke and the labor performed by the painting’s subject, begun in the previous
chapter on Degas, extends to this discussion, particularly regarding Morisot’s work. In
representing labor that was performed so as to be invisible, by people with little to no
socio-political agency, the Impressionists considered in this chapter draw attention to the
artificiality of that invisibility as well as the bourgeois trappings it supports. Often as
financially well-off members of the bourgeoisie themselves, these painters pull the
curtain back from their own performance of class when they depict service workers.
Tissot and Degas both employ form and composition to complicate the shop assistant’s
peripherality and anonymity in the course of capitalist consumption. In the case of
Morisot and Caillebotte, who paint their own servants at work, the artists insinuate
themselves into the class relations that are based on this performative labor.
Neo-Impressionist Maximilien Luce’s depictions of building workers in Paris are
the focus of the fourth chapter. Critics connected Luce’s proletarian upbringing and
32
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personal experiences witnessing the mass executions of the Commune’s Bloody Week to
the political nature of his scenes of workers. Luce supported the anarcho-syndicalist
mission of the Confédération Générale du Travail, which emerged alongside later
iterations of the First International after said organizations expelled anarchist factions.
Though anarcho-syndicalists were among the minority, “this minority was very active in
its ideological expression—direct action—and in concrete struggles, so that its influence
vastly exceeded its size.”33 These vocal few ranked among his closest associates.
Anarcho-syndicalists at the time rejected the parliamentary politics of Socialism as a
means of benefiting the working class, considering legislation a weak and ineffective way
of seeking immediate improvements for workers, such as better pay and a reduction in
working hours. Instead, they advocated for direct action in the forms of the general
strike—the synchronized stoppage of work across a single industry countrywide. Luce
represented construction sites and workers in a period when the general strike was taking
hold in France and gaining an increasingly revolutionary character in Paris in particular.
The inaugural international strike—to be held annually every year up to the present
day—took place on the first of May 1891 (the violence of Fourmies would mark this
occasion as politically volatile) [Fig. 14].34 Perrot underscores the importance of the May
Day celebration to the cohesion of the working class: “The celebration of the First of
May, purposely instituted to unify the working class across national boundaries around a
quasi-religious rite—all doing the same thing at the same time—has had a much broader
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drawing power than that of any organization.”35 Luce’s paintings and his graphic
depictions of construction work cohere into an iconography of direct action that relies on
particularized body types, positions, motions, and tools. The generic “worker” at the
center of anarchist visual culture is a construction worker, and the site of insurrection is
the construction site. Depicting work as a coordinated performance on a public stage,
Luce’s paintings of construction sites and workers speak to the potential for collective
direct action. The theatricality of the paintings themselves makes them legible to a
potential working-class audience as calls to action. Positing as they do a potential
proletarian viewer, I argue that Luce’s works offer the working class a self-actualizing
vision.
Like Luce, Jules Adler—the subject of Chapter 5—had working-class roots and
identified politically with the workers he represented throughout his career as a painter of
modern labor. The Strike at Le Creusot depicts a particular instance of successful direct
action carried out peacefully by organized workers unionized and manifesting legally
under the 1884 Waldeck-Rousseau law. In painting the October demonstration at Le
Creusot, he embraces strike action as an extension of working-class life, of work itself.
Perrot elucidates the centrality of the strike to the “revolutionary project” of the latenineteenth century:
To go on strike was such a positive act, from the vantage
point of working-class morality, that those who stayed out
of it were called, by a significant twist of language, ‘idle.’
And why should it be surprising that the revolutionary
project and its scenario were embodied in the general
35
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strike? The producers’ decision to withdraw, to cross their
arms, will cause the world to collapse and a new society to
arise. The general strike, in those days, was not a ‘myth’
but a literal belief.36

As workers become more organized toward the end of the century, labor politics become
more bound up with artistic labor; after Impressionism, the painters of labor—Luce and
Adler—empathized with their subjects and supported their efforts to organize and resist.
Showing outside of the Salon, Maximilien Luce’s works were aimed at a possible
proletarian viewership in an effort to show the proletariat an image of itself that conveyed
a strength and ability to collaborate toward emancipation through the means of strike and
sabotage. In the space of the Salon, Adler showed the bourgeois public not only what the
hardship of the working class looked like, but also what its resistance looked like. Prior to
Adler, the painters of the avant-garde never touched on events of organized resistance,
leaving to this academically trained Naturalist the task of depicting the fin-de-siècle
proletariat, who were gaining traction in disputes with employers through formal
organization into unions. Though Adler shared his anarchist friends’ predilection toward
images of the working class, he was the sole painter among his group to depict these acts
of resistance. In so doing, he shows resistance to be a part of proletarian labor, and
support for this resistance as part of the role of the modernist painter.
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CHAPTER 1
The Proudhon of Painting: Gustave Courbet and Labor Organization
Introduction
In January 1865 the artist Gustave Courbet wrote to his friend, the critic Jules
Castagnary, about the death of the philosopher Pierre-Joseph Proudhon on the 19th of the
month: “Crushed by the irreparable calamity that has hit us, I want nonetheless to paint a
historical portrait of my very intimate friend, of the man of the nineteenth century. I will
put everything I have into it.”37 Proudhon’s death was a crushing blow to Courbet, as it
was to the six-thousand working-class mourners who followed the philosopher’s casket
to the Passy cemetery.38 Proudhon, who like Courbet was a native of the Franche-Comté
region, was both Courbet’s interlocutor and a working-class icon, as indicated by
Courbet’s assertion that Proudhon encapsulated the artist’s vision of the century. As
James Rubin points out, because of their shared geographical origins, the men “shared …
not only ideas, but a basic attitude toward men and their interrelations.”39 As one critic
remarked, “M. Courbet is the Proudhon of painting. M. Proudhon—M. Courbet, I should
say—does democratic and social painting—God knows at what cost.”40 Proudhon’s death
not only warranted the completion of a portrait Courbet had been planning for years, but
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also a great expenditure of effort on the part of the artist. “I will put everything I have
into it,” he wrote, suggesting his labor itself would honor the late philosopher. It was
around the time that Courbet completed The Painter’s Studio: A Real Allegory Summing
Up Seven Years of My Artistic and Moral Life (The Painter’s Studio) [Fig. 15] in 1855
that he and Proudhon, who had encountered each other in Paris’s bohemian scene as early
as 1847, and had some association during the Revolution of 1848, began their exchanges
of ideas in earnest.41 Courbet was an adherent to Proudhon’s philosophy of nonviolent
mutualism, which served as the ideological basis of the founding of the First International
Workingmen’s Association in 1864 and, later, guided members’ involvement in the
orchestration of the Paris Commune of 1871.
What the relationship between the father of Realism and France’s most prominent
philosopher of labor organization demonstrates is the interconnectedness of labor’s
organization—its ideology and its practice—and the development of avant-garde art with
the paradigmatic worker-painter at its center. Courbet’s relationship with Proudhon lies at
the heart of his development as a worker-painter, first associating himself with the
medieval journeyman, then incorporating labor organizing into his artistic practice with
the Artist’s Federation of the Commune, and finally allegedly performing a public act of
resistance reiterated across media with the dismantling of the Vendôme Column. In these
ways, Courbet set the precedent for the generations of avant-garde artists after him, who
would appropriate his Realist subject matter in their depictions of proletarian workers.

41
Courbet/Proudhon ou l’Art pour la Democratie (Conseil Générale du Doubs; Saline Royale d’Arc et
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Proudhon’s influence over organizing would diminish toward the end of the century, as
the Neo-Impressionists adopted anarchist philosophy of Mikhail Bakunin at the heart of
the ideological split in the First International in 1872. Their version of anarchism,
however, would revive the role of the artist engagé, one for whom political activity
around labor reform was essential to artistic practice. By the end of the century, with the
Naturalist-Realist and anarchist Jules Adler, the avant-garde artist had adapted to the
increasingly spectacular nature of organized labor resistance by taking on the mantle of
the artist-spectator.
Courbet touted his ideological dialogue with Proudhon in a letter to his father in
July 1863: “These days I am in correspondence with Proudhon. Together we are writing
an important work that makes the connection between my art and his philosophy and
between his work and mine. It is a brochure that will be sold at my exhibition in England,
with his portrait and mine: two men who have synthesized society, one in philosophy, the
other in art, and both from the same country.”42 Proudhon’s assertion in the unfinished
volume that Courbet was more artist than philosopher reveal some cracks in the
relationship between the men.43 Rubin writes of this divergence after 1855: “Seeing
himself both as an example of positivist consciousness and as a romantic social prophet,
the painter had clearly been attracted by certain non-Proudhonian ideas that led him to an
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increasingly different concept of the role of the artist in society.”44 Still, Rubin insists we
must examine all of Courbet’s output through a Proudhonian lens: “Their
interdependence, then their ultimate divergence, are keys to understanding not just one
picture, nor just Courbet or Proudhon individually, but the revolution in consciousness
their Realism was meant to effect and the historical content of their success and
failure.”45 Rubin continues: “When Courbet sat down to write a letter or to create a
pictorial expression of ideology, the terms that were in the air around him, the terms he
appropriated in spite of himself, were inevitably Proudhonian.”46 Courbet wrote to the
editor of Le Rappel (Auguste Vacquerie) on April 15, 1871, during the Commune:
I have been unswervingly occupied with the social question
and the philosophies connected with it, choosing my own
path, parallel to that of my comrade Proudhon. Renouncing
the ideal as false and conventional, in 1848 I hoisted the
flag of Realism, which alone places art in the service of
man. That is why, logically, I have struggled against all
forms of government that are authoritarian and by divine
right, for I want man to govern himself—according to his
needs, for his direct benefit, and in accordance with his
own ideas.47

Broadly speaking, the relationship between Courbet and Proudhon also
demonstrates that labor’s organization in the second half of the nineteenth century was
bound up with aesthetic concerns, a fact buttressed by the existence of the First
International’s official paper, La Tribune ouvrière, which, rather than focusing on the
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labor politics that could get it censured by police, “concentrated on cultural matters: art,
theater, music, religion, literature, history, etc.”48 Though the members of the First
International kept their political discourse within the pages of other publications, police
shut down La Tribune ouvirère—the first working-class paper in France since the
1840s—after its fifth issue.49 Archer’s description of the Parisian offices of the First
International uncannily echo the comments of Courbet’s physician regarding a visit to his
studio, suggesting an affinity as workers between the organizers and the painter. Of the
First International offices, Archer writes:
On January 8, 1865, the Parisians opened an office for the
International at 44, rue des Gravilliers in the IIIrd
Arrondissement adjacent to the Faubourg du Temple
quarter. It was in a room measuring three meters by four
meters situated on the ground floor facing an inner
courtyard where putrid odors filled the air. Furnishings
were minimal: an unfinished wooden table, two old stools,
four mismatched chairs and a broken cast iron skillet. Here,
Fribourg said, were debated 'the greatest social problems of
our epoch.’50

Similarly, Courbet’s doctor, Dr. Collin, “recalled Courbet’s studio in the 1860s as being
of the simplest, with poor easels and a few stools to sit on; his colour was bought ‘chez la
droguiste’, very common [coarse] and inexpensive.”51 To illuminate the numerous
connections in the ideological nexus between labor organization and avant-garde art in
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the late nineteenth century, and the role of the worker-artist therein, we can look to
Courbet and Proudhon.
The Artist-Worker and Painterly Labor in Stonebreakers and The Painter’s Studio
In The Artist’s Studio, a work in which Proudhon is “embedded at every level,”52
Rubin argues that Courbet shows himself “as the hero” of Proudhon’s theory of social
development.53 Rubin traces the lineage of the term worker-painter, noting that
Champfleury used it first in reference to the Le Nain brothers, and Castagnary then used
it to refer to Courbet in 1856. Its conception comes out of a collective intellectual project
between Courbet, Proudhon, Baudelaire and the art patron Alfred Bruyas.54 Before this, it
stemmed from the concept of the worker-poet developed in the 1840s and 50s, one which
“evoked a context of disappearing artisanship and its romanticized values rather than face
the increasingly pressing problem of the integration of the worker into the industrialized
future.”55 Rubin suggests that Courbet shows himself, the worker-painter, as superior to
these professions and central within society because painting—which Courbet’s new
persona “acknowledged … as a physical activity, as a form of work”—“had a peculiar
advantage over [the other men of culture in the painting], namely, that the physical nature
of his craft and the subject matter of his images continually reaffirmed his link to the
common, the specific, and the material essence of reality.”56
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Anthea Callen looks at his self-identification as a stone mason and as a workshop
“master” in the tradition of the medieval journeyman.57 Callen illuminates the oft-drawn
comparison between the surface of realist painting—“whether knife or brush applied,
caked or ‘loaded’”—“were regularly conflated with masonry and trowels in what become
a commonplace metaphor … Worker/painter, troweller/realist, earth/pigment: these labels
became interchangeable.”58 Callen and Rubin both draw meaning from Courbet’s use of
the term “atelier” in the painting’s full title; both scholars suggest a broader meaning for
the term beyond its reference to the artist’s studio. Callen points to Courbet’s selfidentification with a stone mason in is 1845 self-portrait The Sculptor [Fig. 16], noting
his potential ties to freemasonry.59 She also cites Albert Boime’s reading of “atelier” as a
generic term for the Masonic lodge and also the ‘entire Masonic edifice.’”60 Rubin points
to “atelier” as having a charged meaning of the workshop “of any master craftsman,
artisan, or even group of factory workers.”61 He suggests that the painting is “a paradigm
for all workshops.”62 Callen posits that the reference to “seven years” in the full title of
the painting might relate to freemasonry, because seven years is the period of
“compagnonnage” during which a traveling journeyman moves through an
apprenticeship, finally earning the title of maître. She notes that the artist’s friends and
critics alike referred to him as the “maître-peintre, Maître Courbet.”63 The language
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associating the painter with a pre-industrial workman, perhaps self-fashioned as a
medieval journeyman-cum-master, echoes his commitment to the subject matter of
manual labor.
As T.J. Clark argues in Image of the People: Gustave Courbet and the Second
French Republic 1848-1851: “If we look for work alone [in painting], in its own right, in
detail, we have to go to Courbet or Breughel: to the ploughman on the cliff in Brueghel’s
Fall of Icarus, watching nothing but the furrow turn; or to the two stonebreakers on the
road to Maisières.”64 In L’Aventure de l’art au XIXe siècle, Jean-Louis Ferrier echoes
Clark’s conflation of Stonebreakers with the pure image of work: “Only Stonebreakers
by Courbet, with these two buggers chained to their misery, responds in part to the
requirements of a critical painting that Proudhon calls for. Because, far from solely
describing, painting according to him evokes, beyond the anecdote, the human
condition.”65 Courbet’s friends and critics noted that Stonebreakers subverts traditional
standards of genre in its singular combination of size and subject matter. In his 1941
essay “Courbet and Popular Imagery,” Meyer Schapiro notes the impact this audacious
move had on the painting’s reception: “the mere representation of labour on the scale of
the Stone-Breakers was politically suggestive.”66 In an 1855 letter to George Sand about
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Courbet, Champfleury writes that the aristocratic public expected to see a direct
equivalence between the amount of canvas devoted to a particular figure and the esteem
of the represented figure.67
Champfleury’s characterization of Stonebreakers’ scandalous reception differs
slightly, but significantly, from other accounts in its specific emphasis on materiality as
opposed to subject matter alone. Champfleury suggests that the public expects artists to
make the traditional correspondence of value visible not simply by devoting large
canvases to wealthy or politically significant personages, but by representing them richly
adorned in expensive materials. He argues that Stonebreakers is not subversive simply
for showing poor peasants on a large scale, but for showing them in torn and dirty
clothing: “If Velasquez worked on a large scale, it was because his subjects were Spanish
nobles, Infants, Infantas; at least there is silk, gold on the costumes, medals, feathers. Van
der Helst has painted burgomasters full scale, but these thick-set Flemings are redeemed
by the costume.”68 Instead of silk, gold, and precious metals, Courbet devotes the large
canvas to straw, dust, mud, leather, wood and stone: a “straw hat blackened by sun and
rain”; “course linen”; patched drugget-cloth trousers that are so thick they “could stand
by themselves.”69 Courbet’s “careful materialism” conveys the laborers’ poverty in terms
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of the physical breakdown and subsequent functional failure of their garments, which are
the primary sites of resistance between their laboring bodies and the natural elements.70
In Stonebreakers, Courbet renders the modern scene of labor with a careful
materiality and illusionism informed by his study and emulation of Old Master painting,
which is also evident in early works such as the 1842 Portrait of a Young Girl from
Ornans [Fig. 17] and the 1844 portrait of his younger sister Juliette, submitted to the
Salon of 1845 with the coy title Baroness de M….71 [Fig. 18]. In the portrait of his sister,
Courbet evokes the delicate sheen of the gold stripes in the young girl’s dress, and the
subtle punched-lace detailing of her crisp white collar. The heavy drape of a patterned
tapestry cloth frames her form. The pale peach skin of her arms and face, with its rosy
flush, seems to glow against the dark, muted tones of the backdrop. In the 1842 portrait,
the figure’s diaphanous lacework headpiece, punctuated with a pink silk bow, is
materially distinct from her light silky collar and the heavier, stiffer cloth of her striped
cape. These works, made before and after 1849, bring the particular materiality of
Stonebreakers into focus. Instead of delicately rendered silk, taffeta, or lace, Courbet
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redeploys the delicate materiality interior portrait in a grand-scale detailing of material
decimation, obliterating the dramatic chiaroscuro with a flood of sunlight. The stones
within the scene of labor are carefully defined by dark outlines, which make them legible
as individual units. Employing a brush in a manner consistent with the rest of the central
scene, Courbet articulates the rough surface of the stones with subtle modulations of
color, light and shadow. The combination of line and tonal modeling convincingly depict
the three-dimensional specificity of the stones. The foreground technique is one of
deliberate illusionism, in which the represented materials subsume the materiality of the
paint, while the palette knife technique used to indicate the Jurassic stone in the
background reveals another type of virtuosic, effortless artistic work.
Callen illuminates why the relative quickness of the palette knife effect to the
illusionistic brush is important: “The question of speed is central in art of this period—
whether in the painted outdoor étude to capture the ephemeral effect, in the painter's rapid
sensation or impression, or in the virtuoso performance of painting.”72 Callen returns to
the question of painting’s performance in her discussion of The Painter’s Studio, which
she describes as “[a]n image within an image, set in an artist’s studio, this is a selfconscious reference on Courbet’s part to the artificiality even of ‘natural’ landscape
painting. This theatricality is reinforced by his inclusion of a piece of sacking or perhaps
just raw artists’ canvas slung over the top of the painting, which makes knowing
reference to a Titianesque unveiling of his work.”73 The theatrical nature of artistic labor
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expressed in The Painter’s Studio presages the reputation of performative resistance that
was attached to Courbet during the Commune, particularly following alleged
involvement in pulling down the Vendôme Column.
Rubin and Callen both devote attention to the ideological significance of the
landscape at the center of The Painter’s Studio. In the painting, Rubin writes, “landscape
has become so much the wondrous product of the painter’s vision and craft that the little
Franc-Comtois peasant boy standing in front of the picture marvels at its authentic
reproduction…”74 Callen asserts that the drape hanging partially over the landscape in the
painting “strengthen[s] the particular materiality Courbet wished to associate with his
Jura landscape as a representation, but also as something he crafted, its painted physical
objectness.”75 Chu describes Courbet’s process of painting landscapes as “transparent”—
a term Jules Castagnary also used to refer to the visual effect of Courbet’s painted rocks
in Stonebreakers.76 In his lengthy account of Courbet’s unique knife technique,
Castagnary emphasizes the painter’s skillful manipulation of oil paint to generate
convincing non-mimetic landscapes, for which he is renowned:
… [I]n this century Courbet makes constant use of [the
palette knife], and … he achieves extraordinary effects
with it. That amplitude of execution and that beauty of
74
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coloring that all the world recognizes in him come in part
from this. Put in place with the knife, the tone acquires a
delicacy, a transparency that the brush is incapable of
giving it. … Courbet, moreover, handles this instrument
with an unequaled dexterity. He has, I think, improved it;
he has lengthened it, given it two parallel edges, has made
it so flexible and supple that one would think it a pen in
his fingers. I remember the time when Courbet had an
atelier. His students, amazed by the nimbleness of his
hand, all had knives made like the one they saw him
manipulate with such ease. But alas! The art of the colorist
is not completely within the instrument; it is also, it is
above all, in the trustworthy mirror of the eye that
distinguishes at first sight the tone and the values of tone.
Few succeed in their attempt.77

There is a striking disconnect between the material properties of stone and the words
Castagnary uses to describe the process and product of Courbet’s landscape painting—
“delicacy,” “transparency,” “dexterity,” “nimbleness,” “flexible,” and “supple,” come
nowhere near an accurate description of the physical properties of stone or the experience
of breaking it with manual tools. In his essay “Constructing Physicality,” Richard Shiff
complicates the notion of transparency as related to this kind of thick, impasto painting
with a knife. Shiff argues: “Any painting constructed so as to call attention to its own
material fragmentation, system of internal attachment, or simple physicality denies, or at
least interferes with, what is required conventionally for effective illusionistic
representation: the fictive establishment of a transparent plane through which a pictorial
world can be viewed.”78 Shiff continues:
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[Clement] Greenberg’s opposition of old-master to
modernist art parallels the critical distinction between
‘transparency’ and ‘opacity.’ The descriptive figure of
transparency converts a painting surface into an immaterial
plane (metaphorically, a window) that renders visible what
appears to lie beyond it, a world of normative pictorial
representation. In contrast, the figure of opacity suggests
that a painting surface remains undeniably material,
exhibiting its own detailed physicality. Obviously,
transparency facilitates vision; whereas opacity impedes its
course, seeming instead to invite the touch. The figures of
transparency and opacity thus offer structural analogies to
the working of the two senses most directly involved in the
practice of painting.79

Shiff and Greenberg define transparency as a visual quality tied to the illusionism of the
old masters, which contrasts the haptic opacity of paint in modernist paintings. There is a
double transparency at work in Courbet’s landscapes—it is at once a visual effect
achieved by the accumulation of thin layers of paint applied with the flexible knife-edge
and a visible archaeological record of artistic process embedded in the paint. Callen
tellingly frames Courbet’s work in Marxist terms in a manner that links his painting
practice to politics: “Highly visible, Courbet’s innovative technical procedures made his
means of production, his mark making as well as the act of painting, radical as well as
unconventional: his confrontational visual statements were politically as well as
artistically disruptive.”80
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Proudhon as Worker and the Philosophy of the First International
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon and His Children in 1853 [Fig. 19] is more indebted to
Courbet’s training with Old Master paintings than to his inventive and quick knife
painting technique. Callen notes the correspondence between time and value when she
asserts that “Courbet retained brushed illusionism in his figures, thus overtly signalling
the time taken in making them ...”81 Courbet’s view of the relationship between the time
of labor and the painting’s intrinsic value is revealed in his letters about the painting. In a
letter to the photographer Etienne Carjat written between February and March of 1865,
Courbet describes the picture, which he painted with great effort in a concentrated period
of time:
When it did not rain, he [Proudhon] was in the habit of
carrying his paraphernalia—his books, his papers, his
briefcase, his writing desk—out to the three stair steps, and
when the sun shone, his wife and children came to work
with him… Thus, my painting represents that yard.
Proudhon, in his shirtsleeves, is sitting on the steps; one
child playing in the sand; the other is spelling out her letters
under the eye of her mother, who is in the middleground.
You see one wall of the house and a glimpse of foliage
from the neighboring dwellings. The place is surrounded by
a little picket fence like the kind the railroads use. …I like
my painting and it moves everyone here. It was done in
thirty-six days. I am half dead. You’ll see, it’s very
original…82
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Completing the scene took over a month at a rapid pace, to a great expenditure of the
artist’s effort. “I am half dead” can be read as a fulfillment of his earlier promise to “put
everything I have into it.”
Courbet was eager to paint Proudhon’s portrait well before the philosopher’s
death in 1865, just one year after the inaugural meeting of the First International. On two
occasions the artist wrote to Proudhon eagerly encouraging him to have his photographic
portrait taken, having found the results of the first session unsatisfactory for the purpose
of his painting.83 His letters reveal an anxiety about getting an accurate likeness of
Proudhon, who would not sit for the painter in the traditional academic manner.
Courbet’s reliance on photography may be to blame for the grayness of tone that the
Salon critics disparaged,84 though Thomas Schlesser has suggested the tonal effect
conveys a sad, nostalgic remembrance.85 It also reveals that the painting sits at a
convergence of modern media, where the staged, posed bourgeois portrait was leveraged
as a study tool for the painted portrait. This “muted” and “modest” color palette
“celebrate[s] the one he called the ‘pilot of his century.’”86 After Proudhon’s death,
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Courbet worked with urgency on the now posthumous portrait he had been planning
since at least 1863.
In the painting, Courbet shows Proudhon as a humble member of the working
class, an image that was important to his role providing the philosophical underpinnings
of the staunchly working-class First International. Julian Archer writes of First
International leader Henri Louis Tolain’s address to the First International delegates at
the first meeting of the organization, held at St. Martin’s Hall in London on September
28, 1864, that its “philosophical structure” was undeniably “derived from Proudhon.”
Furthermore, “The preponderance of organizers and members of the International in
France were Proudhonist, a fact that would become glaringly apparent over the next two
years.”87 In his preface to Karl Marx’s The Civil War in France, Friedrich Engels notes
the role of the First International members and their Proudhonist ideology: “The members
of the Commune were divided into a majority, the Blanquists, who had also been
predominant in the Central Committee of the National Guard; and a minority, members
of the International Working Men’s Association, chiefly consisting of adherents of the
Proudhon school of socialism.”88 As Archer demonstrates, Proudhon’s philosophy of
labor organization was shaped, in his final work, in dialogue with the workers
themselves. Proudhon dedicated the tome, De la capacité politique des classes ouvrières,
to the workers who had written to him: “Proudhon's impact through De la capacitè
politique des classes ouvrières was circular rather than linear. The workers, quite likely
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future founders of the International, who inspired Proudhon to write this book were, in
turn, inspired by his analysis of their thinking.”89
Archer refers to a letter penned by Tolain “in which he says that the Council
should not entrust ‘a mission in France, whatever it may be, to a man who is not a
worker,’ and again in the branch’s declaration of February 24, that it wanted the
International to keep its ‘essentially working-class character,’ and that in Paris no one
other than a worker could function in the name of the International.”90 Thus, it would
have been important to the mission of the First International that their ideological leader
identify as a working class figure. Though not an official document representing the
organization, Courbet’s portrait supports this aim by presenting Proudhon as a simple
worker. He shows Proudhon amongst his work paraphernalia—his books and journals.
Instead of actively reading or writing, he leans forward wearing an expression of
contemplation. The labor of philosophy—of driving forward an entire labor movement—
it suggests, is intellectual in nature. Proudhon’s work product is more than just his
writing, it is his ideas.
Courbet dated the painting to 1853, between Proudhon’s release from prison on
charges of sedition in 1852 and his exile to Belgium in 1856. According to Valérie Bajou,
the simple white tunic Proudhon is both the austere clothing of a working man on a
regular day at home and an allusion to his prison days that recalls the garment offered to
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him by another prisoner at the Sainte-Pélagie prison.91 Schlesser postulates that Courbet
chose to paint Proudhon and his family in the year 1853 because the artist endeavored to
return to his recently deceased comrade “the features of his triumphant maturity.”92 In
these terms, the portrait essentially represents Proudhon at the height of his intellectual
prowess and philosophical output. Proudhon works “in the familiar and reassuring
context of his home, the antithesis of the prison from which he had just been released in
June 1852.”93 The peacefulness of the domestic scene—as opposed to a scene of
Proudhon in prison or in exile—echoes Proudhon’s call for a nonviolent restructuring of
society.
That Courbet later painted out Proudhon’s wife after an unsuccessful showing at
the Salon of 1865, replacing her with a sewing basket, could be said to reveal a great deal
about the role of women in the labor movement Proudhon and Courbet were working to
push forward. In his choice of a sewing basket, Courbet assimilates the female figure
with feminized manual labor. Bajou points out that, in the painting’s first version with the
full figure of Mrs. Proudhon, the book left on the seat related to teaching wives the
virtues of being good household managers.94 Maintaining a household, especially with
one’s husband in prison, would prevent one from joining the work force. Indeed, at this
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time, even working women were largely isolated from the kind of mutualism Proudhon
espoused. It would not be until the Commune and the founding of the Second
International in July 1889 that women would become visible leaders of labor’s
organization. Despite the possible reference to prison in Proudhon’s tunic, Courbet’s
choice to depict Proudhon’s intellectual labor in the milieu of feminine manual labor and
childish play domesticates it and defangs it. The mutualist vision that motivated
Courbet’s artistic work inside and outside of the studio was the same as that of the early
leaders of the First International—it was a philosophy of peaceful resistance, not
revolution. Proudhon did not advocate class warfare or even the abolition of class, but
rather advocated against hostility between the classes.95
Robert Graham argues that “the workers who created the International in 1864 did
so on their own initiative, without ideological guidance from any particular political
faction … As Benoît Malon later put it, the International had no founders; rather, ‘it came
into existence, with a bright future, out of the social necessities of our epoch and out of
the growing sufferings of the working class.’”96 On the contrary, the First International
did not spring up from nowhere—it grew from a few modest efforts to change labor
legislation during Napoléon III’s regime and a strong Proudhonist philosophy shared by
its early adherents, namely Henri Louis Tolain.97 “Address to the Workmen of France,”
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which was printed in the English paper The Beehive on December 5, 1863, articulates the
aims and ideology of the English trade unionists who would go on to found the First
International. “Let there be a gathering together of representatives,” the union men wrote,
“from France, Italy, Germany, Poland, England, and all countries, where there exists a
will to cooperate for the good of mankind. Let us have our congresses; let us discuss the
great questions on which the peace of nations depends; let us bring our reason and moral
right to bear with becoming dignity against the cajolery and brute force of the so-called
rulers…”98 In the so-called “Manifesto of the Sixty,” printed in L’Opinion nationale on
February 17 1864, proclaimed that workers “have been politically emancipated by
universal suffrage; it now remains for us to become socially emancipated… equal
political rights necessarily imply equal social rights.”99 Julian Archer elucidates the
nature of the relationship between Proudhon’s philosophy and the founders of the First
International: “Perhaps in reality there never were any Proudhonists apart from Proudhon
himself. … To debate whether the Paris leadership was Proudhonist is academic,
however, for most of the leaders considered themselves to be Proudhonists and tried to
adhere to many of Proudhon’s canons.”100 That the first delegates considered themselves
Proudhonist is shown in the changes they made to certain sections of Marx’s address to
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the First International (without knowing he was the author) to reflect Proudhonist
beliefs.101
Both the leaders of Paris branch and Proudhon “abhorred revolution,” “whereas
Proudhon saw any government, Republican or otherwise, as a denial of human rights and
incapable of effecting a total social revolution, however, they were, probably without
exception, Republican. To the Parisians, the complete social revolution was possible only
under a Republic.”102 Archer explains that the Parisian leaders of the International
embraced Proudhon’s rejection of revolution. They were “…unwilling to be a party of
militant revolutionaries. They wanted to bring enlightenment, Proudhonist enlightenment,
and consequently emancipation, to the workingmen of France and the rest of Europe via
the International.”103 Both the leaders of the First International and Proudhon condemned
the type of direct action for which the future leaders of France’s first national trade
syndicate, the Confédération Générale du Travail, and the anarchist artists of the 80s and
90s would advocate, including strikes, which they saw as “depriving the workers of
wages and bringing increased misery upon themselves and their families, when they
should be striving for the abolition of salaried labor and capitalist enterprise.”104 Indeed,
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strike action was relatively stagnant during the years leading up to the Commune and in
the years immediately following, picking up significantly in the 1880s and 90s. As
Shorter and Tilly demonstrate, there was relatively little change in the number of strikes
from 1840 to the late 1870s, with a “great take-off in militancy” beginning in the early
1880s: “Each of the principal increases in strike activity was tied to an increase in the
organizational capacities of labor.”105 Shorter and Tilly point to what they describe as
“the ‘nationalization’ of working-class politics” and “an increase in the scale of those
institutions regulating working-class life which had been in progress since the days of
Louis Napoléon.”106 In 1869, they note, “for the first time a foreshadowing of proletarian
participation in a strike wave may be noted, isolated outshoots in a movement still largely
dominated by small-shop artisanal strikes.”107 It was not until 1893 that “the first major
upsurge of industrial conflict since 1870 took place, with 634 strikes … and 170,000
strikers … Whereas the 1869-70 wave had come near the front end of the long transition
from artisanal to mechanized production, the 1893 strike was located near the rear, for in
the future waves of strikes (as opposed to workaday industrial conflict) would reflect the
styles and forms of the proletarian cadres of the CGT.”108
Courbet’s description of the portrait to Jules Luquet in a letter written between
February and March of 1865 expresses the kind of humble, pacifist nature of his subject
and the importance of ideas in shaping France’s future:
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The painting that I am working on at the moment is a
Historical Portrait of P.-J. Proudhon. … I submitted the
idea to him. He approved of it completely. Except that,
humble as he was, he thought he was worth neither the
effort nor the importance of a painting. But for me it was an
extremely important duty, which I am fulfilling with
pleasure and awe, for he is the only man who stood both for
my country and for what I think.109

We can expand the frame of study around this painting to think of it not just in terms of
the discourse between Courbet and Proudhon, but also in terms of Proudhon’s impact on
the formation of the First International, which would have consequences for the
administration of the Commune. This “historical” portrait is not just of Courbet’s friend,
but of the ideological founder of the first ever labor organization to cross national borders
and advocate for the formation of an international working class.
From Painting to Performance: The Commune and Artistic Labor
It was during the Commune that Courbet took on the role of labor organizer,
absorbing it into his artistic identity and letting its work overtake that of painting. On
April 30, 1871, more than a month into the Commune, Courbet wrote to his family,
touting the success of his organizational leadership:
Here I am, thanks to the people of Paris, up to my neck in
politics: president of the Federation of Artists, member of
the Commune, delegate to the Office of the Mayor,
delegate to [the Ministry of] Public Education, four of the
most important offices in Paris. I get up, I eat breakfast, and
I sit and I preside twelve hours a day. …Everything in Paris
rolls along like clockwork. If only it could stay like this
109
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forever. In short, it is a beautiful dream. All the government
bodies are organized federally and run themselves. And it is
I who presented the model for it with artists of all kinds.110

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Courbet made sure his fellow artists knew he saw the Commune
as indebted to the philosophy of Proudhon. In a letter to the artists of Paris on April 6,
1871, which was printed in the Journal official de la Commune and reprinted in editor
Jules Vallès’ Cri du people and the paper Le Soir, Courbet begins with an exclamation
and ends with a dramatic statement about the importance of Proudhon to the Commune
project: “Oh Paris! Paris, the great city has just shaken off the dust of all feudality. …
This revolution is all the more just as it originates with the people. Its apostles are
workers, its Christ was Proudhon.”111 Gonzalo J. Sánchez argues that neither the
Federation of Artists nor the Commune were “ideologically monolithic,” because “[b]oth
of them reacted to social crises and to the frustrations of the empire and answered with
reforms.”112 However: “They also had the philosophy of Proudhon, the most important
opposition social theorist of the empire and indeed of the midcentury.”113 Sánchez
enumerates the points of Proudhonian philosophy that influenced the Federation’s three
declarations:
Artisanal self-organization, juridical equality as a gauge of
economic parity before the state, the primacy of economic
associations, the administration of things rather than of
individuals … Proudhon’s influence over artisans extended
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to the decorative artists, who in turn influenced the
Fédération’s program in a Proudhonian direction.114

The members of the First International, the most staunchly Proudhonist participants in the
Commune, as Quentin Deleurmoz has shown,
played almost no role in the events of 18 March, which was
a popular and spontaneous movement. These men … were
nevertheless present at the structural level of the Paris
insurrections ... they could also be found amongst the
officers of the garde nationale. Their role within the
Commission du travail and towards the reorganization of
work relations particularly stood out: the creation of local
trades councils, organization of women’s work, enabling of
the development of labour associations, etc.”115

Proudhon was against the kind of direct action (strikes and sabotage) that would be
advocated by the anarcho-syndicalist leaders of the CGT at the end of the century, except
in “exceptional” cases as with large-scale labor. Engels argues that large-scale industry
was hardly exceptional in 1871, thus rendering Proudhon’s ideas obsolete during the
Commune:
… even in Paris, the centre of handicrafts, large-scale
industry had already so much ceased to be an exceptional
case that by far the most important decree of the Commune
instituted an organization of large-scale industry and even
of manufacture which was not based only on the
association of workers in each factory, but also aimed at
combining all these associations in one great union; in short
an organization which, as Marx quite rightly says in The
Civil War, must necessarily have led in the end to
114
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communism, that is to say, the direct antithesis of the
Proudhon doctrine. And, therefore, the Commune was also
the grave of the Proudhon school of socialism. Today this
school has vanished from French working class circles;
among them now, among the Possibilists no less than
among the ‘Marxists,’ Marx’s theory rules unchallenged.
Only among the ‘radical’ bourgeoisie are there still
Proudhonists.116

Courbet regularly used the press to communicate with his fellow artists of the Commune.
A letter addressed “To his colleagues” from Paris on March 18, 1871—the day of
Adolphe Thiers’ departure to Versailles—began “My dear fellow artists:” and proceeded,
“You have done me the honor, at your meeting, of appointing me your president.”117 He
then decries the type of government that quashes art’s modern impulse and its underlying
philosophy, calling for a revolution in art as in society:
The preceding regimes that governed France nearly
destroyed art by protecting it and taking away its
spontaneity. That feudal approach, sustained by a despotic
and discretionary government, produced nothing but
aristocratic and theocratic art, just the opposite of modern
tendencies, of our needs, our philosophy, and the revelation
of man manifesting his individuality and his moral and
physical independence. Today, when democracy must
direct everything, it would be illogical for art, which leads
the world, to lag behind in the revolution that is taking
place in France at this moment.118

In yet another letter, Courbet calls on artists, to “get to work, and the artists of friendly
nations will respond to our appeal!”119 To produce modern artistic work was to help
116
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spread the values of the Commune internationally, biding together a class of artists
worldwide.
Léonce Scherer’s caricature Souvenirs of the Commune [Fig. 20] casts Courbet as
the author of the destruction of the Vendôme Column, insinuating in the caption that this
performative “stone breaking” was part of a linear progression from the painting
Stonebreakers to the act of vandalism: “The man who would one day be called upon to
topple the Vendôme Column began as a Stonebreaker.” Though Courbet was not present
during the debate or vote on the destruction of the Vendôme Column,120 and had in fact
gone on the record advocating for its preservation and relocation,121 he was charged,
tried, imprisoned, and fined for its demolition.122 “I have asserted that contrary to widely
held opinion, the painter from Ornans had nothing to do with the leveling of the
Vendôme Column on May 16, 1871, and I pledged to prove it,” wrote the critic and
Courbet’s friend Jules Castagnary at the opening of his 1882 article “A Plea for a Dead
Friend.” “A Republican, who suffered from the Empire all his life, he intervenes to
preserve these mementos of the Empire. And it is this very man who will be later
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regarded as the destroyer of the column: what an irony!”123 In a letter sent to London
Times, Courbet insists his participation in the decision to pull down the column was
impossible given a discrepancy in dates and his previous record of advocating for the
monument’s relocation: “I am accused of having destroyed the Vendôme Column, when
it is patently evident that the decree ordering its demolition was voted on April 12 and
that I only became a member of the Commune after the election held on April 16, that is,
ten days later [sic.]. I warmly recommended the preservation of the bas-reliefs and
proposed to install them as a museum display at the Invalides.”124 This spontaneous
decision to pull the column down, Castagnary explains, was born of “a long series of
extraordinary events mixed with tragic anxieties and inexpressible sorrows”:
The time when people talked of making cannons with that
bronze or relocating the column at the Invalides is over.
Eight months have passed since then—eight months filled
with the siege of Paris, the organization of the National
Guard, the inertia of General Trochu, the despair of the
Parisians, the surrender, then the legislative elections, the
Commune, the civil war … The present situation is
unprecedented. Men, feelings, and aims are different. This
time, the column is hauled to the ground with neither
petitions nor oratory.125
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Sánchez argues that Courbet’s role as the President of the Artists’ Federation, charged
with the preservation of artistic patrimony, turned him into “a scapegoat and symbol”
regarding the column.126 In a letter to Castagnary, Courbet relates the injustice of the
charges in a defeated tone: “In spite of my efforts, those of my codefendants, and those of
my lawyer, the tribunal decreed that I was the author of the column’s fall. This fate has
been arbitrarily assigned to me, despite the evidence. I have the column as my lot. This
error is given credence by the public, and I am defenseless.”127 Castagnary expresses the
potency and visibility of the rumor that Courbet was the architect of the Column’s
destruction, spreading via word of mouth and public graffiti:
Eleven years ago [1871], amidst arrests, condemnations
and tortures, there was only one answer to this question [of
who had taken initiative for the Committee’s proposal to
destroy the column]: it is Courbet! Nobody knew, but
everyone said: it is Courbet! ...Eventually, even the walls
spoke; accusatory graffiti could be read, from one end of
Paris to the other. “Courbet, the colonnard.” “Courbet, the
déboulonneur.” [The bronze plates of the column had been
bolted together. Déboulonner means, to unrivet or
unbolt.]128

The effectiveness of these rumors led Philippe de Chennevières, who Sánchez explains
“dominated arts policies” from 1874 onward, to express a “stinging hatred of the
Commune and Courbet”: “… A typical tirade on the Vendôme Column reads: ‘An artist,
you have dishonored artists by breaking the most solemn of works sculpted by French
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hands…you wanted to cause a stir, all you shall get are boos. In falling, the column has
splashed you with the mud of universal contempt, from which your inebriated face will
never wash clean.’”129
The pulling down of the Column was a spectacle captured across media, in
painting, illustrations in the popular press, and photography. Jeannene M. Przyblyski
relates the “cheap and brash” barricade photos that are the subject of her essay
“Revolution at a Standstill: Photography and the Paris Commune of 1871” to the muchphotographed Column after its fall. She refers to the followers of Louis Auguste Blanqui,
the revolutionary socialist who was elected President of the Commune despite his
imprisonment by Adolphe Thiers’ government at the time of its formation: “The
Blanquists might well have [admitted] that the barricade photographs—cheap and brash,
‘the historical event itself become a mass article,’ ... were not quite what they had in mind
when they dreamed of recreating the elaborate popular festivals of Thermidor (the hastily
organized toppling of the Vendôme Column … would not be much of an
improvement.)”130 The photographs of Communards posing with the fallen statue of
Napoléon [Figs. 21, 22] can be counted among the barricade photographs Przyblyski
examines. In interrogating the motives of the Communards posing for barricade—or
fallen Column—photographs, Przyblyski deploys the terms “theatricality” and
“performativity”: “...the Communards posing on the barricades explicitly laid claim to the
theatricality that is intrinsic to photographic reality, to the performativity that is the
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counterpart to its opticality, especially in the commercialized realm of the photographic
portrait.”131 Przyblyski uses these terms to describe the artificiality of the pose inherent to
portrait photography, which extends to these photos of Communards posed, frozen for
posterity, on the barricades. The toppling of the Column itself was a theatrical,
performative maneuver, and was made notorious by its photographic reproductions and
depictions across other media. Tied to this event, however unfairly, Courbet gained the
reputation of a performer in the public spectacle of resistance. In this milieu, resistance
itself became part and parcel of artistic work. To return to Scherer’s cartoon, Courbet the
colonnard and déboulonneur was also Courbet the Stonebreaker, first and foremost a
laborer. In this way, the “worker-artist” mantle that Callen and Rubin cast upon Courbet
can be extended to his infamous participation in bringing down the Column.
This notorious act of destruction and its subsequent representation kicked off an
era in which labor’s resistance inflected the subject of labor in painting from Courbet to
the Impressionists, Neo-Impressionists, and Naturalists at the end of the century. The
artist of the late nineteenth-century avant-garde created images of labor that were
inextricably tied to the history of labor’s organization unfolding in real time; no images
of work created in this period existed outside of this political reality. The respective level
of isolation from or potential exposure to working-class consciousness and organization
efforts of the workers depicted in Impressionist and Neo-Impressionist paintings
determined their political valence. We must read the isolation of Berthe Morisot’s house
maids in the 1880s, for example, against the coalescence of an urban proletariat and a
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boom in unionization efforts. When Jules Adler painted a scene from the metallurgists’
strike at Le Creusot, part of the strike wave of 1899-1900, he fully assimilated direct
action into the visual language of work.
Courbet’s artistic labor extended beyond the atelier into the street; his actions as
an artist landed him in prison, like Jacques-Louis David before him and Maximilien Luce
after him. The artist engagé worked to destroy oppressive regimes through his painting,
his organizing, and his notorious act of destruction. In his painting, he elevated the
subject of manual labor to the scale of history, a precedent that would shape the coming
half century of realism in the avant-garde. With his leadership of the Artist’s Federation
during the Commune, the role of the artist grew to encompass the role of organizer who
regularly utilized the press to communicate with his associates. Finally, as the accused
breaker of the Vendôme Column—an act which could be said to defy Proudhon’s stance
against direct action and especially against violence—Courbet’s example ushered in a
new era of anarchist direct action that placed labor resistance in public spaces and
reproduced its forms across media. The artist’s realm of action was no longer just the
atelier, but also the street; he transitioned from a creature of political feeling to a political
actor.
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CHAPTER 2

The Anarchism of Analogy: Edgar Degas and the Urban Laundry
Introduction
Degas’s pictures of ironers, created over 33 years of his career, exist in a long
continuum of laundress images in the beaux arts, decorative arts, and popular culture of
France—she decorated dinner plates and playing cards, was the subject of songs and
theatrical productions, sat before the photographer’s lens, and was the focus of many a
painter’s and draughtsman’s gaze. In painting, laundress images mostly fall into a number
of distinct categories: laundry in the domestic realm, performed by the woman of the
house or a domestic servant as in François Bonvin’s Woman Ironing (1858) [Fig. 23];
idyllic scenes where groups of women do their personal laundry together at the seaside or
river’s edge as in William-Adolphe Bougureau’s Washerwomen of Fousenant (1869)
[Fig. 24]; serene scenes of laundry performed outdoors in rural settings as in Désiré
François Laugée’s Linen on the Farm of 1883 [Fig. 25]; images of sexualized women
where laundry and its accoutrements are used merely as props like in Jules Émile
Saintin’s Young Laundress (n.d.) [Fig. 26]; depictions of the laundress about town,
sometimes in precarious or ambiguous situations as in Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret’s
Laundress (1879) [Fig. 27]; and scenes set in urban laundries such as Degas’s. Similarly,
the laundress can be divided into several types: the begrudging housewife stuck indoors;
the flirtatious coquette; the laundress-about-town who may or may not be a sex worker; a
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woman working peacefully and communally in the countryside or at water’s edge; or the
alluring but possibly ill Parisian laundress.
Degas’s images of ironers were in good company among the Impressionist
painters, too—Frédéric Bazille, Berthe Morisot, Mary Cassatt, Gustave Caillebotte, and
Camille Pissarro all depicted the labor of laundry in some form, just as ThéophileAlexandre Steinlen, Henri Toulouse-Lautrec, and Maximilien Luce in the next generation
of avant-garde artists would. But his investigation of the subject is more extensive both in
number of images and range of technical and compositional experimentation than his
predecessors and contemporaries. He depicted the subject in pastel, oil on paper and
canvas, in etching, and he photographed his paintings. He painted them frontally, from
behind, and in silhouette and showed them in different poses and postures; while one
applies pressure on the surface of the ironing table, another stretches and yawns. Many
are absorbed in their work, while one confronts the viewer with her gaze. Some are
partially obscured by hanging linens that act as spatial screens, which Werner Hofmann
argues constitute “forward-looking formal potential” and suggest “in-between worlds of
two and three dimensions, of interior and exterior, such as only the imagination can
explore.”132 Degas emphasizes and even celebrates the very quality that kept them from
participating in the strikes staged by those in equally small trades and by the proletariat of
the large-scale industries: their isolation. With very few exceptions, his laundresses are
pictured working alone.
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Several were works in progress for years, in one case Degas worked for more than
a decade: The Laundresses (1880-82) [Fig. 28] took two years, as did Laundresses
Carrying Linen in Town (c. 1876-78) [Fig. 29]. A small graphite drawing and oil painting
on paper titled The Laundress is dated 1867-75 [Fig. 12], The Laundress is dated 1876-84
[Fig. 30] and Woman Ironing is dated 1876-87 [Fig. 31]. Sometimes he returns to the
same composition years after its first iteration, as in the case of A Woman Ironing
(Silhouette) of 1873 [Fig. 32], Woman Ironing of 1876-87, and Woman Ironing of 1883
[Fig. 33], in which the postures of the figures and the spatial compositions are
remarkably similar. What differs greatly in these paintings is the effect of light on the
various surfaces of linens hanging in the shop, as well as the depiction of the linens being
ironed. In A Woman Ironing (Silhouette), the surface of the ironing table is rendered in
layered scumbles of white, tan, and gray blue; it is emphatically paint while also giving
the impression of a heap of wrinkled fabric. The surface of the table in Woman Ironing
(1876-87) is illusionistic, depicting the finished product of the ironer’s skilled labor: a
perfectly starched, bleached, and folded gentleman’s shirt, its collar expertly curved and
standing upright.
In his April 1874 essay in Le Charivari responding to the first Impressionist
exhibition in Paris, critic Louis Leroy similarly wrote that Degas’s Laundress was “so
badly laundered.”133 In an 1876 review of the second Impressionist exhibition, critic
Marius Chaumelin offered a telling appraisal of four paintings by Edgar Degas depicting
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Parisian laundresses at work: “Despite Degas’s accurate and firm draftsmanship, his
Blanchisseuses will never get my business: the laundry that they are ironing is repulsively
dirty.”134 Chaumelin’s and Leroy’s tongue-in-cheek remarks suggest an illuminating
analogy between Degas’s subject and his personal modernist technique, between the
soiled surfaces of the laundry and the artist’s accumulated, gestural brushstrokes. On 13
February 1874, Edmond de Goncourt wrote in his journal:
Yesterday I spent the whole day in the studio of a strange
painter called Degas. After a great many essays and
experiments and trial shots in all directions, he has fallen in
love with modern life, and out of all the subjects in modern
life he has chosen washerwomen and ballet-dancers. When
you come to think of it, it is not a bad choice.
…
He showed me, in their various poses and their graceful
foreshortening, washerwomen and still more washerwomen
… speaking their language and explaining the technicalities
of the different movements in pressing and ironing.135

Degas’s unique attentiveness to the distinct movements, gestures, expressions, and spaces
associated with the labor of laundry, in its pre-industrial form and in an urban context,
sets his laundresses apart from his Impressionist friends. Degas attends to a historical
blind spot—the labor of laundry largely evaded official records—with a testimony to the
provocative visual and social matrices of urban laundry work that include sexuality,
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criminality, and isolation from a larger working-class consciousness within semi-public,
semi-private spaces.
For Degas, the laundress pictures were an exploration of the working-class
“other,” while the laundress’s linens gave her intimate knowledge of her clients. Critic
and collector Edmond Duranty was thinking of Degas when he coined the term “social
chiaroscuro.”136 Like the surface of the painter’s canvas, the laundress’s linens are the
surfaces into which the laundress’s labors are assimilated, or “bound up”–where verbs
become nouns, motion becomes stillness. In Marxist parlance, labor itself is essential the
translation of a verb into a noun, Unruhe into Sein, motion into motionlessness. Degas
suggests that the laundress’s labor is not unlike the artist’s—both are specialists of
surfaces, skilled manipulators of tools and chemicals who use the material of their labors
to make meaning from the world around them. Garments and linens are the surfaces upon
which the laundress enacts and erases her labor. Mining the visual and conceptual
analogic relationship between laundry and painting epitomizes the experimental
playfulness of Degas’s approach; the connection between one form of labor and the other
it is both a cheeky conceit and a serious technical-conceptual investigation. In his
depictions of ironers, Degas investigates labor’s expressive potential. In them, Degas
evokes the symbolic meaning revealed in the parallel processes of material and chemical
manipulation wherein cloth, pigment, and fat are treated with liquid and exposed to the
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air until images are either fixed or erased. At the point of “completion,” both clean
laundry and manifested image immediately begin a process of decay or degradation.
The symbolic terrain of the material, technical, and processual analogy between
laundry and painting extends still into a third dimension: photography. Degas’s sustained
investigation of the laundress as a subject is, at its very core, photographic. Its existence
is conceivable only in a world after Daguerre, in which the camera’s undiscriminating
gaze liberated the pictorial subject from rigid academic standards. Born at the same time
and in the same place as photography, Degas never lived in a pre-photographic world,
and thus never had to experience the existential dilemma of the painter confronted with
the mechanically produced image. Reframing the laundress pictures as analogies of both
laundry and photography expands their aesthetic and conceptual potential, broadening the
boundaries of what can be achieved pictorially: this is the essence of Degas’s avant-garde
practice. He aestheticizes the ironer’s strenuous labor, emphasizing that her work—like
his—is an involved and expressive process of manipulating materials. As Kaja Silverman
writes in The Miracle of Analogy: The History of Photography, Part I, “[e]very analogy
contains within it both similarity and difference. Similarity is the connector, what holds
two things together, and difference is what prevents them from being collapsed into
one.”137 Exposing his own process and materials in images of hard work puts his own
labor up against the laundress’s, drawing out the differences and similarities that together
make up analogy.
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At its core, this decades-long project anticipates the loss of the Parisian laundress
and the pre-industrial spaces of labor she inhabits. When Degas began his exploration of
the subject, the Parisian laundress was on the way to becoming an anachronism—a
vestige of the narrow, snaking streets of a Paris before Haussmann; a Paris reduced to
rubble to make way for the wide rectilinear boulevards and modern sewers that would
become the crowning achievement of the Second Empire; a pre-mortem Paris preserved
street-by-street in Charles Marville’s state-commissioned documentary photographs of
the 1850s and ‘60s. It was perhaps with reverence for the urban laundress’s improbable
endurance into the industrial era, or a pre-emptively nostalgic sense of her imminent
disappearance from the modern city, that Degas—staying with family in New Orleans—
conveyed the following sentiment in a letter to fellow painter James Tissot in 1872:
“Everything is beautiful in this world of the people. But one Parisian laundry girl, with
bare arms, is worth it all for such a pronounced Parisian as I am.”138 In another letter to
Henri Rouart dated December 5, 1872 Degas signs off by proclaiming: “Well then, Long
live fine laundering in France.”139
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“The Drinking, Quarreling Washerwomen of the Seine”: Crystallizing an Urban
Type
In Émile Zola’s 1877 Realist novel L’Assommoir, the perpetually embattled
laundress and protagonist Gervaise Macquart opens her own laundry studio in the
apartment she shares with her second husband and three young children. This
arrangement was typical for Parisian laundresses in late nineteenth-century Paris who ran
the thousands of small, semi-domestic laundries to be found in each of the city’s quarters
and in multitudes in its surrounding suburbs. It is precisely the overlap of the private
domestic interior with the public space of work and commerce that resulted in the laundry
industry leaving a meager trace in the history of labor. In “Invisibled Laundry,” Aretha
van Herk notes the multiple reasons for the weak impression of the laundress in history:
Despite the extensive critical attention paid to labor history,
sanitation, and hygiene in relation to social reform, laundry
work does not fit conventional paradigms. Its
documentation is as much a vanishing act as the outcome of
the work itself. The second half of the nineteenth century
was the heyday of the laundry trade in Europe. Yet
...references to it are sporadic, secondary investigations of
‘real’ work. Further, because most laundry work was done
by women needing to make a living who often used their
homes to take in wash for others, such private labor is not
easily traced.140

Nevertheless, it was far and away the most common trade for working-class women in
the second half of the nineteenth century and the sole domain of women since at least the
sixteenth century. In 1912, journalist and publisher Octave Uzanne wrote in The Modern
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Parisienne that 98,000 of the 135,000 working women in Paris were “laundresses,
ironers, clear-starchers, and laundresses’ assistants,” who “[formed] an important corps in
the army of Parisian labour.”141 Laundresses not only represented the vast majority of
women’s work in the French capital and its environs, but also a significant portion of the
population as a whole: women in the laundry industry constituted between one-fifth and
one-third of the population of Paris and its peripheries.142 Eunice Lipton has argued that
the proliferation of laundress images throughout the history of French art, into the latenineteenth-century Salons and popular culture, can be attributed to this ubiquity and
visibility.143 But as the title of van Herk’s essay suggests, the visibility of the laundress
figure did not equate to the visibility of her labor. Visibility and invisibility operate in
close tension in Degas’s pictures of ironers.
As Aritha Van Herk argues, laundry work “denotes women as managers of dirt,
thus requiring women keep moral slime, degeneracy, and contamination at bay, but
nonetheless expecting that they will be contaminated by the dirt they seek to efface.”144
On one hand, the laundress was seen as a suspect character because she obtained intimate
knowledge of her customers through her direct contact with their clothing and household
linens. She could read stories told through stains as she handled garments that had come
into direct contact with her customer’s bodies. As Patricia E. Malcolmson illuminates,
this work could be repulsive and physically oppressive: “The week began with the stale
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obnoxious smell of many families’ dirty laundry ... There soon followed the smell of
soap, bleach, bluing, and starch mingled with steam, puddles of soapy water interspersed
with unsteady islands of loose bricks or old mats, the high temperatures–often reaching
ninety degrees Fahrenheit–converting the family kitchen into a Turkish bath.”145 An 1891
notice in the British Medical Journal warns against the dangerous labor conditions in the
unsanitary, overheated and ill-ventilated labor spaces of small laundries.146 The article
singles out ironers—the figures Degas focused on—in particular, whom the author claims
are “peculiarly liable to consumption, this liability being due to their long hours of work
in overcrowded, ill-ventilated rooms, in which the infective principle of the disease must
always be present.”147 The stigma of filth and disease attached itself to the figure of the
laundress.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Zola also addresses the filth within which Gervaise must
submerge her body, insinuating that she has almost become one with it as a result of her
constant labor:
[Gervaise] was used to filth, and didn’t find it the least bit
disgusting; she plunged her bare pink arms right in among
shirts yellow with dirt, clothes stiff with grease from
washing-up water and socks eaten away and rotted by
sweat. But, amid the penetrating fumes that hit her in the
face as she bent over the piles, a kind of langour came over
her. Sitting doubled up on the edge of a stool and leaning
towards the floor, she was stretching out her hands to left
and right more and more slowly and smiling vaguely, her
eyes dreamy, as if this human stench was making her
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drunk. And it seemed as though that was where her laziness
first began, that it came from the stifling reek of dirty
clothes poisoning the air round about her.148

In Lydgate Matters: Poetry and Material Culture in the Fifteenth Century, Lisa H.
Cooper and Andrea Denny-Brown demonstrate that the “morally ambivalent status” of
laundresses can be traced back to the thirteenth century poet Dante Aleghieri, who used
the term lavender in Inferno 13.149 ‘Lavender’ literally means “laundress,” but its
“remarkably flexible” meaning “extends from the literal … to the metaphorical (‘spiritual
cleansers’) to the colloquial (‘prostitutes’).150 Geoffrey Chaucer quotes Dante in the
Prologue to his Legend of Good Women, which is itself picked up by fifteenth-century
English poet John Lydgate in his oft-maligned poem ‘Tretise for Lauandres.’151
“‘Lavender’ came to mean ‘whore’ not because of theoretical and abstract mental
gymnastics,” Cooper and Denny-Brown assert, “but because of the specific historical
status of washerwomen in late-medieval England. … Coupled with the intimacy of the
laundress’s job and the association of dirty laundry with filth in general and the body in
particular, … such women came to be seen as threats to the established sexual order of
things.”152 This long history of multiple meanings of the laundress endured into the
second half of the nineteenth-century.
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The eighteenth century produced images of laundresses that subverted these
associations with filth, presenting the laundress as desirable rather than physically
contaminated. Jean-Baptiste Greuze’s rosy-cheeked young woman in his 1761 La
Blanchisseuse is the quintessential, if rather chaste, laundress-coquette [Fig. 34]. Her
surroundings are modest but comfortable, as is customary of Greuze’s genre scenes of
middle-class French life. In the upper left corner the plaster peels away from the wall to
reveal a brick layer beneath and the floors are bare; however, she is also surrounded by
belongings that bespeak a semi-comfortable rural life: a small wooden armoire and
copper pots, a woven basket and pewter jug. She is not employed as a laundress in a
small studio like Zola’s Gervaise or any of Degas’s washerwomen, but is either a young
domestic servant, an elder daughter, or the woman of the house. Seated on a low wooden
stool, she leans forward with her arms pressed together between her knees, her hands
wringing soapy water from a dingy white cloth. Linens hang from a slouching line behind
her and are draped on another wooden stool where her silver pitcher of water also rests.
Her process is not particularly legible, though it does appear inefficient—a wet, twisted,
and soiled rag sits on the ground just at her feet, as more linen spills from the shallow
bowl onto the floor, and there is no obvious place to hang the wet laundry once it is
rinsed clean. In this case, laundry is a convenient setting for the modest yet flirtatious
figure, who gazes out toward the viewer with the hint of a smile across her lips, and a
device to gesture toward tantalizing tactility. In James Pradier’s 1852 sculpture of the
same name [Fig. 35], the actions of the laundress-coquette have far less to do with actual
washing than Greuze’s young woman. Standing in a curving contrapposto, resting against
her wash basin, the laundress leans her head sideways toward her smooth, bare shoulder
45

from which her belted robe has slipped. With eyes closed and lips gently parted, she
brings her iron close to her cheek as if it is a feather or a fur; some object to caress
against her young flesh. Her bodily posture and the simple absurdity of her gesture with
the iron mark her as a sexual object; the simultaneously pure and dirty lavender of
medieval poetry.
Cooper and Denny-Brown argue that Lydgate’s poem paradoxically draws
“associations between laundresses and illicit sexuality” and the “connection between
washing and the purgation of sin.”153 This duality signifies “both spiritual purity and
bodily contamination.”154 François Wasserman notes that laundry, which women alone
had managed “at all times, in all regions” of France, brought together linen, “a symbol of
intimacy and a representation of family and social status,” and water, “a purifying but
dangerous element,” generated and gave life to numerous regionally specific beliefs
about the women performing the ritualistic task.155 For example, in Normandy, it was
believed that stubborn stains difficult to remove from linen indicated that the
washerwoman had a “bad heart.” If a laundress in Arles did not get wet while doing her
washing, she was said to be a witch. Conversely, a laundress who wets her apron more
than normal would be doomed to marry a drunkard.156 The laundress’s practice of
eradicating the filthy residues of daily life and their multisensory assaults simultaneously
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threatened her health, imbued her with fetishistic eroticism, and cemented her marginal
social status.
François Wasserman cites a 1900 statistic that estimated 30% of sex workers in
Paris had previously worked as laundresses.157 She notes that the judgment resulting from
such statistics directly impacted the iconography of laundresses, particularly in the form
of caricature; however, she also points out that painters and engravers frequently depicted
laundresses in precarious or ambiguous situations. For example, an anonymous engraving
circa 1880 signed simply “B.” depicts a well-dressed laundress with a precocious smile
and a basket full of clean linens prepares to enter a hotel. As Wasserman notes, the
laundress’s expression “is full of innuendo” and leaves the viewer with little doubt about
what will transpire once she enters the establishment.158
There are, of course, contemporary exceptions to the typology of the laundress as
a “prostitute” or “whore.” Frederic Bazille’s laundress is a married woman working in
her own home rather than an employee toiling in a small studio [Fig. 36]. The linens that
hang from her line are of a fine quality; the blue cloth to the left has a delicate all-over
floral pattern, and the cream-colored linen to the far right has a delicate fringe along its
edge. These are not the stinking, sodden rags of strangers, but the fineries of the woman’s
own middle-class household. The overflowing basket on the floor and massive, heavy
drapery spilling over the edge of her ironing table explain her forlorn, overwhelmed
expression. Bazille poses her as if she is in the process of ironing, with her left hand
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resting atop her right hand as it grips the iron handle. However, her iron touches only the
covered surface of her table, and not the heaped linen before her. She is caught in a
moment of restless frustration, surrounded by the objects she must begrudgingly return to
their clean and neat states.
Bazille’s overwhelmed housewife follows in the tradition of paintings
representing Thomas Hood’s 1843 poem “Song of the Shirt,” which depicts a weary wife
positively buried in the unending labor of mending her husband’s shirts. “Work—work—
work,” the poem reads,
Till the brain begins to swim;
Work—work—work,
Till the eyes are heavy and dim!
Seam, and gusset, and band,
Band, and gusset, and seam,
Till over the buttons I fall asleep,
And sew them on in a dream!159

The laundress wears the expression of the work-weary wife in Charles Rossiter’s The
Song of the Shirt c. 1850 [Fig. 37]. Seated next to a table spread with an afternoon snack
and tea, Rossiter’s woman is unable to enjoy her repasse as her lap is draped with her
husband’s white shirts. Her surroundings are tidy yet modest—her own tablecloth is
tattered at the edge. She stares longingly out the window, her hands resting resignedly in
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her lap. Like Rossiter, Bazille’s laundress is not a coquette, but a housewife bored with
the tedium of tending to household duties unable to be outsourced to a servant. An 1889
article entitled “Cuffs, Collars, and Shirts” in Scientific American expresses the
predicament of wives responsible for returning her husband’s dirty garments to their fresh
commodity states, with stiff and pristine cuffs and collars, suggesting she would prefer to
send his clothes out to a professional laundry:
Many a girl on the eve of her wedding knows as little about
‘doing up’ a shirt as she does about making bread, which is
precious little, for she has never had to do it, was never
made to do it, and how can she show any willing woman in
her employ how to do it, if she knows not how herself?
After weeks, yea! months of bad washing, she finally
concludes it would be economy to send the cuffs, collars,
and shirts, anyhow, to the laundry …160

The dual and often competing associations Cooper and Denny-Brown tease out of
their analysis of the term ‘lavender’ in Lydgate’s poem flawlessly applies to the
conflicted figure of the laundress in nineteenth-century France. As they argue, ‘lavender’
is a term with “multiple lives and multiple histories” that collapses the “theological,
colloquial, and literary.”161 The Parisian laundress in late nineteenth-century France was
seen both as a sexually available coquette and a physically contaminated drunk. She was
both the purveyor of purity and the epitome of filth. Uzanne remarks in The Modern
Parisienne that
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ironers and clear-starchers are clean, coquettish, and often
really pretty, and almost all of them (strange to say) have
pretty hands. It cannot be said that their souls are as
immaculate as the linen they iron. These girls have a
shocking reputation for folly and grossness. Popular slang
has given them the name of baquets (tubs), which they
regard as supremely insulting.162

In Paris Herself Again in 1878-9, George Augustus Sala also notes the use of this
derisive sobriquet in his discussion of the decline of the modern laundress, who besides
making frustrating blunders in her work has also lost her looks:
The modern Parisian laundress, although still an
incomparable ironer, and ‘getter-up,’ has sadly fallen off as
a blanchisseuse. She burns holes in your linen with the eau
de Javelle, or some other abominable caustic solution
which she uses; and she either starches your linen too much
or not at all. She is no longer pretty … and the juvenile
apprentice to soapsuds is contemptuously spoken of as ‘un
baquet,’ a tub: but it is of her unpunctuality that I chiefly
complain.163

Degas, like Zola, was clearly aware of the murky boundaries between labor and
sex in the gendered space of the laundry. Zola, for his part, pens a monologue from the
perspective of a lewd male customer that verges on a satire of masculine sexual
aggression: “He wasn’t doing anything wrong. He wasn’t touching, he was just looking.
Was he forbidden now to look at the lovely things the good Lord had made? That tart
Clémence hadn’t half got an amazing pair of knockers! She could put herself on show
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and charge a couple of sous a feel, it’d be cheap at the price!”164 At the same time, his
descriptive passages reveal his personal delight in objectifying the laundress. In an
expository passage immediately preceding the moment when the lurking patron lurches
across the worktable and plunges his hand into Clémence’s bodice, Zola conflates the
laundress’s work with her sexual availability:
Clémence was leaning heavily over the work-table, her
wrists turned inwards, her elbows held high and wide apart,
her neck bent with the effort she was making, and all of her
bare flesh seemed to swell, her shoulders lifting
rhythmically as the muscles under the fine skin slowly
pulsated, while her breasts, damp with sweat, bulged in the
rosy shadows of her gaping bodice.165
The heat of the laundry, its openness to the street, and the physically demanding labor of
the laundress created the possibility that she would sometimes work only semi-clothed,
which contributed in part to her reputation as an unsavory character in Parisian life. In
1894, Maria Parloa noted this potentially compromising exposure to the street: “The
wash-room was on the ground floor; near the windows were ranged long wooden
benches, worn smooth and uneven by frequent use, as is a rock by the constant action of
water. In front of the benches there were ranged portable guards, in which the women
stood when washing the linen…”166 There are many references to this semi-permeable
space in L’Assommoir, for example, Gervaise scolds the laundress Clémence to put her
bodice back on lest a passerby mistake her for a prostitute. Eunice Lipton notes that
laundresses were generally more visible than other female laborers partly because of their
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sheer numbers among other female workers. Additionally, washerwomen—as opposed to
the more skilled ironers—were seen more because they transported the laundry to and
from the washhouses as well as customers’ homes. Lipton also notes that the excessive
heat of the laundry shop and the usual ground floor location put the partially undressed
laundress on display for passers-by:
The women were seen picking up and delivering their
clients’ laundry and laboriously transporting it to and from
the washhouses. In addition, the windows and doors of
their excessively hot ground-floor shops were thrown open
so that any passer-by—as Zola noted—could easily see
them working, semi-undressed in the heat. In most cases,
this visibility cut across class lines, because Paris, more
than other European capitals maintained class fluidity
through its structure.167

All three of Degas’s 1860s ironer images, each featuring his model Emma
Daubigny, gesture overtly to this sexuality; the figures all wear only loose white
undershirts, with aprons tied around their waists [Figs. 12, 38, 39]. In the oil study, the
right sleeve has slipped tantalizingly off of the ironer’s shoulder, revealing her
décolletage. The extreme heat of the laundry and the strenuous nature of her labor justify
her exposed arms and chest; nonetheless, as L’Assommoir and historical accounts of
laundry work attest, the laundress’s revealing attire made her vulnerable to voyeuristic
gazes and sexual advances of customers and leering strangers alike. The compressed
perspectival space in the 1869 painting traps the solitary figure in a claustrophobic space,
pinned between a densely layered backdrop of linens suspended from the ceiling and the
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edge of a broad cloth-covered ironing table. The similar self-aware gazes of the laundress
in the works from the 1860s are suggestive of the semi-public, semi-intimate space of the
laundry, in which the laundress must work efficiently while maintaining a semblance of
modesty and decorum. Evidence of the artist’s hand, which everywhere announces itself
in bold undisguised gestures, is erased in the round and rosy faces of the laundresses.
Amid indistinct, abstracted, and gestural backgrounds, the laundresses’ faces come into
clear focus. The laundress’s outward gazes convey a sense of a prolonged pause—an
arresting of motion—that comes into mild tension with the shadowed movements of their
laboring arms. The laundresses’ strikingly specific visages, which Degas renders with
delicate contour and subtle tonal modeling, register the figures’ awareness of the viewer
(also, the artist) and a moment of distraction from the labor at hand.
In the oil study on paper and the painting on canvas, the laundress is shown from
a frontal view, looking up from her work and gazing out toward the viewer. Her
enigmatic expression simultaneously suggests the surprise realization that she is being
observed and a potentially prolonged engagement with the viewer, who may be the artist,
the viewer, or a customer entering her shop. In the pastel drawing, the edge of the table
has been shifted diagonally, and the laundress, shown in partial right profile, gazes
outward to the viewer’s right. She is essentially the same figure that appears in the other
early works, described from a slightly different angle. Their ambiguous expressions bring
to mind T.J. Clark’s reading of the barmaid in Edouard Manet’s 1882 Un Bar aux FoliesBergère in which he argues that her “blasé” expression—“public, outward ... impassive,
not bored, not disdainful, not quite focused on anything—obscures her identity and
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prevents an external assessment of her class.”168 Clark argues that the illegibility of the
barmaid’s expression is fundamentally modern, reflective of the performance of class
among the mixed population of the café-concert. There is, of course, no question of class
in the case of Degas’ laundress, but her expression is markedly similar to that of Manet’s
barmaid: aware yet indifferent, inviting yet guarded. The barmaid’s inscrutability is
rooted in her desire not to be “outed” as a lower-class poseur among the bourgeoisie, or
to be identified as a sex worker. Women in late nineteenth-century Paris were
simultaneously subject to unwanted sexual advances and to skeptical inquiries as to their
moral character; the less one revealed of oneself to strangers, the better. The laundress’s
ambiguous expression, while clearly not an attempt to conceal class, is arguably one
intended to resist provoking unkind assumptions or encouraging the advances of visitors
looking to pick up more than just clean linen.
The laundress was not only simultaneously sexualized and maligned as a
“manager of dirt” in modern Paris, she was also socially threatening. Zola vividly
describes laundry as the source of the laundress’s intimate knowledge of her customers:
As [Gervaise] wrote she scrutinized every bit of laundry so
as to identify it, and never once did she make a mistake, but
put a name to each piece, recognizing it by its smell or its
colour. Those table napkins belonged to the Goujets; you
could see with half an eye that they’d never been used to
wipe the bottom of a saucepan. That pillowcase was
undoubtedly the Boches’, because of the pomade Madame
Boche plastered all her linen with. And she didn’t have to
stick her nose into Monsieur Madinier’s flannel waistcoats,
either, to know that they were his; the man stained anything
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woollen, his skin was so greasy. And she knew other
details, very personal things about how clean everyone was,
about what was underneath the silk shirts that
neighborhood women wore out in the street, about the
number of stockings, of handkerchiefs, of shirts that people
got dirty in a week, about the way people tore certain
garments, always in exactly the same spot. So she had
masses of stories to tell. … Every time they sorted the
laundry in the shop, they undressed the entire Goutte-d’Or
neighborhood this way.169

As a private business owner (or employee of a private, most likely woman-owned
business) who worked long, irregular hours among other people’s filth, the laundress
necessarily operated outside of the established social norms of propriety. First of all, as
Malcomson writes, laundresses drank: “[L]aundresses expressed their independence … in
their drinking habits. Laundresses had a reputation for hard drinking: they drank in the
pub, at home, at work, in the street; the ‘liquid lunch’ was as much their habit as that of
the modern executive.”170 Secondly, she was tough and resourceful. In her introduction to
Uzanne’s Modern Parisienne, Bettina von Hutton refers to the “drinking, quarreling
washerwoman of the Seine, with her rheumatism and her three or four francs a day,” who
“is not comfortable to contemplate, but she is, in her robust, militant misery, far from
being the most pitiable of the women of Paris.”171 Von Hutton ascribes some modicum of
agency to the Parisian laundress, who is at the very least not the lowest of the low in the
social universe of modern Paris. Sala, who notably draws a comparison between the
Parisian laundress and the characters in Zola’s novel, similarly alludes to the laundress’s
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unruly participation in the Parisian night life: “Where is that false blanchisseuse? Did she
stay too late last night at the Folies Bergère? Has she gone off to the Fête Patronale at St.
Germain-en-Laye, at Choisy-le-Roi, or at Bourg-la-Reine? Or, like the heroine in
L’Assommoir, has she come to fisticuffs with a sister blanchisseuse at the public
washhouse, and is consequently laid up with a black eye?”172
The threat that laundresses posed went beyond their uncouth public behavior; the
laundress’s association with criminality dates back at least as far as the early eighteenthcentury, when William Hogarth painted a portrait of a laundress named Sarah Malcolm
before her execution on charges of triple murder in 1733 [Fig. 40]. Photography and
criminality were also strongly linked in the nineteenth century with Alphonse Bertillon’s
innovative use of photography in policing. The figure of the laundress became even more
complicated following the Commune, in which working-class women were more directly
involved than any previous political uprising in the city’s history. Marx applauded this
involvement in an address to the International Workingmen’s Association: “The women
of Paris joyfully gave up their lives at the barricades and on the place of execution. What
does this prove? Why, that the demon of the Commune has changed them into Magæras
and Hecates!”173 The notorious pétroleuse, Eugénie Suetens, was the most famous of the
laundress-arsonists of the Commune; yet another Communarde woman, Angèle Durut, is
identified as a laundress in a carte-de-visite taken by Eugéne Appert, at the Musée d’Art
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et de la Histoire in Saint Denis. As Albert Boime observes, “[i]t is no coincidence that
laundresses were among those identified as pétroleuses during the Commune, including
the notorious Eugénie Seutens, who brought food and water to the Communards, tended
to the wounded, and participated in the building of the barricades.”174
Giuseppe de Nittis’s Place des Pyramides simultaneously contains within it the
hint of the laundress’s alleged violence during the Commune, and a nod to the
conspicuous workers as enduring symbols of pre-war Paris [Fig. 41]. There she is, the
enduring laundress, making her way across the bustling place des Pyramides, its paving
stones slick from fresh rainfall, the burned-out specter of the Commune looming
behind—the memory of violence defanged by the skeletal shroud of scaffolding that acts
as triage for the architectural wound. With no bodies visible at work on the scaffolding, it
appears as though the city is repairing itself, the present renewing itself endlessly as the
restoration reverses the visible trauma of the recent past piece by piece. Within this
fractured and transitional landscape, the laundress provides the relief of the familiar,
reassuring evidence that Paris remains, in its essence and core traditions, intact.
Françoise Wasserman has argued in the catalogue for the 1986 exhibition
Blanchisseuse, laveuse, repasseuse: la femme, le linge et l’eau that urban laundresses
were at a greater disadvantage than their suburban counterparts, who worked together in
greater numbers in more factory-like spaces. According to Wasserman, Parisian
laundresses worked in small, privately owned shops, meaning that they maintained
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individualistic consciousness separate from the collective class consciousness that Marx
called for in his 1864 address to the IWMA, and which fomented collective action.
Furthermore, the physical difficulty of the urban laundress’s labor—largely retaining its
pre-industrial tools and techniques, without the aid of modern machines175—and the
likely circumstance that they were required to care for husbands and children, made it
ever more difficult to concern themselves with visions of long-term change for the
working class.176
In her 1980 essay, Lipton notes the anomalousness of Degas’s laundress pictures
in a moment of bourgeoning working-class organization following the violence of the
Commune, and the legalization of trade unionism in 1884 in particular, both of which
posed a serious threat to bourgeois social stability.177 However, a decade before the
Commune, in 1864—the same year that Degas began work on his first known laundress
picture—Karl Marx gave an address to the First International Workingman’s Association
denouncing the buildup of war between Germany and France and calling for the uniting
of the working classes of the western world across national boundaries. “Workmen of all
countries!” he declared to the gathered assembly in London, “Whatever may for the
present become our common efforts, we, the members of the International Working
Men’s Association, … know of no frontiers…”178 Despite their great numbers and active
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participation in the Paris Commune, the participation of women—and laundresses in
particular—in French syndicates remained negligible at the turn of the twentieth century.
No records of the number of female laundresses involved in syndicates exist until
1900; however, they were not traditionally organized into unions prior to this date. It was
at this time that male industrialists started to take hold of the laundry industry, starting
trade journals and forming syndicates for themselves. In 1900, laundry workers
represented only 2.9% of the population active in syndicates, and only 4.9% by 1911.179
As the organizational efforts of the Parisian proletariat exacerbated “middle-class dread”
in the second half of the nineteenth century, the hundreds of thousands of Parisian
laundresses remained disorganized and disenfranchised.180 Malcomson, in her history of
the laundry trade in Victorian England, describes laundry as a “largely unskilled, ill-paid,
poorly organized, highly seasonal, and often physically isolated occupation…”181 It is
precisely these defining qualities that held laundresses back from organizing in a
historical moment when the Parisian working class was organizing itself into unions and
syndicates in an effort to secure benefits such as better wages and reduced working hours.
The exception to this rule is the festival of mid-Lent, or Mi-Carême, during which
all laundries in Paris shut down for the day to accommodate and participate in a citywide
carnival [Figs. 42, 43]. Gaston Calmette, editor of Le Figaro, explains the machinations
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of the festival in an article published in 1891. He describes the day as one of morale
borne through large-scale trade solidarity:
During this mid-Lent day, Paris will belong to the
laundresses, and, among all, to the elected queen of this
colossal army which has no less than ninety-three thousand
women and eleven thousand laundry workers! …
The next day, everyone goes back to the laundry, in the
large glassy, smoky, noisy courtyard, or on the moving boat
with chemical scents. We are a little tired maybe, but more
encouraged anyway and more willing. The worker resumes
her place between the two buckets abandoned for a day;
and, making her battering shout more loudly, she recounts
her walk from the previous day to the good amazement,
bringing her cargo of linens, etc…182

The journalist Fauvel wrote about the festival in an 1885 issue of L’Éclair, alleging that
the participating laundresses were guilty of surreptitiously wearing their customer’s
clothing, going as far to suggest that such theft was a common occurrence all the year
round:
Only, what worries me when I see them parading so richly
adorned, is to think that it is we who pay, without our
knowledge, the costs of the party. Yes, mes amis, it’s our
dancing line; our finest shirts adorn the chest of the pages
and heralds of the procession; this song your embroidered
petticoats, your collars embellished with lace which serve
to highlight or discreetly veil the graces ditto these robust
Venus of the beaters.
Try to stop them a bit by asking them: “what about our
laundry?”
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Our line! We’ll have it next week when our laundresses
have forgotten about the fatigue of Mid-Lent and gone back
to work.
Still if this bad prank only happened once a year, but we
are made to do it every day.
And for anyone who knows the secret of the illegal small
profits of the trade, I do not fear to be contradicted by
affirming that the three quarters of the laundresses do not
hesitate to rent our linen by the day and even by the week.
Look, just last year, just after graduating from Mid-Lent, I
won for one night the conquest of a little laundress,
disguised as a man.
Once in the undressed intimacy of the tête-à-tête, do you
know what I recognized?
My shirt! It is true that she returned it to me ... in kisses.183

Uzanne also levies an accusation at unruly laundresses for stealing and pawning their
clients’ property:
They do not hesitate sometimes to pawn (chez ma tante)
their clients’ linen to pay for some piece of
dissipation. Many of them support a lover; others in
carrying linen to bachelor’s rooms, sell themselves there.
Their employer shuts her eyes to all this in choosing the
prettiest of them for filles de semaine. This is the term for
the attractive creatures one meets in the street, in
coquettishly short skirts, carrying their baskets of linen.184

In its unilateral stoppage of work, and the perturbation and suspicion it raised in its
already leery bourgeois customers, the Mi-Carême festivities bear resemblance to an
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industry-specific strike, complete with multicolored banners and elaborate ribbon knots
bearing the colors of different washhouses.185
As invested as he is in navigating the ambiguity of the laundress’s sexuality, the
stigma of her filth, and the threat of her political agency—qualities explored to greater or
lesser extents in the works of his contemporaries and in popular culture—Degas confines
her within the studio instead of acknowledging her as a fixture of the urban landscape,
including her very visible presence during the festival of Mi-Carême. Rather than gesture
toward any insurrectionary potential as artists like Maximilien Luce would do in the next
generation, his overall project accords with his well-known conservative politics by
aestheticizing their labor—and his own—and concentrating on its expressive potential
through multi-layered analogy.
Painting Laundry
The laundress’s labor of erasure is both the equivalent and the opposite of the
painter’s labor of accrual, of intentional and permanent mark making. The painter makes
meaning by depositing traces of his labor on a surface; the laundress makes meaning by
erasing the material accumulations of others. Garments and linens are the surfaces upon
which the laundress enacts and erases her labor. The ultimate goal of the laundress’s
labor is to erase all perceptible traces of its having transpired. Van Herk identifies this
illusory negation of labor that constitutes the “obscure if challenging magic” of laundry:
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“Cleanliness is a display, a declaration, but the dazzling bodice and collar have been
arrived at somehow.”186 She continues:
Laundry–the cleaning and drying and pressing of clothing
and linen–occupies a cultural and social aesthetic patterned
by detail and disgust. Practical, utilitarian, and ritualistic,
the work surrounding laundry serves the binary polarities
of secrecy and visibility and, because it is implicitly
associated with both filth and eroticism, inhabits an uneasy
zone of soothsaying erasure.187

The laundress’s miraculous touch and specialized knowledge erases the physical traces of
bourgeois society as it is performed by and on the body—the artist’s miraculous touch
reveals it.
In L’Assommoir, Zola describes this exclusively female domain of labor in vivid
language, highlighting the multisensory qualities of the studio space and animating the
colorful women whose job it is to transform soiled, stinking heaps of garments and
household linens into pristine, starched, precisely pressed and folded stacks. His prose
describes the linens hanging in the claustrophobic studio, stifling the flow of air and
muffling the sounds of the busy Paris streets; these linens also provided a heterogenous
abundance of surfaces through, between, and upon which light is filtered and reflected.
Degas, too, is a poet of surfaces. He presents the laundress’s world as a world shaped by
them—wet and dry, wrinkled and flat, soiled and clean, fetid and fresh. In the intimate
laundry studio, linens hang from the ceilings and fill baskets; they line shelves and cover
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tables and boards. Heaps are transformed into neatly folded piles; stinking, sodden rags
are soaked, scrubbed, rinsed and wrung; hung, starched, pressed and folded into neat, stiff
shells.
Both Zola and Degas depict the laundress’s labor as steady and repetitive,
punctuated with languid pauses, heat-induced swooning, daydreams, and the interruptions
of customers and lascivious men. The laundry operates according to its own rhythms,
dictated by the workers’ bodies. Zola could very well have been looking at one of the
1860s laundresses when he wrote: “When she stood there gazing out, in her white bodice
with her arms bare and her blond hair flying about from the bustle of work, she’d look to
the right and then to the left, towards both ends of the street, her glance taking in the
passers-by, the houses, the road and the sky,” or, “Now that there were no more
distractions, everyone in the shop was slogging away, ironing for all she was worth. Her
bare arms moved back and forth, bright streaks of pink against the white of the
clothes.”188 Degas’ 1886 pastel Woman Ironing [Fig. 44] in which the laundress is shown
from a somewhat elevated point above the worktable, the artist employs bright fuchsia to
describe contours, surface highlights, and the lines of implied motion. Degas blends the
almost neon purple into the laundress’s arms and hands, the flat surface of the iron, and
smudges it along the surface of the white linen upon which she works. The particular
correspondence between this image and Zola’s text further underscores the compatibility
of their aesthetic expressions of the laundress and her work.
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The Laundress of 1869 is particularly illustrative of both of Degas’s construction
of the urban “type” within a particularized space and of the semantic overlap between
represented surfaces and the self-conscious materiality of the painting’s surface in
Degas’s ironer pictures. Woman Ironing echoes Zola’s realist vision, depicting a
laundress pinned between her ironing table and the dense layers of linens hanging around
and behind her. This space conjures images of the semi-public, semi-private ground-floor
laundry studio, where the solitary work of laundresses can easily be interrupted by
customers and passers-by—or painters and viewers of paintings. The surface of the
ironing table oscillates between horizontality and verticality, both emphasizing and
challenging the flatness of the picture plane. At one moment it is legible as a threedimensional horizontal surface that occupies a physical space between the viewer and the
laundress; in the next moment, it shifts into a flat vertical sheet like those suspended
behind the figure, calling attention to itself as a painted surface. Within this extremely
compressed perspectival space, the figure also slips between two and three dimensions.
Her body is at once a convincingly fleshy, volumetric mass and a stubbornly twodimensional painted surface; she either occupies a narrow corridor between the table in
the foreground and the densely hung linens in the background or merges fully with the
vertical picture plane.
The face of the ironer is painted with great care in a delicately blended academic
style. The coral of her flushed cheeks echoes the inflammation ringing her tired eyes and
her plump, pouting lips. Nineteenth-century photographer Oliver Wendell Holmes
describes the mouth as the “nœud vitale,” or “vital knot” of expression: “Here we may
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read the victories and defeats, the force, the weakness, the hardness, the sweetness of a
character. Here is the nest of that feeble fowl, self-consciousness, whose brood strays at
large over all the features.”189 This color radiates health on her cheeks and lips but
indicates exhaustion and even illness around the eyes. Uzanne sheds light on the difficult
conditions of her labor and resultant health issues: “[t]he ironers and clear-starchers
undergo a two years’ apprenticeship. At the end of that time they can earn three francs
per day. They have only one privilege, the frugal lunch at three o’clock, provided by their
employer. They remain in their business till about forty, and then disappear—heaven
knows where! They are worn out with long hours of standing. Their legs are varicose,
their lungs destroyed by abuse of fil en quatre (common brandy).190
Louis Anthonissen’s 1888 Ironing Workshop in Trouville is representative of
larger-scale suburban or rural laundry unlike Degas’s claustrophobic studios [Fig. 45].
The women work together at long tables, sheltered by a tall pitched tent opened on one
side to the fresh air. The drying garments hang high above the workers’ heads, leaving
them space to move freely. These are the women workers Maria Parloa refers to in her
October 1894 article for the Ladies’ Home Journal, “Laundry Work in France”: “The
laundress in the country has valuable adjuncts in the pure air and in the sun, and she is
not under the necessity of resorting to chemicals to whiten and sweeten her clothing, that
her sister in the city is.”191 In contrast, the Parisian laundress must compensate for hard,
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limestone-rich water and minimal sunlight with harsh chemicals that degrade—and, if
they are not careful, destroy—the fabrics they launder. Anthonissen’s Atelier has an
adjunct in Karl Meunier’s 1884 Ironers, where a series of wide-open windows let light
and air flood into the impeccably clean laundry room [Fig. 46]. In contrast to these open,
clean, and light-filled spaces the majority of Parisian laundresses were forced to contend
with abhorrent sanitary conditions, working in spaces which “have seldom been
constructed for the purpose, and are subsequently ill adapted to it: they are generally illventilated and overcrowded.”192
Maria Parloa described the particularities of the French laundry studio,
specifically the strength needed for ironers to compensate for their lightweight irons:
“The irons are quite unlike those in use in America, being very light; the surface is nearly
as large as the American iron, but the body and handle are very thin. The laundress is
obliged to use a great deal of pressure to make up for the lack of weight in the iron.193 In
the 1869 painting, the laundress’s right hand—the one gripping the iron—poignantly
merges her labor with the artist’s. The anatomy of her hand is distorted and obscured in a
blur of motion denoted by the dark ground emerging from beneath streaks of peachcolored flesh [Fig. 47]. This dark color obscuring precise anatomical details suggests a
quick back-and-forth motion of the hand, as though the laundress is spreading black paint
with every return of the iron. The effort of the pressure exerted from the iron onto the
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surface of the cloth is made legible through the outlines of both arms that record the
laundress’s previous position.
In all three pictures dating from the 1860s, Degas experiments with making
motion visible, pushing the temporal boundaries of impressionistic instantaneity into a
register of durational labor. In each picture, the contours of the laundresses’ bare arms are
clearly defined with a subtle black outline, which extend beyond the limbs into ghostlike
trails. In the oil study on paper, these black contours extend in a continuous echo onto the
laundress’s skirt. The graphite outlines delineating her fingers appear to have been
rubbed in an effort to blur them slightly, and the hand has been painted over with a thin
layer of white wash. In the pastel study, the motion lines of the laundress’s ironing arm
are less methodically rendered. Here, the artist fills the negative space between her
crooked elbow and the right side of her body with a series of short, gestural lines of the
same smoky blue as her apron. Her left arm appears to have changed its position only
slightly, as though she has slackened her elbow and moved her hand closer to the table’s
edge.
In the case of the 1869 oil painting, the dark outlines of two arms—emptied of
physical mass—record the laundress’s previous position. The highly abstracted, textural
marks of the background appear, continuous, between these outlines, suggesting a
moment of sequential movement that has occurred prior to the precise moment pictured.
Her left arm was extended, elbow straight, supporting her weight on the tabletop; now it
is hanging limply at her side. In her right hand she holds the iron. The slight bend of her
right elbow, and the faint outline of its ghosted echo, suggest the continual back-and68

forth motion of ironing. The anatomy of her hand is obscured by an accretion of black
pigment, as if the painting’s surface is recording the black trails generated by her
repetitive motion. Evidence of the artist’s hand announces itself in bold undisguised
gestures everywhere in the round and rosy faces of the laundresses. Their faces register
an awareness of the viewer’s gaze and convey a sense of a prolonged pause—an arrested
motion—that comes into tension with the shadowed movements of laboring arms.
The ironer’s rounded visage gives way to a paper-thin body and diaphanous
chemise—her chest and shirt are bare washes of paint that reveal an umber under-sketch.
The background pane that frames her is the same color as her flesh, which reads as a
ground upon a ground from which the figure and face is worked up. These darker lines
demarcate the U of her neckline and the ruffle of a sleeve as it responds to the slope of
her shoulder. She is crowned with a dark bonnet of hair, at once a halo and a crown of
laurels that emphasizes her physical beauty and elevates her beyond her lowly workingclass status. The arcing swipe of paint above her emphasizes the curve of her hair. A dark
green-brown ground is visible beneath the translucent cream of the outspread linen,
revealing the artist’s process of building up thin layers of light pigment over dark. The
lacelike marks of its decorative pattern can be read visually as both the indexes of the
painter’s hand and as a deliberate pattern upon the surface of the cloth. A bold slice of
white paint to the right of the laundress could be light shining through a window at the
back of the shop, peeking out between the frame of a doorway and the edge of a sheet
hung to dry; light is made material as deep space is once again collapsed into flatness.
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But this “window” is also emphatically an index of the painter’s touch, a material deposit
registering a discrete instance of contact between brush and canvas.
Degas creates texture through palimpsestic opacities and transparencies; swipes
and streaks made with a dry brush layer light over dark ground, while the touch of a small
dry brush absorbs and removes areas of pigment [Fig. 48]. The canvas is thoroughly
worked over, the represented surfaces built up in thin layers, with the bumpy weave of
the canvas still visible all over [Fig. 49]. He lays down swaths of paint and picks them
back up again, leaving voids of color that reveal the raw canvas, which is then again
glazed over with new washes of color [Fig. 50]. He adds and erases, adds back again; the
accretions of paint are deposited and removed, like stains on cloth. On the right side of
the canvas near the ghostlike outline of the ironer’s left arm, dashes of crimson stand out
like bright smears of blood or jam. The entire surface of the canvas is a stain, is work
made visible. On the right side of the canvas, above the table next to the figure, are
subtractive circular marks like the imprints of fingertips; they are not linear strokes, but
the trace of brush or finger pressed against wet paint, displacing the top layer of pigment
to reveal the wash below. They emerge as literal stains upon the surface of the canvas and
on the linen represented there. The semantic overlap of paint and stain, addition and
subtraction, is the epitome of the modernist tache. As Øystein Sjåstad elucidates in A
Theory of the Tache in Nineteenth-Century Painting, “La tache means ‘mark, stain, spot,
patch, dot, blot, blotch, splotch, daub, blemish, flaw, bruise, macula, stigmata, and so on.’
Its connotations and synonyms are many, and its root, the Latin tacca, means sign.
Visually, the French word tache looks like, and is related to, touch (touché) and tâche,
70

meaning task or work.”194 Visually and linguistically, the tache is a key element
embedded within the 1869 painting, and Degas’s dozens of pictures of ironers.
In A Theory of the Tache, Sjåstad quotes a passage from Jean-Paul Sartre that is
particularly relevant to the reading of the 1869 picture:
“When we interpret a spot [tache] on the tablecloth, a motif
on a tapestry, we do not posit that the spot, the motif has
representative properties. Really, that spot represents
nothing; when I perceive it, I perceive it as a spot and that
is all.” This sign-event opens up a discussion on the
difference between perception and imagination. In painting,
this distinction does not seem to exist, or it is blurred, and
the stain on the tablecloth makes some sort of meaning,
even if only aesthetically. Imbriani, for instance, writes
enthusiastically about “how many beautiful macchie are
created by splashes of wine, sauce, or coffee which spill
upon the tablecloth.”195

Invoking Italian author and literary historian Vittorio Imbriani, Sartre gestures to the
beauty therein, the aesthetic experience these seemingly meaningless spots elicit. The
whole surface of Woman Ironing is like Sartre’s tablecloth as read by Imbriani—the
stains are beautiful, compelling registers of artistic labor and the labor of laundry. The
linens encircling the ironer, while ostensibly clean and hanging to dry, also echo
Chaumelin’s criticism: their smeared and scumbled surfaces could be the macchie of
wine, sauce, or coffee—at once stain and paint. In the 1869 work especially, these round
marks upon the surface, breaking through one wash of paint to the layer below, are
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simultaneously touch, stain, and work; they refer both to the painter’s labor and to the
laundress’s. Degas has made his painting, left his tache as part of his task, which in itself
describes the laundress’s job of erasing the stains he represents. These marks are both
expressive and analogic.
In a series depicting ironers from the 1880s, which represent variations on the
same composition, Degas represents the transformative effects of the ironer’s labor as the
wrinkled heap of linen in one canvas becomes a sculptural pile of men’s shirts in the
next, their smooth cylindrical cuffs and collars stacked in tidy alignment [Figs. 28, 51,
52]. Parisian bourgeois identity relied upon the artifice of self-presentation; it was utterly
dependent upon the stiff white cuffs and collars produced by the laundress’s labor.
Charles Baudelaire hints at this relationship between clothing and class identity in The
Painter of Modern Life: “The idea of beauty which man creates for himself imprints itself
on his whole attire, crumples or stiffens his dress, rounds off or squares his gesture, and
in the long run even ends by subtly penetrating the very features of his face.”196 In the
case of Degas’s 1880s series of ironers, we witness the process of returning slack fabric
to stiff forms that will inevitably “square off” the gesture of the wearer. Aretha Van Herk
describes the development of starch by a Dutch woman in 1554 as an important
technology leading to stiff collars, which was an “etymological indictment of society’s
requirements.”197 In a brief article called “Cuffs, Collars, Shirts,” one Mrs. HVP Taylor
wrote about the superiority of manual laundry processes over large-scale laundries run by
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foreign immigrants or industrial laundries in managing these elements: “My husband,
father, and brothers no longer help to support John Chinaman or his great contemporary,
the steam laundry, but revel in linen as stiff as ivory and white as snow, which is as great
a pleasure to them as it is comfort to me.”198
Taking into account Maria Parloa’s descriptions of Parisian laundries in “Laundry
Work in France,” it is possible that the laundry studio depicted here is one of the higherpriced, more specialized operations in the city: “There are high-priced laundries in Paris
where you can send delicate linen with the assurance that it will not receive hard
treatment, and that it will be returned to you laundered to perfection.”199 She describes
the process of returning the garments to a pristine white state:
The white clothes are nearly always soaked over night in a
bath of hot water, which has been saturated with some form
of alkali, either lye from wood ashes, washing soda or javel
water. These clothes are then spread, a piece at a time, on
the wooden bench and scrubbed with the fibre brush. If
there are any spots that soap and brush will not remove
javel water is applied to them and then they are rubbed
until the spots disappear. After this the article is rinsed
clear and then in bluing water.200
After the bleaching comes the important task of ironing and folding, both which take
great skill and artistry. Parloa notes that these traits are particular to French laundresses:
“All garments, such as nightgowns and drawers that are at all full, are folded in plaits.
This, too, means a good deal of work, but the French people give an artistic finish to even
the most commonplace things, and their minute care for even the smallest detail is
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proverbial.”201 Bonvin similarly captures the care and detail put into the whitening and
ironing of men’s shirts and other complexly plaited garments in his 1858 Woman Ironing.
Like Degas’s laundresses, Bonvin’s works in solitude in a dim studio. The focused ironer,
shown from the back, pulls the men’s shirtfront taut as she presses the iron against its
bleached surface. The stiff collar cylindrical shirt collar rises up from the tabletop. The
multitude of creases and folds in the dangling shirtsleeve suggest it will be difficult to
press flat, requiring a practiced method. Both painters demonstrate how the laundress’s
labor transforms the shirt back, as closely as possible, to its original commodity form;
they make the used new again.
Painting the Promethean Gift: Laundry and Photographic Analogy
Degas’s laundress images reveal the artist’s engagement over time with the
manifold expressive possibilities and instrumental applications of photography, a medium
that uniquely transcended the boundaries between artistic subjectivity and scientific
empiricism. The manual labor of laundry here encounters the mechanical. A primary
distinguishing quality of Degas’s laundress images is their multifaceted and experimental
engagement with photography’s technical and aesthetic dimensions. Interestingly, in his
1892 book Degeneration, Max Nardau compared Dr. Jean-Martin Charcot’s program of
photographing female hysterics to the theory of tachisme Sjåstad explores: “The curious
style of certain recent painters—‘impressionists,’ ‘stipplers,’ or ‘mosaists,’ ‘papilloteurs’
or ‘quiverers,’ ‘roaring’ colourists, dyers in gray and faded tints—becomes at once
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intelligible to us if we keep in view the researches of the Charcot school into the visual
derangements in degeneration and hysteria.”202 Degas’s tachiste paintings are perhaps
expressions of his own form of hysteria, his artistic anarchism that branched materialities
and probed the conceptual and processual similarities and differences between laundry,
painting, and photography.
The laundress pictures represent the artist’s attempt to both know and create the
enigmatic wage laborer of the pre-industrial urban laundry, and to visually distil the
aspects of her form and character that made her, in his view, the emblematic figure of
modern Paris. The artist reportedly once remarked to dinner guests, speaking of his
personal housekeeper and assistant of many years, Zoë Closier: “She is people! … It is in
the common that we find grace.”203 For Degas, his working-class servant was people, and
the laundress was Paris as he wanted to remember it in a time of increasing political and
social instability; before the Paris Commune of 1871 transformed them into what Marx
would refer to as “the real women of Paris, … heroic, noble, and devoted, like the women
of antiquity. Working, thinking, fighting, bleeding Paris.”204 Degas’s choice of subject
not only denotes an interest in the analogic relationship between the techniques,
materials, and processes of laundry, painting, and photography, but also rests in his
bourgeois curiosity about the other.
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Writing just six months after the French army brought the insurrectionary Paris
Commune to a bloody terminus with mass executions and deportations, Degas conjured
the image of the laundress as the paradigmatic emblem of the home he knew prior to the
twofold devastation of the Franco-Prussian War and the Commune. By June of 1871, just
weeks after the suppression of the Commune, a deluge of French and foreign tourists
descended upon the beleaguered city to behold the still-smoldering ruins of the city’s
monuments, palaces and government buildings. It is likely Degas saw photographs and
illustrations of the city transformed by war. In June 1871, French periodical Le monde
illustré reported that 200,000 photographic prints of the city’s ruined monuments had
been sold to dealers in New York.205 Confronted with an influx of news reports and
photographic evidence of the city’s peril, Degas was almost certainly aware that his city
had been changed fundamentally and forever.
A Marville photograph from 1865 documents the Course de la Bièvre, a small
tributary in the fifth arrondissement soon to be covered over and incorporated into Paris’s
new sewer system under Haussmann [Fig. 53]. The Metropolitan Museum of Art
cautions viewers of the 1865 photograph that Marville’s contemporaries, aware that the
Bièvre had become polluted by the chemical runoff from the adjacent factories, tanneries,
dye works, and laundries, would not have regarded the image with the same “nostalgia
for a lost Paris” typical of present-day viewers. Rather, the image would “evoke a less
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bucolic reality” of a rather banal “waste system.”206 Indeed, it is well documented that
small laundries like those along the Bièvre were foul-smelling, poorly ventilated
abominations of sanitation. Nevertheless, Degas’s nostalgia for a Marvillian Paris was by
all accounts authentic, if atypical. In Paris Herself Again in 1878-9, George Augustus
Sala also clocks the change—what he views as a deterioration of the washerwoman type
in the Third Republic:
Among other persons and things in Paris which, to my
thinking, seem to have deteriorated—to have visibly
degenerated—since the collapse of Imperialism, and the
definite adoption of Republican institutions, is the
Washerwoman. Her prices are as extravagant as of yore,
with twenty per cent added, “in consequence of the
Exposition;” but she is no longer punctual in keeping the
appointments which she makes to bring home your linen,
and she is apt to lose the articles with which you have
entrusted her: offering you in lieu thereof textile fabrics of
strange warp and woof and cloudy hue, the property of
persons whose personal acquaintance you have not had the
honor to enjoy. …Sometimes the French blanchisseuse
loses, say, a white waistcoat altogether; still she never
omits to charge seventy centimes for it in her bill. ‘But
where is my waistcoat?’ you ask, in stern reproachfulness.
‘I know not,’ she replies, with touching naiveté, ‘all that I
know is that I washed it before it was lost.’207

As pervasive cultural insecurity collided with political and social upheaval, Degas sought
comfort in the image of a laundress’s bare arms.
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As Malcom Daniel has argued, Degas’s letters to his sister following her sudden
move to Buenos Aires in 1889, in which he urgently instructs her to use the amateur
photography equipment he has sent her to take images of herself to send back to him,
suggest he viewed photography as “a means of obtaining and preserving a sense of the
physical and spiritual presence of friends or relatives distant or destined to be lost.”208
Oliver Wendell Holmes used strikingly similar language in a landmark 1866 essay,
touting photography as nothing less than a “Promethean gift”:
Think first of the privilege we all possess now of
preserving the lineaments and looks of those dear to us, ...
It is hardly too much to say, that those whom we love no
longer leave us in dying, as they did of old. They remain
with us just as they appeared in life; they look down upon
us from our walls; they lie upon our tables; they rest upon
our bosoms; nay, if we will, we may wear their portraits,
like signet-rings, upon our fingers. Our own eyes lose the
images pictured on them. Parents sometimes forget the
faces of their children in a separation of a year or two. But
the unfading artificial retina which has looked upon them
retains their impress, and a fresh sunbeam lays this on the
living nerve as if it were radiated from the breathing shape.
How these shadows last, and how their originals fade
away!209

Silverman notes that Lady Elizabeth Eastlake also described photography as a “gift,” and
that Holmes’ and Eastlake’s descriptions together “identify us as the recipients of this
gift. Lady Eastlake repeatedly characterizes the photographic image as an emerging
image: one that approaches us from the future, and that arrives in the present.”210 Like the
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thousands of miles of telegraphic cable being then laid along the ocean floor, the
technology of photography could transcend spatial and temporal boundaries to link
bodies inhabiting impossibly distant geographies. Perhaps, too, the practice of painting
and drawing laundresses over and over was a way for Degas to make contact with and
possess not only the laundress herself, but what she represented for him: a pre-industrial
Paris, defined by bourgeois stability, on the verge of disappearance. The curators of
Degas in Motion propose that Degas, “[f]ulfilling Hermann Hesse’s apt definition of art
... was truly ‘rescuing a moment from the dance of death.’”211
He recorded the many aspects of movement around him
and succeeded in depicting both the nature of and the forces
behind motion. Even this was not a sufficient
accomplishment; he felt compelled to transcend mere
forces behind motion. Even this was not a sufficient
accomplishment; he felt compelled to transcend a mere
documentation of movement and, by employing memory,
imagination, and ultimately formalization, to reach an
almost Platonic ideal of a movement. Degas termed this the
depiction of the ‘essential gesture.’ Then, by the miracle of
art, or, once again to revert to Degas’ own phrase, ‘the
deceit of art,’ he would infuse these now distilled actions
with the illusion of warmth of life…”212
Art’s miraculous “deceit” is reminiscent of photography’s Promethean gift. From live
bodies in motion, the artist captures and distils the “essential gesture,” which he must
then convincingly reanimate.
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Degas collected photographs of women ironing, but these constituted a different
category of photograph than his collection of cartes-de-visite. The members of Paris’s
working class were not the primary patrons of photographic portrait studios; they were
not among the frenzied masses sitting for cartes-de-visite. In the wake of the Commune,
the working class experienced photography as both an instrument of political affiliation
and one of institutional control. Rather than functioning as social currency, Degas’
collection of laundress photos would have been used for reference and study as part of his
artistic process.213 His laundress pictures push past the basic descriptive terms of
photography such as “positive” and “negative” into active verbs like “developing” and
“fixing.” Degas employs an extremely limited color palette in each of the first three
laundress pictures, emphasizing tonal contrast in a manner that is distinctly photographic.
In both works on paper, he utilizes much of the natural yellow ground, exercising
great economy with his application of dilute oil color and pastel, respectively. This tonal
ground constitutes the laundress’s figure, which is delineated with fine dark contours and
subtly modulated, translucent highlights of white. As Marije Vellekoop explains about
Van Gogh’s use of this type of painting process, called peinture à l’essence: “The object
[of peinture à l’essence] was to achieve a matte, transparent effect, which was heightened
by the use of a highly absorbent surface such as unprimed canvas or cardboard, which
sucked the thinned oil out of the paint.”214 In the painting à l’essence, too, the laundress’s
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skin is comprised of the same pale peach and yellow tones as the surfaces surrounding
her figure. Left for several hours on a cardboard support, the oil is absorbed and drawn
out of the paint. This process turns the paint chalky, which alters its color and texture.
These oil-drained pigments can then be thinned and manipulated with turpentine,
allowing colors to blend like watercolor; the difference between this process and
watercolor is the transparency of the colors and the matte finish of the oil pigment. The
images thus “arrive” on the surface, developing on the support. The miraculous and
scientific are bound up together, echoing the “invisibled” magic of laundry. This thin
painting process on unprimed canvas or cardboard destabilizes the entire picture, making
it more time-sensitive, as Vellekoop illustrates once again in reference to Van Gogh’s use
of the process: “[he] used numerous complementary contrasts, although some of them
have since lost their force owing to the discoloration of the red lake in a process that is
exacerbated in thinned paint because the pigments are less solidly embedded in the
binding medium.”215 In Degas’s paintings à l’essence, the figures seem to emerge out of
the ground like an image in the process of developing on the surface of a photographic
print.
Though scholars frequently cite Degas’s well-established passion for the medium
of photography, none have yet observed the many parallels between the laundry and the
photo studio. The technologies and processes of these distinct forms of labor are
surprisingly analogous. Like the photographer, the laundress is both artisan and
technician. A skilled manipulator of chemical solutions and specialized tools, she
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assesses and treats each surface according to its specific material qualities in order to
restore it to an ideal form. Her tools are foreign and mysterious: “Water, earth and lye,
soap, bleaching agents, bluing, starch, scrub boards, washboards, tubs, clotheslines, irons,
and rollers all assisted the washerwoman in her task. Bats, bucks, dollys, mangles,
goffering stacks, and crimping boards are now obsolete, but these wooden and metal
tools were indispensable for restoring pleats and creases to elaborately styled clothes.”216
The precise procedures of the photographer’s labor were similarly shrouded in mystery:
“As long as the operations behind the black cloth remained mysterious, the public had
difficulty judging whether the studio sitting was normal and the final product
acceptable.”217 In late nineteenth-century Paris, the laundress and the commercial
photographer shared a great many similarities: both operated small independent shops,
and both were regarded as dubious and potentially threatening creatures of the
underclass.
There are numerous overlaps in the chemical processes of laundry and
photography. The use of chemicals in laundering was particular to the Parisian laundress,
who had to cope with urban conditions that differed from rural areas:
The laundress in the country has valuable adjuncts in the
pure air and in the sun, and she is not under the necessity of
resorting to chemicals to whiten and sweeten her clothing,
that her sister in the city is. The waters of this part of
France are saturated with limestone, making them hard, and
the work of the laundress is difficult. To overcome this, and
the lack of sunshine and fresh air, the laundress in the large
towns uses many chemicals. These, when used carelessly or
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in excess, destroy the fabric, and one is often surprised to
find a comparatively new article of cotton or linen filled
with small holes.218

Some of these chemicals were shared between laundry and photography: hyposulphite of
soda, for example, plays an important part in the process of preparing the negative plate
and finishing the positive print, as Holmes explains in “Doings of the Sunbeam”– in
laundry it is called “washing soda” or sodium carbonate. It is used to “soften” water and
help other cleaning agents lift stains from fabric and suspend the matter in water. In
discussing Jeff Wall’s essay 1989 essay “Photography and Liquid Intelligence,”
Silverman conjures the watery, chemical vocabulary of laundry: “Chemical photography
relies on water and other fluids … and these fluids connect it to ‘very ancient productionprocesses’ from ‘the origins of techne’—processes like washing, bleaching, and
dissolving, that have not emerged ‘from the mineral and vegetable worlds.’”219 Silverman
also evokes the processes of laundry when she details the process Holmes describes in
“Doings of the Sunbeam”: “Not until it has been washed in water, re-treated several times
with the developing solution, rewashed, ‘plunged’ into a ‘bath’ of hyposulphite of soda,
washed yet again, dried, and varnished is the negative fully there. Making positive prints
from this negative was—as Holmes demonstrates—every bit as laborious, and
unpredictable.”220 Furthermore, the pigment Prussian blue, also known as Parisian or
Paris blue, the first modern synthetic pigment, was used in painting, laundry, and
photographic processes. As Barbara H. Berry explains, Prussian blue “was adopted as a
218
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pigment very soon after its invention and was almost immediately widely used in oil,
watercolor, and dyeing. …It is also a popular pigment in paints. Similarly, Prussian blue
is the basis for laundry bluing.”221 Laundry bluing was a process that enhanced the
whiteness of white linens after bleaching. The cyanotype process also utilized a solution
of Prussian blue on treated paper. Both Sir John Herschel and Anna Atkins used this
process.
A Woman Ironing of 1873, Woman Ironing of 1876-82, and the 1883 painting of
the same title present the figure of the laundress in left profile, bent over her worktable
ironing, ignorant of the viewer’s gaze. Her form is silhouetted against a wall of natural
light from the windows, filtered through hanging linens. These three versions of a nearly
exact composition differ from the 1860s works in two important and related ways.
Firstly, Degas retreats from the laundry as a permeable semi-public space, here
representing it as an isolated, intimate interior. Secondly, he shifts his emphasis away
from the materiality of the painted surface to a new focus on the laundry’s photographic
and photogenic qualities. In the 1873 painting, Degas’s captures the play of midafternoon light on the linen surfaces hanging in front of the shop’s windows and covering
the wide horizontal surface of the worktable. The broad hanging swathes of diaphanous
linens allude to the painted backdrops of the photography studio, framing the isolated
figure of the working laundress in dramatic silhouette. Degas echoes the stunning effects
of light filtered through and reflected between linens of various colors, textures, densities
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of weave, and degrees of transparency. The sheet hanging behind the laundress is painted
very thinly in some areas with diluted oil, revealing the weave of the canvas and
collapsing the distinction between the surface of the painting and the represented surface
of the linen. Dipping clothes in tubs of liquid and pinning them up to dry—flattening
their surfaces so the entirety of one garment or linen can be viewed at once, and the
laundress’s labor thusly assessed—the laundress is not unlike a photographer working in
a darkroom, or hanging prints for sale outside of his studio.
With an extremely limited palette of umbers, whites and blues, Degas renders the
laundress as a stunning silhouette framed against a backdrop of bright natural light,
filtered through the linens hanging in front of the windows on the rear wall. A large white
sheet and a row of diaphanous blue linens hang to the right of the figure, contrasting with
the deep russet browns of her hair, skin, short-sleeved blouse and long skirt. The outline
of her face and hair is hazy and indistinct against the illuminated background. There are
no harsh whites anywhere; rather, the white tones are everywhere tinged with peach and
light blue, giving the appearance of white linens absorbing and reflecting the colored
light dancing around the workroom. In the 1876 version, the vertical dividers of the
double-paned windows, covered with what appears to be sheer muslin-like curtains,
divide the background space into distinct geometric planes.
In the later painting, a garment hangs directly in front of each window, further
dividing the background space into three clear registers dominated by the primary colors
of the red shirt on the left, yellow robe in the center, and blue bed sheet or table linen on
the right. In both paintings, this setting serves a clear aesthetic function, lending the
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scenes a flat, graphic quality that celebrates the striking contrast between dark and light,
warm and cool. With the darkened figure swallowed by bright backlighting, the scene
reads like a “failed” photograph—the background overexposed, the subject veiled. The
hanging linens that block the laundress from unwanted observation also obscure the
viewer’s access to the visual details of her form. In the 1860s paintings, in which the
laundresses are aware of themselves as the subjects of an exterior gaze, their facial
features are the most in-focus, three-dimensional elements in the composition. In the later
paintings of women ironing, which convey a tranquil solitude and privacy, the hanging
linens occlude the viewer’s vision as well as the imagined stares of passersby.
Degas took two photographs of two separate laundress paintings in progress,
which demonstrate his interest in translating photography’s strong black and white
contrasts, as well as its reversals of positive and negative spaces, into his paintings [Figs.
54, 55]. A photograph of a painting radically alters the painter’s understanding of the
unfinished work—the three-dimensional canvas is reduced in scale and flattened onto a
two-dimensional photographic plate, effacing the texture of the canvas support and the
materiality of the paint, and translating its subtle variations of color into a narrow
spectrum of black and white. The work that most thoroughly assimilates the photographic
dualities of transparency and opacity, positive and negative, dark and light, is
Laundresses Carrying Linen in Town. The two laundresses, in dynamic mirrored poses,
materialize against a flat background. There is no “town” to speak of here—the
laundresses’ actions correspond to no clear narrative. The figure on the right, leaning
forward and hoisting a basket of linens on her angled left hip, seems to occupy a three86

dimensional space in front of a wall; however, the spatial illusion dissolves with the
figure on the left. She is shown in the same pose but reversed and from the rear, her
brown basket and skirt merging with the flatness of the wall. Her blush-colored blouse,
with its brown shadows, contrasts with the other laundress’s dark blouse and the
inexplicable white highlight hovering on her right shoulder. The women are wedded to
the surface, embedded within it—figure and ground merge and dilate.
Writing about Degas’ photographic practice in “Positive/Negative,” Douglas
Crimp notes how the artist “destroyed he logical relationship between light and dark in
their function of representing an object, pointing instead to the absolute conventionality
of the two mutually exclusive modes of representing.”222 This destruction demands a new
descriptive language: “When light and dark, transparency and opacity, are reversed, when
negative becomes positive and positive, negative, the referents of our descriptive
language are dissolved. We are left with a language germane only to the photographic, in
which the manipulation of light generates its own, exclusive logic.”223 Laundresses
Carrying Linen in Town defies typical description in just this way. Degas here pushes his
exploration of the photographic aesthetic well beyond that of his other laundress pictures,
venturing into the terrain of painting-as-photograph. Silverman argues that the
relationship between the photo negative and its referent is itself analogic, as well as that
between the negative and “the positive prints that are generated from it, and all of its
digital offspring, and it moves through time, in search of other ‘kin.’”224 The painting and
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the photographic negatives and positives made from it are inextricably linked together,
part of the same lineage.
Degas was not the only painter in this period to take advantage of the analogic
relationship between painting, laundry, and photography. In Shadow Decoration of 1887
and Hanging out Linen of the same year, English painter Charles Courtney Curran
employs linen hanging from a line outdoors as a kind of projection screen temporarily
capturing the graphic imprint of the leaves behind it [Figs. 56, 57]. Both paintings are
clearly derivative of Henry Fox Talbot’s salted paper calotypes and Anna Atkin’s sun
prints, both of which “fix” the graphic shadows of lace and plants, respectively, upon the
surface of the photographic paper [Figs. 58, 59]. On fixing the shadow, Talbot wrote:
“The most transitory of things, a shadow, the proverbial emblem of all that is fleeting and
momentary, may be fettered by the spells of our ‘natural magic,’ and may be fixed for
ever in the position which it seemed only destined for a single instant to occupy.”225
Indeed, the images projected onto Curran’s hanging linens are literally shadows, both
fleeting and momentary, but only fixed forever through the medium of painting-asphotograph. It is notable that Curran titles the first of the aforementioned paintings
Shadow Decoration rather than in the same manner as Hanging Out Linen. The painting’s
title does not refer to the act of hanging laundry, or to the figure of the washer woman
herself—here shown in a bucolic setting of sunlight and air—but to the image of the
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leaves projected against and imprinted upon the hanging cloth. The linen is at once an
analogy of the painter’s canvas and of the photographic paper that fixes forever what is
fleeting.
Conclusion
Despite conservative political positions that didn’t support working-class
emancipation, Degas’s long-term project of painting laundresses identifies him as
“anarchist in art.” Committing himself to depicting the publicly visible yet enigmatic
Parisian figure of the laundress—associated variously with sex, filth, public drunkenness,
and crime—distinguishes him from his Impressionist colleagues. In dozens of images
painted and drawn over three decades, Degas crystallizes a distinctly urban type of
laundress, relishing the fundamentally modern ambiguities and tensions in her postures
and expressions.
Given the semi-private, small-scale, female-driven labor of laundry in Paris, it has
evaded much historical documentation—these conditions also prevented laundresses
from organizing into syndicates before 1900, and even then, participation was marginal.
However, Parisian laundresses did demonstrate their capacity for widespread
organization in the Mid-Lent festival of Mi-Carême, in which one laundress was crowned
the queen of queens and hundreds of laundries participated in an elaborate procession
through the city. This event, during which all laundries were shut down for an entire day,
aroused bourgeois suspicions and cast further aspersions on the character of the Parisian
laundress. The Mi-Carême festivities can thus be framed as an act of resistance against
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bourgeois clientele, celebrating and elevating labor and laborers. The laundress’s limited
agency threatened the bourgeois order of things; Degas mitigates this agency by isolating
his laundresses and enclosing them in tight spaces densely filled with linens.
His emphasis on the surfaces of the laundry itself draws an analogy between his
own labor and the laundress’s, highlighting the aesthetic dimension of laundry’s materials
and processes. His artistic labor makes hers visible, and in turn the represented labor
emphasizes his painterly work. However, as much as the laundress is a mirror of the
artist, she is also always the “other”—a figure to be studied as a means of understanding
the “essence” of the working class. She is both similarity and difference held together.
This analogy is triangular, between painting, laundry, and photography. The project is
photographic in its technical experimentation and in Degas’s sentimental reverence for
the laundress as she existed before the Commune, her bare arms a symbol of Parisian life
before working-class revolution. The photographic dimensions of his project are aesthetic
and conceptual, rooted in sentimentality and bourgeois anxiety; they function
simultaneously as evidence and elegy.
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CHAPTER 3
Invisible Traces: Impressionism and Service Work
Introduction
In 2015, an article in The Atlantic magazine entitled “The Invisible Work That
Women Do Around the World” revealed that women perform three out of every four
hours of unpaid labor, while men do two-thirds of paid work. Additionally, women are
more likely to find themselves without legal protections in tenuous positions.226 More
than a century and half prior, in 1860, one Frances D. Gage wrote to the Ohio Cultivator
to express frustration over the perceived economic worthlessness and resultant political
disenfranchisement of women’s labor, demonstrating the relevance of this late
nineteenth-century history to the conditions of gendered labor in our contemporary
moment:
As long as women’s labor can be obtained anywhere, one
half cheaper than men’s, she will be expected to do the
work. When she avails herself of the rights which ‘pale,
faded maidens in spectacles’ are trying to make her believe
belong to her, in common with every human being, and
learns to get her living in the easiest possible way; whether
it be as a physician, professor, merchant, mechanic or
inventor–when she grasps employment suited to her taste
and capacity, and by so doing enhances the price of
women’s labor and worth of women’s time, then we shall
have machinery; then woman’s time will not be, as I heard
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a gentleman say, a day or two since, like a ‘goose’s time,’ –
worth nothing.227

In Invisible Labor: Hidden Work in the Contemporary World, an edited volume that
examines vectors of visibility and invisibility in contemporary labor, Marion G. Crain,
Winifred Poster, and Miriam A. Cherry assert that visibility “is not strictly related to
‘seeing’ or to a visual act.” They argue that it is also a “symbolic concept,” one which
“may refer to a market devaluation or to a social judgment that labels some tasks as ‘not
work.’ Invisibility happens because these tasks are associated (and confused) with
leisure, and are considered to be part of consumption, are seen as voluntary, and fall
outside the legal structure.”228 Service work falls squarely into this category. As Theresa
M. McBride elucidates, it “lay outside the most obvious urban economic activities and
had no ‘exchange’ value.”229
This visibility is directly tied to value, and that value is inextricably tied to the
worker’s agency to organize and self-advocate.230 The politics of visibility and
invisibility in women’s work determined the extent to which they were alienated from a
broader working-class identity, which ultimately bore upon their ability to participate in
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organization or labor politics of any kind.231 In the case of servants, who often worked
with just one or two others around them, they “contributed nothing to the nineteenthcentury struggle of labour for recognition. …[T]he servant gained no sense of class
solidarity and the great majority remained politically inactive.”232 Urbanization created
demand for domestic service broadly speaking and for the retail service sector that
supported an emergent wealthy middle class.233 The labor of service—including the shop
girls populating new retail spaces, domestic servants, and wet-nurses and governesses
featured in numerous Impressionist paintings—existed to maintain trappings of bourgeois
life, to support the wealthy middle class.
Of the Parisian servant class, McBride shows that it “continued to grow after the
overall decline of servants was established [after 1880], so that after 1880 there was an
ever-higher concentration of servants in the capital city.”234 In 1872 the servant
population in Paris was measured to be 112,031 servants, while in 1891 that number rises
to 185,756 servants—growing from 6.1 percent of the population to 7.7 percent.235
According to Pierre Guiral and Guy Thuillier in La vie quoitidienne des domestiques en
France au XIXe siècle, though limited statistics about domestics make precise numbers
impossible to calculate, it can be estimated that there were 900,000 domestics in France
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between 1850 and 1870, growing up to 1,156,000 by 1881.236 By 1896 these numbers had
decreased to 902,000 domestics, 171,000 of which were men compared to a vastly greater
731,000 women, representing roughly a quarter of the active population.237 Despite its
great numbers, service labor was invisible both in its forms and processes and its sociohistorical impact. In the first lines of The Domestic Revolution, McBride asserts: “Of all
the major social groups in modern European history, the most completely ignored has
been the servant class. Historians have been content to take servants for granted in the
same way that their employers expected them to be always unobtrusively present.”238
Guiral and Thuillier write that the domestic realm “is a realm without history…”239
The subordination of the servant, who is forgotten in the socialist theories of
1860-1900 who only focus on “the worker,” domestic labor “belongs to what goes
without saying … to what is not said, to the invisible everyday.”240 Their economic traces
cannot be tracked down due to the nature of the work, particularly the fact that “the
disciples of Adam Smith consider housework to be ‘nonproductive’, and the planner has
not been interested in the ‘production’ of housework for very long.”241 Along these same
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lines, Pamela Cox argues that the work of the Parisian shop assistant has been historically
sidelined because of
the drawing of a false separation between the ‘two worlds’
of production and consumption. Shop work has struggled
to be defined as ‘real work’ because it was, and continues
to be, performed in spaces associated with consumption
rather than production. Shops were somehow distinct from
the workshops, sweatshops, mills, factories and farms
where ‘real’ workers spent their working day. They were
the places where the goods that many of these ‘real’
workers produced were ‘merely’ displayed and sold.242

At the top of the domestic hierarchy were the temporarily employed wet-nurses
whom middle-class parents hired to breast-feed and care for their infant children; it is
also the type of female domestic labor about which the most is known, due to legal
regulation.243 Before the passage of the Roussel Law in 1874, which required any family
who sent their infant to rural wet nurses for care to register with the state, the field of wet
nursing “was subject exclusively to municipal regulation, when it was subject to any
regulation at all.”244 As a result, “the sources of knowledge for French wet-nursing as a
whole are scattered or nonexistent until the late 1890s, when the registration requirements
of the Roussel Law finally began to bear significant fruit.”245 Impressionist paintings can
contribute to the reconstruction of these lost, absent histories, in that they provide the
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perspective of the bourgeois painter regarding, in many of the cases to be considered
here, their own domestic help.
In the 1880s and 90s, the Impressionists made the invisible visible: James Tissot
and Degas depicted shop girls assisting bourgeois customers; Berthe Morisot and
Gustave Caillebotte painted their own domestic servants; Morisot additionally painted her
family’s wet nurses, a subject also taken up by Degas. Caillebotte was the only among
these to depict a male servant in his family’s home, though Paul Cézanne would paint six
portraits of his gardener Vallier in late 1905-1906. This imbalance accords with the fact
that women dominated the occupation by a wide margin as the nineteenth century
progressed.246 In the 1860s, Claude Monet and Edouard Manet set precedents for these
subjects: Monet painted a maid in The Luncheon (1868) [Fig. 60], while Manet painted a
wet nurse in Children in the Tuileries Garden (1861-1862) [Fig. 61] and a maid in
Olympia (1863) [Fig. 62]. Both of the workers in Manet’s pictures are black women. As
Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby has argued, Olympia’s maid represented a newly enfranchised
working class in France.247 Manet’s painting thus depicts a black woman who works as a
part of the wage-labor economy as do Morisot and Caillebotte’s white domestic servants,
and Morisot and Degas’s wet nurses. Grigsby’s account of the model Laure in the
creation of Olympia and at least one other painting, Jacques-Eugène Fayen’s Baby’s Kiss
(1865) [Fig. 63], also suggests that working-class models in this period may have worked
as maids or wet nurses in addition to modeling.248 Grigsby’s argument demonstrates that
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the visibility and invisibility of labor Crain, Poster, and Cherry discuss must be looked at
intersectionally: it is both gendered and raced. Black working-class figures are absent
from Impressionist pictures, left behind in Olympia’s bedchamber and the Tuileries
Garden of Manet’s 1860s. Their labor is ultimately the least visible of all.
Impressionist images of service workers on the job offer a glimpse of bourgeois
life “behind the scenes” or “off screen.” They present a type of innovative “cropping” of
the pictorial scene that is social rather than formal, bringing from the margins toward the
center the mechanisms that enable bourgeois leisure and consumption that are designed to
be unseen. And it is precisely this work that is itself too easily conflated with the pleasure
of consumption (retail sales) and leisure activities (domestic labor) it supports. They
frame service work as an integrated feature of the bourgeois lifestyle rather than as part
of its own lived working-class experience, as Maximilien Luce would later do in his
portraits of artisanal workers and construction workers on Parisian building sites. And
yet, by depicting the figures responsible for the orchestration of bourgeois leisure and
consumption, these pictures shine a light on the artifice of the invisibility that is built into
those positions. In so doing, they also peel back the artifice of class presentation and
performance. In one respect, these images are overt statements of the painters’ class
status. In another, they reveal that the markers of this status are only arrived at through
reliance on the labor of the class below them, in distinction from whom the bourgeoisie
defined itself.
Within this scheme, Impressionist painting itself occupies an unsteady terrain
between labor and leisure. First of all, the visible “work” is applied to scenes of leisure
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that insinuate the artist into them—Degas spending an afternoon watching Mary Cassatt
try on hats, Caillebotte enjoying a luncheon with his family, Morisot lounging in the
garden with her wet nurse and baby. All three artists had live-in help, meaning their
painting careers were bolstered by the labor of the servant class. As Linda Nochlin
observed, this was especially crucial in the case of Morisot, whose use of a wet nurse
freed her from motherly responsibilities and allowed her to paint.249 Secondly, the
material visibility of the works in question corresponds to the notions of experimentation
and play, spontaneity and sensation, leading to the impression that the work of creating
them is enjoyable, or, to use Nochlin’s term, “uneffortful.”250 The Impressionist aesthetic
registers as one of ease. These Impressionist techniques aestheticize service work,
incorporating it into atmospheric environments. The apparent ease of execution suggests
a comparable ease in the work portrayed, undermining the hardship of the lived
experience of the nineteenth-century shop girl, household servant, or wet nurse. And yet
these artists make compositional choices that announce self-conscious reflection on the
constructed nature of the service worker’s “invisibility,” suggesting a social awareness of
the tense state of class relations in an era when the working class outside of was
organizing and advocating on its own behalf.
The Window and the Mirror: The “Shop Girl” and the Visual Politics of Retail
In their images of shop girls from the 1880s and 90s, James Tissot and Edgar
Degas, respectively, use the window and the mirror as mediums of literal vision and
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metaphors for the Janus-headed coin of female labor’s visibility and invisibility. The
figures that are made anonymous, interchangeable, and deindividuated in Tissot, and
obscured and fragmented in Degas, are thusly rendered because they occupy an unstable
class between filles publiques (sex workers) and petit bourgeoisie, living and working
under the control of paternalistic employment structures that dislocate them from the
body politic.251 Both Degas and Tissot explore making class visible while emphasizing
interconnectedness of the bourgeois and proletarian woman in the process of
consumption. This uneasy class relationship within the space of consumerism echoes
their connected but unequal political enfranchisement.
German Marxist feminist Clara Zetkin alludes to this fraught interdependence in
her 1896 speech, titled “Only in Conjunction with the Proletarian Women Will Socialism
Be Victorious,” in which she asserts—as the title clearly states—that the involvement of
proletarian women in labor organizing efforts is necessary to truly emancipate them:
“The granting of political equality to women does not change the actual balance of
power. The proletarian woman ends up in the proletarian, and the bourgeois woman in
the bourgeois camp. We must not let ourselves be fooled by Socialist trends in the
bourgeois women’s movement which last only as long as bourgeois women feel
oppressed.”252 Both Degas and Tissot present an image of the female shop assistant
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whose individuality and personal and political agency have been subsumed by the spaces
and processes of capitalist consumption which ultimately serve to provide bourgeois
women with the illusion of independence and socio-political agency.
The retail spaces depicted in Degas’s numerous paintings and pastels of millinery
shops created in the 1880s and 90s and in Tissot’s The Shop Girl (1883-1885) [Fig. 64]
were distinct byproducts of urbanization and the emergence of a new commodity culture
in late nineteenth-century Paris. The job of the female shop assistant represented in these
artists’ works resulted from the expansion of the service industry in the capital. A
precursor to today’s flourishing—or, one might say, endemic—retail culture in the
industrialized West, these scenes reveal the nature of invisibility of the “shop girl’s”
labor. The shop girl was a low-level employee who tended to customers in small shops
and the new grand department stores. Pamela Cox notes the pervasiveness of the
emergent type in popular culture of the period: “Cast as the central character in countless
stories about ‘personal transformation’ and ‘escape’ from the banality of everyday life,
the ordinary working girl’s quest for the extraordinary was ‘the staple of musicals,
comedies, drama and suspense’ as well as an icon of visual culture from the newspaper
cartoon to the art gallery.”253
In The Shop Girl, Tissot depicts the kind of aesthetic and emotional labor innate
to shop work, situating the shop assistant as a recognizable “type” of woman in modern
Parisian society. The painting formed part of his Women of Paris series, a collection of
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fifteen canvases each featuring a type of woman one might observe in the capital,
including as a circus performer and viewer, wives of artists, a bridesmaid, a woman
without a dowry, and fashionable social climbers. The works were first exhibited together
at the Galerie Sedelmeyer in Paris from April 19 to June 15, 1885. The Shop Girl is the
only one of the fifteen canvases to depict a working woman or even a space of labor. It is
also the only canvas of the set in which the bourgeois woman is not the subject of the
viewer’s gaze; instead, her presence is implied as occupying the position of the viewer, at
whom the shop girl directs her pleasantly blank expression. Degas also depicted the shop
girl—as opposed to the higher-level milliner engaged in the production of hats—in six
out of his dozens of drawings and paintings of millinery shops made during the 1880s
and 90s. The Little Milliners [Fig. 65] features two junior workers—their status indicated
by their matching black-and-white attire. One works with a hat in progress (we can see
some tufts of fabric or feathers on the table, waiting for use) while the other leans to the
side and rests her hand on one of the hats hanging on a stand as she observes her
colleague, possibly learning aspects of the trade. Because they are involved in some level
of production, these figures fall somewhere between the higher-level milliners and the
low-level shop girls depicted in four of the six works in question. Three of these, all titled
At the Milliner’s, are pastels created in 1882. The pastels are owned by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City [Fig. 66] The Museum of Modern Art, New York [Fig.
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67] and the Musée d’Orsay [Fig. 68], respectively. The remaining work, an oil painting
held by the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts [Fig. 69] has been dated c. 1882-1898.254
Both Tissot and Degas depict the shop girl as a facilitator of commerce, not a
producer of goods for sale like the higher-level milliners, but a manager of tastes and
emotions as the shopping process unfolds. Tissot does so by depicting the trimmings and
ribbons tumbling down onto the carpet, having been unboxed by the shop assistant, with
one chair askew implying a conference with the customer at the table. Someone has
wrapped the package, accepted the payment, and now presents the purchase for final
display. McBride uses the term “facilitator” to describe the role of the salesperson, whom
she describes as “a simple cog in the giant commercial mechanism; instead of
representing the owner, the salesclerk became a facilitator, helping to create an
atmosphere of attention and service while the merchandise ‘sold itself.’”255 The shop
girl’s labor is not to turn raw materials into fashionable hats like the higher-level
milliners Degas depicted at work producing their ephemeral works of artful fashion—in
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today and out of vogue tomorrow—but to enable the interaction between customer and
merchandise.
In Tissot’s painting, the window defines a multidirectional exhibitionary space
that mediates between the space of the street and the space of commerce. Though Tissot
provides a clear narrative of the shop girl’s labor, from the trotting out of goods and
consultation with the customer to the packing and wrapping of goods, all sealed with a
polite smile, the window transforms her into a flesh commodity, interpolating her into a
process of consumption in which she sells herself as a sex worker. The allusions to sex
gloss her labor in the capacity of shop girl, which is not merely a role played to obscure
her true labor of prostitution, but a role in which she expends genuine emotional and
aesthetic labor to the benefit of her customers. Tissot conveys the labor of retail through
the repetition and deindividuation of the shop girls’ forms, which are both physically
uniform and dressed in uniform.
The assistant’s role within the shop was denoted by her dress and neat hairstyle.
This “high profile minority” of working woman, as Pamela Cox explains, the kind who
worked in “millinery, haberdashery, confectionary, fancy and luxury goods or in the vast
department stores which began to appear in large towns and cities across Europe and
America from the 1860s and 70s on” … “typically dressed in smart black silk (or a
cheaper substitute) with white lace collar and cuffs, that came to embody the ‘shop girl’
brand.”256 Tissot’s shop girls fit the “brand” to a T. McBride also notes the importance of
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the shop girl’s distinctive clothing as a means of “identifying them and making them
conscious of their relationship to the store.”257 This hierarchy does not only distinguish
them from the customers they serve, but also from their superiors in the shop. The Art
Institute of Chicago’s interpretive text on The Millinery Shop (1879/86) [Fig. 70] states
this semantic overlap noted by Crain, Poster, and Cherry, who assert that “the lines
between consumption and work are blurred for both employees and consumers” in the
retail space. It observes: “The identity of the young woman in the painting remains
unclear: she may be a shop girl or a customer. …Degas seems to have deliberately left
her role as a creator or consumer ambiguous.”258 This interpretation neglects the fact that
a “shop girl” would be dressed in the white-trimmed black dress and refers instead to the
milliners who worked to produce the hats. As creators or shop owners, these milliners
would not be wearing the same uniform as the low-level shop assistants. In fact, their
clothing might be closer to the bourgeois women they serve.
It would be in the space of the street, and not the shop, where class distinctions
between shop girls and some of the “petit-bourgeoisie” she served become muddied. In
“Shop Girls, Social History and Social Theory,” Pamela Cox elucidates the ambiguous
and “stigma-laden” social status of the shop girl, a “working class ‘counter-jumper,”
whose predilection for fine fashions akin to those of bourgeois women generated the
stereotype of her sexual availability:
Simultaneously, she was also a new kind of mass market
consumer: she used her own modest wages to buy whatever
257
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she could for herself—and when her meagre means ran out,
she was, according to the stereotype, more than willing to
flirt with any man willing to treat her. He, in turn, could
expect to be repaid in sexual favors or marriage. Who
really knew what the demure assistant in the black silk
dress was really selling? Who could ever trust or respect
her?259

While critic George Auriol assesses the Degas pastel held by the Metropolitan Museum
as “merveilleuse,” noting the brilliant coloration of the background, it is the woman from
the “simple bourgeoisie” who constitutes—along with the milliners in Degas’s other
exhibited pastel—“the vulgar characters of modern life” that give the work its great
power.260 It is likely the simple, darkly colored “demi-toilette” dress of which Ajalbert
wrote that prompted Auriol to assume the customer’s social station as a representing a
lesser, or lower, bourgeoisie. This lower bourgeois status was adjacent to that of the shop
girls, women earning a wage that just barely afforded them some fashionable items and
thus the illusion of membership within the bourgeoisie.
In a letter to the Courrier de Saône-et-Loire on December 22, 1893, a concerned
reader named Prosper de l’Orbize implores young rural girls to reassess their attraction to
the “mirage” of Paris and the career of shop girl and urges them to remain “modestly
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occupied under the paternal roof.”261 De l’Orbize writes at length about the many
hardships of such a working life, one of them being the costly effort to keep up
appearances outside of work in an attempt to identify with the petit-bourgeoisie. He
notes, importantly, that these efforts were obligatory for employment as shop girls, who
were expected to “slender, pleasant, gentle, cheerful, polite, kind, clean, dexterous,
thrifty, careful, quick, intelligent, honest, considerate, industrious, endowed with insight
and a spirit of initiative” in order to fulfill the full requirements of the job.262 “We know
that the French can perform marvels of elegance with very modest means,” he wrote.
“Still, all of this costs: gloves, veil, fine shoes, parasol, collar, fresh ribbons, etc., make a
formidable cut, despite the most ingenious economy, into a poor budget of 30 francs [a
month.]”263 With their weekend fashions shop girls attempted to visually elevate
themselves in the social universe:
Leisure for the female clerk also included Sunday strolls in
the parks, mixing with young soldiers, servant girls, and
bourgeois families. Shopgirls were said to “shine” in their
leather boots and stylish hats, which set them apart from
261
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the other working girls. The salesgirl’s dress expressed the
ambiguity of her position. On the street, employees’
appearances showed a preoccupation with their public
image; most of the women tried to dress attractively in spite
of the cost.264

McBride quotes Marie-Hélène Zylberberg-Hocquard’s thesis entitled “Féminisme et
syndicalisme en France avant 1914,” in which the author describes shop girls as “the
queens of the urban proletariat,” and argues that “it is difficult to distinguish them from
ambitious petit bourgeois: they wear hats, gloves, and fine boots. This is a necessity, it
seems, in their occupation, but it costs them dearly.”265 Shop girls—at least after the law
of 1892 that mandated a reduction for women to the 11-hour workday as well as Sunday
as a day of rest—had access to leisure experiences that put them in contact with the
bourgeoisie. Women workers—though not shop girls—were involved in getting the
legislation of 1892 passed, with the leadership of male union organizers, as McBride
attests:
The campaign for Sunday closing had inspired the most
significant level of employee organization seen in this
period. Concerted pressure was exerted by the
predominately male unions who occasionally solicited the
support of women clerks and at times took up issues which
were specifically female ones, such as the practice of
locking up the women in their dining hall [in department
stores.]266
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McBride points to the quintessential paternalism of the large department stores, and often
of smaller shops that followed the model, as Zetkin explains in her speech. She laments
the difficulty of organizing women workers, especially those in cottage industries.267
Though they didn’t work in private homes, shop clerks in small millinery and dress shops
were subjected to a paternalistic relationship with their bosses, who often provided
lodging and meals.268 Shop girls were thus wedded to the workplace and isolated from
larger discourse about class and worker emancipation that were essential to mobilization.
Tissot’s shop clerk stands pinned between the door she holds open and a large
table teeming with fabric trimmings. She stands straight upright in this tight space with
the customer’s package cradled delicately in the crook her elbow, her hand contorted in a
gesture of purposeful elegance around the corner of the box. To her right, a second store
clerk appears to arrest her upward reaching motion as she catches the indiscrete gaze of a
bourgeois male passerby staring in at her. Because of this detail, Tissot’s painting has
been written about in terms of its sexual innuendo and the shop girls’ presumed sex work,
but an account of what it reveals about the labor that is actually depicted—and not just
hinted at—has yet to be fully considered.269 F.F.A. Béraud, the author of Les Filles
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publiques de Paris et la police qui les régit in 1839, quoted by Walter Benjamin in The
Arcades Project, calls out milliners specifically as prostitutes “installed” in stores and
shops in the Parisian arcades. According to Béraud, milliners, among other workers in
small shops, utilized the setting of the shop to drum up business as prostitutes:
Women who work in these stores and shops will station
themselves at open doors or windows in order to send
signals to passersby. ... There are others more ingenious
who close their doors and windows but send signals
through glass panes unprovided with curtains; or the
curtains are left open just enough to permit easy
communication between outside and interior. Some of these
women rap against the front of the shop each time a man
passes by, so that he returns to the spot where the noise was
heard; and then such scandalous signs and beckonings
ensue as could escape the attention of no one. All these
shops are found in the arcades.’270

In Béraud’s narrative, the shop window functions as a charged site of commerce,
enabling the advertisement and sale of both fashion and sex. Béraud asserts that the shop
girls behind the window—who use it as a means of tacitly communicating with potential
clients—are commodities on par with the hats they sell. Simply being present in the space
of commerce insinuates the shop girls’ very bodies into capitalist exchange. Writing
about The Shop Girl, Tamar Garb also illuminates the role of the shop window, the
transparency of which “provides another barrier which, while forbidding entry, facilitates
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the interchange of looks, indeed places the interior on display for the passerby and
potential customer.”271
The politics of the shop girl’s visibility and invisibility change when she is out in
public, in the role of the fashionable yet lower-class trottin (essentially a delivery girl) of
the kind pictured in Jean Béraud’s Fashionable Woman on the Champs-Êlysées (n.d., ca.
1902?) [Fig. 71] and Jules Adler’s Le Trottin (1903) [Fig. 72]. F.F.A. Béraud expressed
excitement at the prospect of the trottin leaving the protected space of the shop and going
out in public; for him, making a purchase in a millinery shop promises an attractive
young woman will bring your purchases to your home:
The milliners’ shops ... likewise offer a multitude of
resources for enthusiasts. There you dicker over hats—
pink, green, yellow, lilac, or plaid. You agree on a price;
you give your address; and next day, at the appointed hour,
you see arrive at your place not only the hat but the girl
who was positioned behind it, and who was crimping, with
delicate fingers, the gauze, the ribbon, or some other frill so
pleasing to the ladies.272

The sexual innuendo is explicit in Jean Béraud’s painting, in which the shop girl—
wearing her quintessential black ensemble with white trimmings—carries several hat
boxes en route to her customers. She walks along the boulevard with a broad smile,
lifting the hem of her skirt to show off the white petticoats beneath it as a bourgeois
gentleman stops to regard her from behind. Wearing a hat and veil—as was decorous—
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and tight-fitting jacket, the shop girl could almost pass for a bourgeois woman were it not
for her distinctive uniform. Marked thusly with her class, she becomes hyper-visible in
the public space of the boulevard as a poor, and thus sexually available, woman. In Le
Trottin, the shop girl’s black dress has been covered with a lacy half-cape draped over her
shoulders, while a bold crimson scarf cascades down her front. With her flat-topped hat
and veil, combined with the confident stride denoted by her hand on her hip, she could
easily be mistaken for a petit-bourgeois woman. In this masquerade she does not attract
any attention of passersby on the street; she blends into the life of the boulevard, her
labor once again invisible.
In The Shop Girl, the window serves a formal function of backlighting the
primary clerk’s severe silhouette, bringing it into relief; her incredibly narrow corseted
waist and bustled skirt create an hourglass shape that is mirrored in the mannequin bust in
the window and yet again echoed in the profile of the other shop worker. This repetition
offers the frontal view, back view, and side view of the same standardized female shape,
as if presenting multiple simultaneous views of the same figure. Richard Thomson notes
that the overlap of the mannequin bust with the male figure peering into the shop is a
metaphor of his sexual intentions toward the second shop girl, whose attention his gaze
has caught.273 The mannequin also has the effect of mirroring the bodies of the shop girls
and likening them to mannequins with idealized measurements. In providing three
distinct views of the same female shape, Tissot performs a similar operation to Seurat in
his 1886-1888 painting The Models [Fig. 73] where he depicts three models—all with the
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same hairstyle—seated from the back, standing frontally, and seated in right profile, seen
against the clothed female figure standing in left profile in La Grande Jatte, a paintingwithin-a-painting backdrop on the left side of the canvas. This simultaneous multiplicity
of views gives the illusion of one single figure seen from different angles at the same
time, like a three-dimensional sculpture unfolded onto a single plane.
In The Models, it is the anonymity and interchangeability of the women that
allows them to be transformed through costumes and props into the figures populating
Seurat’s paintings, like the woman in profile in La Grande Jatte. Seurat conveys a
narrative of play-acting, in which the working-class model literally shapeshifts into
leisurely bourgeois woman by donning a corset and dramatic bustle. The models, like the
shop girls, are denuded of individuality—they both function as blank slates upon which
the painter and customer respectively project their desires. McBride argues that “the shop
girl was the victim of the role she had to play—an attractive amiable ‘doll,’ who was
forced to ‘maintain an eternal smile.’”274 Cox further illuminates the artificial and
obsequious role the female shop clerk was expected to play:
The ‘standing and smiling’ was an artifice. It was a
performance enacted for the benefit of customers to
enhance their shopping experience and encourage them to
spend more. It signalled a style of customer service that
was new to retail and which developed alongside the
formalisation of mid-Victorian domestic service. Just as
servants should be ready to meet any personal needs at any
time, so shop workers should stand—quite literally—ready
to meet their customers’ demands. These new standards of
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customer service were predicated upon new forms of
gendered labour: emotional labour and aesthetic labour.275

A catalogue description from the painting’s 1886 exhibition at Arthur Tooth and Sons
gallery in London demonstrates what Cox describes as emotional and aesthetic labor in
its assertion that the shop girl’s primary responsibility was to maintain a certain attitude
and affect:
It is on the boulevard; a scene full of life and movement is
passing out of doors, and our young lady with her engaging
smile is holding open the door til her customer takes the
pile of purchases from her hand and passes to her carriage.
She knows her business, and has learned the first lesson of
all, that her duty is to be polite, winning, and pleasant.
Whether she means what she says, or much of what her
looks express, is not the question; enough if she has a smile
and an appropriate answer for everybody.276

Regardless of her genuine feeling, the shop girl must appear “polite, winning, and
pleasant,” at all times as she tends to her customer. Her labor is in this sense emotional,
since she aims to direct the tone of the interactions and of the shop overall; her selfpresentation and the final presentation of goods encompasses her aesthetic labor. Her
“engaging smile” is an expected part of this performance. Hers is a labor of manners and
decorum, of politeness and obsequiousness designed to appear natural, voluntary and
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even pleasurable, as though servicing the customer—not earning a paycheck—is her
raison d’être.
Unlike Tissot’s smiling shop girl, who is front-and-center in the painting, Degas’s
workers are obscured, sidelined, and dissected as the bourgeois customers consume both
hats and their own reflections. In The Body in Pieces, Linda Nochlin writes that
modernity is “metaphorized by the fragment.”277 In her discussion of Degas, she
concludes that in the artist’s “more daring works,” cropping serves a purely formal
function, “as shapes, not as signs of human or narrative connection.”278 Formally,
Degas’s four compositions featuring the shop girl, whose own existence is a condition of
modernity, are unprecedented and bold. However, this fragmentation resonates beyond its
formal impact. It expresses human connection and disconnection in the process of
shopping, the exhibition of class hierarchy, and the partial invisibility of labor that is
social and political for the women who perform it.
As noted in the Degas, Impressionism, and the Paris Millinery Trade catalogue
and according to Paul Valéry in his 1938 book Degas, danse, dessin, Berthe Morisot once
remarked that Degas “professed the deepest admiration for the very human quality of
young shopgirls.”279 This echoes Degas’s own statement that his personal longtime maid,
Zoe Closier, “is people.”280 In what is likely the latest work in this series, the oil painting
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At the Milliner’s, Degas reduces this humanity to a pair of isolated hands. As with his
paintings and drawings of ironers, Degas seeks out some social truth in the working-class
body and employs that body in formal experimentation. Degas also analogizes his own
labor through these experiments. Iskin has noted this phenomenon in the milliner
pictures, writing that
Visible traces of the artist’s hand on the surface of the
picture render the textured materiality of both the hats and
the painting. Calling attention to the physicality of the hats,
Degas makes them appear at once more painted and more
tangibly ‘real’ than the rest of the picture. The thicker paint
or layered pastel and the visible strokes in the hat areas
play on the double entendre involved in the artist’s hand
transforming the display of fashionable goods into his own
artistic ‘articles.’281

The Art Institute of Chicago’s interpretive text on The Millinery Shop (1879/86) also
notes the analogic relationship between Degas’s painterly labor and the labor of the
milliners, presented not as a process, but as a finished product—a “still life” which
“present an analogy to the artist’s creative process: where they are unfinished, so too is
the painting.”282 The particular materiality of the works, dramatic cropping and obscuring
of the working-class figure with commodities and their alienation from the selfpossessing gaze in the mirror goes beyond these formal investigations, however; these
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manipulations of form convey a dislocation of a particular subset of workers that is at
once social and political.
In the four versions of Degas’s At the Milliner’s that depict the shop clerk
assisting customers in trying on hats, the glass of the mirror replaces the glass of the
window as the charged medium of looking, a transparent plane where the formal
language and politics of labor’s visibility and invisibility are played out. In “Le salon des
impressionists,” Jean Ajalbert praises the Metropolitan Museum At the Milliner’s, which
he says depicts a woman trying on a hat in front of a “psyché,” otherwise known as a
“cheval glass,” a kind of tall mirror hinged in the middle enabling it to be tilted.283 It is
this mirror in the painting that “dérobe obliquement,” or “obliquely conceals” the image
of the milliner from the viewer; “dérobe” can also mean to steal, suggesting that Degas
has almost deviously deprived the viewer of a look at the worker. Instead, the psyché is
given pride of place. This technically accurate term for the mirror also denotes soul,
psyche, and spirit, inflecting the picture with a double meaning as the customer “forgets
herself,” or loses her self-awareness in an almost trance-like state, in the mirror. In
blocking all but a vertical sliver of the milliner with the standing mirror, Degas hints at
the absorptive interiority of the experience of regarding oneself, even in a public place of
commerce. She “forgets herself” and simultaneously forgets the milliner standing at her
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left, attending to her by holding two other hats ready to be tried on at the customer’s
leisure.
In Impressions and Opinions, critic George Moore pens a sympathetic view of the
obscured shop girl, from whom emanates a sense of dejection even in the minimal
gestures Degas allows us: “See the fat woman trying on the bonnet before the pier-glass,
the shop women around her. How the lives of those poor women are epitomized and
depicted in a gesture! Years of servility and obeisance to customers, all the life of the
fashionable woman’s shop is there.”284 Moore reads an entire oppressed life in the shop
girl’s two hands, each holding a hat in anticipation of her customer’s needs. He even
reads the hardship of their labor in the space of work and in the hats themselves, writing
that one of Degas’s milliner pictures, with a “strangely contrived composition,” is full of
the “dim, sweet, sad poetry of female work. For are not those bonnets the signs and
symbols of long hours of weariness and dejection?”285 Moore picks up on the fact that
expended female labor is bound up the hats—the commodities have not arisen from a
vacuum. For the purchaser, their beauty may conceal the conditions of their making, but
Moore sees the hats as products of an unjust labor process. Meanwhile, the customer’s
fixation on her own image, which is solely hers to regard as both the viewer and milliner
are positioned so as not to see it, equates to a fixation on the commodity that augments
her physical form and marks her as fashionable and au courant. “…[E]lle s’oublie à
scruter sa nouvelle tête”—the hat has given her a “new head,” she has merged with the
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commodity, it has made her new. The nearly invisible milliner, essential to facilitating
this process, is here reduced to a faceless hat stand, waiting at the borderland of the
customer’s engagement with her prolonged self-reflexive gaze.
Ajalbert has also built the specter of commodity fetishism into the narrative he
imagines led the customer to this very spot before the mirror. Noting her simple “demitoilette” dress, lacking the full skirts of more formal attire, Ajalbert supposes the woman
threw on the garment hastily, intent on running to the millinery shop to snatch a longadmired hat from the shop window. She has had her eye on it for some time, perhaps
filled with a jealous worry that it might adorn some other woman’s head. There is an
explicit competitiveness in this narrative—the commodity is one-of-a-kind, hand-made,
singular—and only one woman may have it. Faced with an abundance of choice, with
two more hats waiting in the wings in the hands of the milliner, the customer in Degas’s
pastel must weigh how precisely to fashion her identity. One reviewer of an exhibition in
London in 1892 remarked that the woman in this pastel as “an energetic woman who
relies on her own ‘fixing’ and her own judgment.”286 This exercise of judgment
performed in the public space of consumption directly relates to the economic and social
emancipation of the bourgeois woman as pictured in Degas’s milliner pictures, as Zetkin
illuminates:
The bourgeois woman not only demands her own bread but
she also requests spiritual nourishment and wants to
develop her individuality. It is exactly among these strata
that we find these tragic, yet psychologically interesting
286
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Nora figures, women who are tired of living like dolls in
doll houses and who want to share in the development of
modern culture.287

Here she is, finally, with the coveted creation upon her own head, and yet still she
wavers, fantasizing about some improvements—a ribbon, or perhaps a pin? This is the
expression of her personal voice, which enacts her cultural influence. But Ajalbert’s
reading suggests that the fantasy of the object in the window has been eclipsed by the
uncertainty and dissatisfaction inherent in its consumption. This minor drama of selffashioning plays out both before and in the mirror, in the customer’s exchange of gazes
with her newly commodified double.
The mirror in the MoMA work is left out of view but is implied in the customer’s
transfixed and gaze “off screen”—as she ties a ribbon underneath her chin, a gentle smile
across her face, she is absorbed in her own reflection. The shop girl bends down toward
her from the upper left of the composition, leaning her sharply bent elbows against the
back of the customer’s chair. Only her arms, upper torso, and the darkened side profile of
her face are visible. As in the Metropolitan Museum work, both hands are occupied, each
holding a hat for the customer to try on next. Separating the black of her dress from her
shadowed face is a bright and confident slice of white—her defining shop girl’s collar
further distinguishing her from her client. Her face meets the boundary of the page just
below her eyes—as the customer is engrossed in her own mirror reflection, the shop girl
is rendered formally blinded. This truncation of her form denudes her of emotional
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expression and individual agency. Vision is restricted to the mirror, the reflection in
which Degas once again hides from view.
In the Musée d’Orsay pastel, the viewer must peer through a display of hats—
some resting on a round table and another propped atop a tall stand—to see the form of
the shop girl. She is once again bent at the waist, her form repeatedly interrupted by the
objects placed before her and held in her own hands. We glimpse her face—the straight
line of a mouth, the bridge of a nose, and just a hint of an eyelid. The sharp V of her
white collar frames her chin. Her eyes are yet again obscured, her vision symbolically cut
off. Behind her, another bourgeois engagement with the mirror as the customer raises her
hands to her head, elbows akimbo, to adjust the hat. This time we see the blur of her
blush-colored dress in the standing mirror, and her left arm in reflection raised to twin the
right arm with their elbow-length gloves. Her gaze is reserved for her alone, as we do not
see her face. Her own anonymity marks her as just another consumer, wrapped up in the
process of choosing the commodity that will give her the greatest sense of self-fashioning
and thus cultural influence. The thick vertical border of the mirror bisects the scene,
separating the shop girl’s upper body from her bourgeois customer. She is pushed to the
border of the spectacle of looking, her own eyes obscured. The mirror is the site of
commerce, and the shop girl is merely an invisible “cog.”
The oil painting At the Milliner’s exaggerates these formal and affective elements,
dramatically reducing the shop girl to a pair of hands poking into the scene from the right
side. The reflexive gaze of the customer in the mirror takes center stage, but the jarring
blankness of her visage yet again denies a view of what she sees when she looks at
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herself. The mirror is a site of the consumer’s vision and its negation, while the shop girl
is dissected to the point where only the most basic element of her manual labor is
revealed. Ruth Iskin notes that the shop girls, in contrast to the figures of the milliners
who populate Degas’s other related works, are “consistently reduced to fragments on the
margin of the picture.” She also observes that the fragmentary figures don the appropriate
attire that marks their position. Of the oil At the Milliner’s, she writes that
Degas reduces the salesgirl to a pair of disembodied hands
offering hats to the shopper. The salesgirls are never
endowed with subjectivity and their faces remain invisible
or partly visible, rendering them anonymous and
emphasizing their lack of individual persona. The relations
between the consumer and the salesgirls also establish their
lower status—the salesgirls are always ignored by the
bourgeois ladies who appear oblivious to their existence.288

Indeed, these four works imply that Degas viewed shopping as a prolonged engagement
with oneself, aided by labor that was designed to be as invisible as possible. The
bourgeois women “appear oblivious” because they are locked into the spectacle of
consumerism playing out in the mirror, a site that refuses both the shop girl’s and the
viewer’s gaze.
The symbolic invisibility of the shop worker extends to critical reception. Many
critics of the Metropolitan Museum pastel leave out mention of the milliner altogether,
suggesting the mirror has worked effectively to convey her extraneousness to a scene that
hinges on the gaze of the customer upon herself. In his review of the eighth exhibition,
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Jules Christophe barely notes the work—which he finds, along with The Little Milliners
to be “of just observation, but not very daring, not very new”—referring simply to “a
woman trying on a hat at her milliner’s.”289 Christophe reduces the image to its most
straightforward narrative, ignoring what might otherwise be characterized as the
compositional and symbolic drama of the mirror. He overlooks the partial erasure of the
milliner figure entirely, as though her near invisibility is a natural condition of the
depicted consumption. In La Revue de demain, Henry Fèvre devotes a single line to At
the Milliner’s that similarly ignores the obscured figure of the milliner. He describes the
work simply as portraying “a lady at her milliner’s, putting on a new hat in a mirror.”290
Once again, the relationship between customer and mirror is at the heart of the
critic’s observation. Gustave Geffroy follows suit, neglecting to mention the presence of
the milliner alongside the mirror. He describes the work as “[a] Woman trying on a hat at
her milliner’s, dressed in muted rich colors, raising both arms with the same simplified
gesture, astonishing silhouette that makes one think of a figure in fresco in profile on a
gold background;”.291 Maurice Hermel similarly focuses his brief exploration of the work
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on the gestures of the customer, which he praises as “finely felt.”292 In the vein of
Ajalbert, he reads indecision in the figure, “so naturally posed in front of the mirror into
which she looks,” one tentative hand reaching up to find a favorable position for the hat
respective to her hairstyle, and the other dangling “half open as if undecided.”293 The hat
and the mirror together orchestrate these evocative gestures, giving rise to the “pose.”
One hand adjusting the hat ever so slightly, the other caught in a state between closed and
open, potentially suggesting a prolonged moment of indecision—these are the “natural”
poses to which the act of consumption gives rise. As Degas, Impressionism, and the
Paris Millinery Trade notes, art collector Louisine W. Havermeyer shared a recollection
that the customer’s pose distinctly resembled that of its model, the painter Mary Cassatt:
“‘The movement of the hand that places the hat upon her head … is very characteristic of
her [Cassatt].’”294
Similar poses in Woman Adjusting Her Hair, c. 1884, a charcoal, chalk, and pastel
drawing [Fig. 74] and Woman Adjusting Her Hair, c. 1884, oil on canvas [Fig. 75]—two
darkly toned works featuring similar silhouettes—reveals that hats direct a range of
motions and postures. The adjustment of a flower here, the tying of a ribbon there—that
are tied to this particular class of consumer. The commodity physically directs the
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bourgeois body while marking its class. And the facilitator of this process, the one who
sells the hats, is rendered subordinate, dislocated from her environment and even from
her own body. Her work in part is to be still and unseen, to not upstage the commodity or
the customer. In the Metropolitan Museum pastel, Degas conveys this obsequiousness
through the partial erasure of her form, suggesting that her labor has been assimilated into
the performance of consumption. Complicating the notion of labor’s visibility even more
is the material support for At the Milliner’s, which is an industrially produced paper of
the kind used for wrapping hats that have been sold. The materiality of the work itself
speaks only to the final stage of the sales process, its terminus, when the commodity has
already been purchased and packaged. Coupled with the obscured figure of the milliner,
Degas’s use of the wrapping paper serves to further obscure the labor that goes into the
process of making and selling the hats.
From Surveillance to Spectacle: Painting Domestic Labor
Berthe Morisot’s In the Dining Room, also known as The Rouart’s Dining Room,
Avenue d’Eylau (1880) [Fig. 76] is as dramatic a composition as Degas’s 1882 pastel At
the Milliner’s held by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The 1880 In the
Dining Room, painted six years before both Serving Girl (1886) [Fig. 77] and In the
Dining Room (which was listed as Petit Servante when it was shown at the eighth and
final Impressionist exhibition in 1886) [Fig. 78] (1886), depicts the dining room of
collector and artist Henri Rouart, whose son Ernest would marry Morisot’s daughter Julie
Manet. The family’s female domestic servant turns entirely away from the viewer,
offering the stoic back of her dark long-sleeved dress. The hint of a white collar curls
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around her neck beneath her neatly gathered and pinned hair, while a burst of vivid white
at the top of several curving, downward, vertical strokes against her dark skirt suggest the
neat apron tied around her waist. Her uniform instantly identifies her as a house maid; the
black dress was the “obligatory” outfit for a woman of that station, who is also required
to either wear a white bonnet or no hat.295 This uniform reminds one of her station; Guiral
and Thuillier write: “There is disorder, when the servants want to go hand in hand or
more or less, as regards clothing, with their masters or with the favored persons of good
fortune.” The maid afflicted with this “disorder” becomes accustomed to “competing”
with her mistress, leading to the feeling that she is owed something. “She will be less
subject to [her mistress’s] orders, less exact in the performance of her duties; will serve
only with an air of sorrow…”296 However, as McBride elucidates, it was sometimes
common for employers to give their used clothing to their servants, particularly the male
servants who also earned higher wages than their female counterparts.297
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Male servants of wealthy families, like the Caillebotte family’s longtime valet
Jean Daurelle, were “outfitted” annually or at the time of hiring.298 In Luncheon (1876)
[Fig. 79] Caillebotte depicts Daurelle in the requisite servant’s uniform Staffe outlines:
“In the morning, the valet wears striped vests with long black sleeves and a white apron.
It is in this outfit that he serves the table at lunch, unless there are guests. Removing these
gloves for family lunches, he will be made to take the habit of washing his hands before
entering the dining room to set the table.”299 One may presume that Daurelle’s striped
vest is beneath his apron, over which he dons a black waistcoat. In Portrait of Jean
Daurelle (1887) [Fig. 80], however, Caillebotte depicts the valet, whom Gloria Groom
describes as “the family steward and custodian, whose position somewhere between
service and the artist’s own class Caillebotte blurred in later portraits,” as a bourgeois
gentleman, perhaps wearing clothes bequeathed to him by his employer.300 Wearing a
glistening black top hat, simple frock coat, white shirt, and bow tie, Caillebotte’s servant
presents as a class above than his own; nevertheless, his bourgeois trappings are modest
in comparison to Degas’s other portraits, such as Portrait of Paul Hugot (1878) [Fig. 81]
and Portrait of Jules Dubois (1885) [Fig. 82]. Hugot sports a conspicuous gold watch
chain and polished wooden cane; Dubois stares confidently at the viewer while fingering
a thin walking stick trimmed with shiny metal. These accoutrements distinguish the
sitters as wealthy gentlemen, the kind of men who have their own servants. This
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muddying of Daurelle’s class in the portrait—as opposed to in Luncheon, where his
subordinate role is clearly defined—would have been frowned upon if the servant were a
woman, since employers were “concerned about encouraging servants’ vanity if they
gave them their cast-off clothing.”301 Upon his death in 1894 the artist bequeathed
Daurelle, who had worked in the Caillebotte home since childhood, with his own portrait
as well as four other canvases, signaling the close relationship between the wealthy
employer and his longtime servant.302 Daurelle’s great-granddaughter donated all of
Daurelle’s Caillebotte pictures to the Musée d’Orsay in 2019.
The front-facing, direct gaze of Caillebotte’s valet in bourgeois attire is reversed
in Morisot’s 1880 In the Dining Room, in which the face and emotional state of the
Rouarts’ maid is hidden from view. We glimpse the line of her jaw, the fleshy “C” of her
ear, the faint line of her profile, but we cannot see her face, her expression. Instead of
revealing her identity or inner life, the painting offers us the shadowy void of her back. In
several paintings, such as Young Man at His Window (1876) and Interior (1880) [Figs.
83, 84], Caillebotte depicts figures from the back in the same manner; however, in both
of these paintings, the figures are gazing out at the boulevard through large windows. In
The Orange Trees (1878) [Fig. 85], he also shows a seated figure from behind, engaged
in reading. These figures are absorbed in the act of looking; down onto the street and into
the pages of a book or newspaper, respectively. The maid, however, looks into a shallow
dead-end, the dark recess of the cabinet where she gathers or replaces dishware. Like
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Degas’s shop girl obscured by the standing mirror, the maid is stripped of identity as a
subject and has no agency as a viewer, as Caillebotte’s figures do when shown from
behind. She commands nothing.
That she is closed into the space, her body pressed between the right edge of the
canvas and the marble mantlepiece jutting away from the wall to her left, also suggests
the paternalistic control of her employer and her confinement in the home. The round
edge of the dining table curves up from the bottom left of the canvas into space behind
her. A halo of darkness crowns her as she faces the recesses of the cabinet. A vertical
shadow the same smoke-gray color of her uniform stretches up between her left side and
the edge of the mantlepiece to the top of the canvas, creating a shadowy boundary
between her and the left side of the canvas. She almost blends into the sooty darkness of
this space, nearly camouflaged as the large blue-and-white china vase atop the mantle
draws the eye. The hints of blue in her skirt suggest a correspondence between her
curving form and that of the vase, a decorative object that—much like the maid herself—
speaks to the owners’ wealth and status. The sense of her spatial restriction is only broken
by the dissolution of her skirt at the bottom right of the canvas, where her form dissolves
into thinly scumbled paint and gives way to swathes of raw canvas.
She is shown here performing her work of either setting or clearing the table. Her
left hand, barely visible, reaches up toward a faintly indicated object as her right hand
delicately balances another. Her pose suggests that she is either replacing or retrieving
dishware from a recessed cabinet, and the loaf of bread (or possibly a fruit tart shown
from an oblique angle) resting on the tabletop further implies she is either setting the
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table for a meal or cleaning up after one. Atop the table is more evidence of her work, the
brush strokes suggesting an assortment of dishes and utensils next to the bread. The
ambiguous temporality of the image obscures the details of the maid’s operations;
however, what is clear is that her labor is organized around the family’s scheduled meals.
She does not dictate the pace of her work, which is controlled by the heads of household.
This control extends to every part of the servant’s life, as numerous period sources
indicate.
Baronne Staffe, author of two guides to household etiquette, Usages du monde:
règles du savoir-vivre dans la societé moderne (1891) and La Maîtresse de Maison
(1892), emphasized the importance of the maid’s employers taking on maternal and
paternal roles with respect to their employees, who required surveillance by the
“masters.”303 This paternalism was written in law and inscribed on the servant’s body in
the form of the livret, a document required of every servant in order to track their
movements and the progression of their career, monitored by both employers and the
police. As of October 3, 1810, employers were required to register with the Prefecture of
Police before their servants left their jobs, and one was forbidden to hire any servant who
did not prove that they had registered their movements with the police. A new decree
amending the 1810 rule, made on August 1, 1853, regulated the use of the livret,
requiring that the employer keep the book and turn it over to police on occasion of the
servant’s departure without registering either complaint or satisfaction. By the 1880s and
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90s, the livret had largely fallen into disuse, but the rules surrounding its use was still not
legally abolished by 1930.304
In Serving Girl and In the Dining Room (Petit Servante) of 1886, Morisot depicts
her own maid in her own sun-drenched dining room. In Servant Girl, Morisot shakes off
the relative stillness and heaviness of the 1880 painting, revealing more of the raw canvas
between long, thin, zig-zagging strokes that convey a sort of frenetic energy. The maid is
bent over the round edge of the dining table, tending—as does the Rouart’s maid—either
to the preparation of a meal or its cleanup. The large window in the rear of the room
frames her gently rounded shoulders, narrow waist, and the pronounced bustle of her
black skirt, around which is tied a white apron. Her face is indistinct, a blur of color
without definition in her features. The maid is once again rendered faceless, anonymous,
however intimately integrated she was into Morisot’s family. We see her as if through a
partially closed door, indicated by the vertical line stretching from the top to the bottom
of the canvas’s right side. This gives the impression of a candid view—perhaps with an
inconspicuous viewer—a surveilling glimpse into the maid’s process of setting or
clearing the table. This is either a “before” or an “after,” unlike Caillebotte’s Dejeuner,
painted a decade earlier, which depicts Daurelle in the act of serving Madame
Caillebotte, the artist’s mother. In contrast, the maid in Morisot’s Serving Girl is working
“behind the scenes”; Morisot makes visible an aspect of the maid’s labor that is typically
carried out while she is alone or in the presence of other servants.
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In the 1886 In the Dining Room, Morisot’s maid stands alert and at attention in
the room we recognize from Serving Girl, with its tall window and glass globe light
fixture. Here the presumed door has been opened wider to reveal a greater view of the
space; we can now see a china hutch to the left, its bottom cabinet doors opened wide and
draped with linens. This detail shows that the maid has been interrupted in her duties,
once again setting or clearing the table for a family meal. She looks directly out toward
the viewer, her shoulders and hips shifted slightly to the right and her left foot pointed out
as if she has just turned around. The sense of movement in her pose is underscored by the
small dog who seems to be dancing around her feet. Her alert gaze and upright posture
are appropriate to an interaction with her employer; as with the shop girl, it is proper
decorum to stand up straight and be attentive at a moment’s notice. Though Morisot gives
her maid features, they are generically pleasing, lacking any individuating detail. Her
two dark pupils look straight ahead, her mouth almost imperceptibly upturned into the
faintest smile.
This is not an image of hard labor that the scant history of domestic labor
suggests, wherein servants worked fifteen- to eighteen-hour days; as McBride notes, an
association of servants “attempted to have the servant’s workday limited to fifteen hours,
at a time when the average for other workers was already down to ten.”305 Domestics, a
class designed to be as obsequious and invisible as possible, were not situated in a
position to advocate for themselves or their class. Guiral and Thuillier write that
domesticity “had nothing of a revolutionary class. When it wanted to be, it could not have
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been; too little grouped, too fragmented, too dependent, too little evolved and finding in
established order a security too cozy despite its limitations.”306 When unions of domestic
servants did form in the early twentieth century, their advocacy mainly focused on
securing work for their members. According to Guiral and Thuillier, there were a scant
16 unions by 1919, with only nine in Paris comprised of just under 7,000 members.307
The maid is confined to the dining room in all three of Morisot’s pictures, but the
1886 pictures especially feature a bright space teeming with color and the emphatic,
idiosyncratic traces of her brush. The overwhelming darkness of Caillebotte’s dining
room has given way to a workspace that is vibrant and full of light, which not only
affords the Impressionist painter an atmospherically affective scene but also speaks to the
health and well-being of her maid. McBride writes, “One French doctor argued that the
combination of a day spent in a kitchen lacking light and ventilation and a night spent
under the eaves in a dirty room, either too hot or too cold, was certain to cause a
deterioration of the servant’s strength, anaemia, and eventually tuberculosis.”308 This
space is a far cry from the poor conditions of the cramped servants’ quarters reported in
late nineteenth-century sources. The typical location of servants’ housing on the top floor
of Haussmannian apartment buildings contributed to the invisibility of the servant’s labor
by placing them always nearby their bosses and thus appearing out of sight yet
omnipresent. “Close enough to their employers’ apartments on the floors below,”
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McBride writes, “the servants were segregated into a society of their own where they
need not be seen but could be easily summoned.”309 Ironically, McBride describes the
often deplorable living conditions as “the most ‘visible’ problem” in the lives of servants
at the end of the century. “It is odious,” Staffe wrote, “to send [servants] to sleep under
the roofs, in a sort of horrible promiscuity, as one does too often in Paris and in big
cities.”310
In his 1912 thesis Les Domestiques en France, Marcel Cusenier reminds readers
that servants would have been lucky even to inhabit the “sixième” floor, given the often
uncomfortable and unorthodox sleeping quarters their masters provided:
Almost always, the maids have only an obscure closet
where there is just room for a narrow iron bed. This “black
cabinet” has only a skylight which overlooks a kitchen or a
corridor; it is 1.50 m above the ground, cluttered with
shelves, because it is still used as a storage room, one puts
all possible refuse there. Others lodge their servant in an
alcove; still others simply roll out a folding bed every night
that is covered during the day. And the servant sleeps
anywhere, in the dining room, in the kitchen, in the hall. If
the masters or the children need to pass, man or woman,
they pass, they go, they come; it’s the maid who goes to
bed, it's the maid who sleeps. Others finally do not even
give him a bed, but a simple mattress that is spread in these
large closets placed between two walls. Masters pushed
ingenuity and art to use the least number of things, until
placing at the bottom of their bathtub a mattress, a bed
designed for the servant.311
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“One doesn’t wash much,” Gurial and Thuillier write, “in the ‘sixièmes’ of Paris, the attic
rooms only have a water station upstairs, toilets are ‘sordid places that nobody cleans and
fitted out in the worst conditions’; servants often lack the time to wash during the six or
eight hours they spend in their rooms.”312 In the case that there is a bathroom in the
home, “which is still very rare in Paris at the beginning of the 20th century—[servants]
cannot take advantage of it: it is the custom.”313 In addition to their extreme heat, cold,
and filthiness, then, these spaces also lacked privacy. McBride explains that wet nurses
and governesses often got to share the much nicer children’s quarters instead of the
‘sixième’ floor where servants typically lived.314 This allowed the servants to be
physically closer to the family and thus easier to call upon: “Some individuals preferred
the safety and convenience of being able to summon a servant quickly over the desire for
the ‘invisibility’ of their servants.”315

d’autres encore font simplement dérouler chaque soir un lit pliant que dans le jour on recourvre d’une
housse. Et la domestique couche n’importe où, dans la salle à manger, dans la cuisine, dans le vestibule. Si
les maîtres ou les enfants ont besoin de passer, homme ou femme, ils passent, ils vont, ils viennent; c’est la
bonne qui se couche, c’est la bonne qui dort. D’autres enfin ne lui donnent même pas un lit, mais un simple
matelas que l’on étale dans ces grands placards placés entre deux murs. Des maîtres ont poussé
l’ingéniosité et l’art d’utiliser les moindres choses, jusqu’à placer dans le fond de leur baignoire une
paillasse, couche toute désignée pour la domestique.”
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From the filth of the ‘sixième’, as Staffe suggests in her use of the term “horrible
promiscuity,” arises a moral destitution. Guiral and Thuillier cite French statesman and
philosopher Jules Simon, who asserted that housing the domestic staff in these upper
levels was “inhumane and murderous.” The spaces the domestic servants inhabited
correspond to a moral “plague” that “descends into the houses” from the attics. “[S]o that
morality is no less wounded than hygiene,” he declared, “it is there at the school of theft
and lust is permanently established. God preserve all young girls to serve in an honest
house that can only house her there!”316 Indeed, Guiral and Thuillier claim, the Parisian
maid was taken to minor criminal behavior: “As for the Parisian maids, they stole
perfumes, charms, ribbons, even letter paper…”317 Though police records comprise some
of the evidence available regarding the lives and work of domestic servants in this period,
the authors note that “ancillary crime was very moderate.”318 There is no trace of
criminality in any of Morisot’s three paintings of maids, which relegate the women to the
domain of their labor, the dining room. The space she occupies is, first and foremost, the
employer’s domain. In the case of the maids in the latter two pictures painted in 1886,
Morisot is both painter and employer; her artistic eye is also one of surveillance. Whether
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or not Morisot’s servants carried a livret, she and her husband controlled their movements
and the dictated the nature of their labor.
Though the maid in the 1886 In the Dining Room faces the viewer directly, critics
writing on the eighth Impressionist exhibition were largely impervious to her presence.
They focus primarily on Morisot’s distinctive technique, denying the maid any
significance as a subject. Gustave Geffroy comments that “the fans, the watercolors, the
drawings, the paintings of Mme Berthe Morisot have the pallor of pearls, some
diaphanous marks, some watery transparencies.” He responds to the play of light and
color in the painting, writing that the Petite Servante is “suffused with the same charm”
as the other pictures, “which one could call an atmospheric charm.”319 Octave Maus
championed Morisot, for painting “with more femininity, but perhaps with a less exact
sense of color,” than the American Mary Cassatt, “taking rank” beside her.320 The Petite
Servante, he writes, “show[s] the variety of a temperament which does not fear the
difficulties of the profession and which bears the mark of a real aristocracy of feelings
and taste.”321 Only Henry Fèvre remarks on a specific aspect of the painting, and even
then it is a remark on its atmospheric quality; he observes that the daytime effect is
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especially well-executed on the maid’s apron.322 The painting’s subject matter is nowhere
remarked upon, the maid as a subject becomes subsumed—rendered invisible—in
Morisot’s “stuttering smears.”323 Indeed, the top of the maid’s dress is with composed of
the same muddy blues and grays as the floor and much of the rear wall, all with touches
of rosy peach. A lighter blue highlights her white apron, which itself seems to merge with
the hanging linens behind it. Perhaps critics perceived this blending of her form with the
painting’s backdrop and light effects. Perhaps they took her presence for granted as a
natural facet of everyday bourgeois life rather than looking at her as a vulgar workingclass subject like Degas’s laundresses or Caillebotte’s floor scrapers. Neat, generically
pretty, and confined to a single setting within the bourgeois home, Morisot’s maid is
nonconfrontational to the bourgeois viewers who likely had their own servants at home.
The most highly visible domestic workers were the wet nurses who performed
their labor in public spaces, and this visibility corresponds to status, legal regulation, and
to a greater mark in the historical record. By 1886, 28.3 percent of the children born in
Paris were sent away to rural wet nurses.324 But, as George Sussman shows, live-in
nurses were “a rapidly expanding sector of the wet-nursing business” in the nineteenth
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century.325 Sussman explains that a shortage of capable wet-nurses from rural areas was
in decline in 1860 as the demand for wet nurses in the city expanded. The
dearth of nurses coincided with middle-class criticism and
resulted in reform and reorganization of the wet-nursing
business. The passage of the Roussel Law ‘for the
protection of infants and especially of nurslings’ in 1874
and the demise of the Bureau of Wet Nurses of the City of
Paris … marked the end of an era in the wet-nursing
business, but not the end of the business itself.326

Degas’s two images of wet nurses, At the Races in the Countryside (1869) [Fig. 86] and
A Wet Nurse in the Luxembourg Garden (1876) [Fig. 87], and Berthe Morisot’s The Wet
Nurse (Wet Nurse and Baby) (1880) [Fig. 88], The Wet Nurse Angèle Feeding Julie
Manet (1880) [Fig. 89], Wet Nurse at the End of the Garden (1880) [Fig. 90], and the
pastel Wet Nurse and Child in the Campagne (1880) [Fig. 91] depict the type of live-in
nurse that the expanding wealthy middle-class demanded, even as the supply of rural
nurses waned and the practice of wet nursing began to fall out of favor toward the close
of the century. There are important differences between Degas’s pictures, which depict
anonymous wet nurses in public spaces, and Morisot’s, which show the nurse in her own
employ in her family’s own private gardens.327 Degas’s pictures speak to the ubiquity and
recognizability of the wet nurse, with her typical striped shirt and white bonnet, in the
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modern city and its peripheral leisure spaces, while Morisot’s point to her own private
privilege that enabled her to work as a painter while engaging in the leisure activities
(such as vacations to Bougival) common to her class. The wet nurses in Degas’s
paintings are anonymous young women, whereas Morisot’s nurse named in one of her
paintings, The Wet Nurse Angèle Feeding Julie Manet. Angèle is also the subject of The
Wet Nurse (Wet Nurse and Baby), in which she looks tenderly down at the rosy-cheeked
infant on her lap. She is not shown in the act of breastfeeding Julie, but her traditional
costume denotes her social station.
At the Races in the Countryside stages the wet nurse’s labor as a double spectacle,
both intimate and exposed. Everyone in the carriage, even the family dog, is absorbed in
the event, watching nurse and baby attentively—the mother leans forward and cranes her
neck in toward the feeding baby with an urgent attention. The women sit close together,
their overlapping twinned forms huddled beneath the confined dome of a single parasol.
The mother and wet nurse seem to merge into a single maternal body, the baby sprawled
across a shared lap. The nurse’s exposed breast is painted in the same orange-peach as the
mother’s dress, offering the impression that the breast is but an extension of the mother’s
own body. The masculine—and canine—gazes intrude upon this intimate coupling,
penetrating the shared space of the umbrella. Despite the inwardly facing circular
grouping of their bodies and the meager privacy afforded by the umbrella, the wet nurse’s
labor is on display for public viewing in a well-populated space of leisure.
The painting hinges on the display of the nurse’s labor—she is the focus of each
of its primary figures, whose absorbed gazes and postures direct the viewer—her lack of
139

privacy or agency under the intent stares of her employers and others of their class. It
exemplifies Nochlin’s observation in her discussion of Morisot’s The Wet Nurse (Wet
Nurse and Baby) that Impressionism’s “reputed affinity with themes of leisure and
pleasure” tended “to conflate woman’s work … with the notion of leisure itself.”328
“Men’s leisure,” she writes, “is produced and maintained by women’s work, disguised to
look like pleasure.”329 In this case, the entire bourgeois family’s leisurely outing to the
racetrack is being enabled by the nurse’s labor, which itself might be conflated with
leisure. In this case her costume does not entirely give her away, since her characteristic
bonnet is mostly obscured by the umbrella. Despite its leisurely trappings, this is
fundamentally an image of work, and of the worker as the subject of the employer’s
surveilling gaze and the viewer’s own curiosity as a spectator.
A Wet Nurse in the Luxembourg Garden removes the nurse from the collective
gaze of the bourgeois family and presents her alone, feeding her infant charge in the city
park. She sits as if on a stage, a horizontal line across the canvas separating her and the
empty chair upon which she props her foot from the other parkgoers, who appear
indistinct and far away, indicated only by daubs and dashes of yellow, pink, and brown,
like a painted backdrop in a photography studio. The nurse and child appear to be located
physically above these distant, blurry figures populating the long aisle defined by two
parallel rows of trees. Her labor (and exposed breast) are technically on display, and yet
no one appears to be looking at her, or to be around her at all—she is conspicuous yet
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isolated, hiding in plain sight. Her seated pose, not front facing but positioned at a slight
angle, with her face tilted downward toward the child latched to her breast, recalls the
1856 photograph Paul Nadar at the Breast of his Wet Nurse [Fig. 92], taken by the
infant’s father, the famed Parisian photographer Félix Nadar. This photograph
demonstrates that the wet nurse was already in the nineteenth-century visual lexicon
when Degas painted his pictures, and in this case his model’s pose echoes that of Paul
Nadar’s nurse. This could be considered another case of Degas looking for the “essential
gesture” of the wet nurse, a position that could define her labor and social class.330
Like Nadar’s photograph of his infant son, Morisot’s paintings function as
intimate portraits within a familial context while depicting the work of a hired laborer.
These tender portraits of Morisot’s baby daughter with Angèle incorporates the nurse into
the bourgeois familial structure, though as a temporarily employed wage laborer she is
fundamentally outside of it. The wet nurse does much more than sell her biological
product, for she participates in the family’s daily life and must assimilate to it—she is
within it and always outside of it—and in so doing performs other types of invisible labor
like maintaining her appearance and decorum. In The Wet Nurse, Angèle, whose profile
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reveals her distinctive features, does not feed the baby Julie, but rather looks down
placidly at the rosy-cheeked child on her lap. Morisot does not depict Angèle’s primary
function of feeding the child, though her white bonnet with its red ribbon distinguishes
her clearly as a wet nurse. The painting does not depict the “exchange” of “goods” from
Angèle to the child, though the employee-employer relationship is implicit in her
costume. Anne Higonnet expands on this point, connecting Angèle’s costume to its
implication of Morisot’s freedom to carry out the work of painting:
Morisot makes sure we know she has hired Angèle by
clearly representing her characteristic wet nurse’s white cap
with its long floating ribbons. …She not only declines the
‘natural’ role of nurturing mother for herself, but even goes
out of her way to represent the class and economic situation
that allows her to be another kind of mother. Morisot
represents her maternal love as artistic attention rather than
physical intimacy. The wet nurse’s labor enables Morisot to
carry out another kind of work, the work of painting.331

Nochlin too makes a compelling argument that the painting situates Morisot as a working
woman, her labor enabled by that of the woman she paints. Morisot draws attention to her
own painterly work, and to this distinctively modern relationship between working
women, through the hypervisibility of her impressionistic technique:
There is another sense in which Morisot’s oeuvre may be
associated with the work of painting: the way in which the
paintings reveal the act of the working which creates them,
are sparkling, invigorating, and totally uneffortful-looking
registers of the process of painting itself. In the best of
them, color and brushstroke are the deliberately revealed
point of the picture: they are, so to speak, works about
331
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work, in which the work of looking and registering the
process of looking in paint on canvas or pastel on paper
assumes an importance almost unparalleled in the annals of
painting.”332

It is important that Nochlin describes Morisot’s painting technique as “uneffortful,” as
though without difficulty; or perhaps the difficulty of the work conceals itself like the
shop girl’s, erases itself like the maid’s, or disguises itself as leisure like the wet nurse’s.
Shown at a distance, the wet nurse is the swirling, centrifugal heart of the
experimental composition in Wet Nurse at the End of the Garden. Faceless, seated on a
bench, she is reduced to—and recognizable by—her white dress and bonnet. Her
diminutive form is only roughly twice the size of the circular white blossoms in the
painting’s lower left register, which are nested in layers of close, short, parallel strokes of
mostly greens and blues. This lush “greenery” condenses toward the center, toward the
nurse’s figure, creating the illusion of looking through or across a thick row of encircling
hedges. Her image comes “into focus” at the center of this cacophony of color, where
dense registers of unidirectional lines give the illusion of dizzying movement. These
marks dissipate toward the edges of the picture, individual colors separating out and
revealing the raw canvas below. The edges of the painting are largely abstract. There are
passages where Morisot makes repeated parallel strokes without reloading her brush,
letting the paint dry out and run down so that it highlights the rough, bumpy weave of the
canvas. The working-class body has become a site of technical experimentation, of
“play,” as has the subject of work. With its dramatic manipulation of space and self332
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reference to the materials of painting, it places the working-class figure at the center of a
painting that is also emphatically about the act of painting. When the labor of the artist
meets the labor of the servant, each is brought into relief against the other. When this
happens, the boundaries between work and leisure, difficulty and pleasure, are muddied.
Conclusion
Service work grew out of the need to sustain and bolster urban bourgeois life in
the second half of the nineteenth century, whether by producing sustenance for the
bourgeois child, maintaining order in the bourgeois domestic interior, tending to the
intimate needs of the bourgeois family, or selling commodities to the bourgeois customer.
The labor of service workers, designed to be unseen, was embedded in the wealthy
middle-class lifestyle. These forms of work in the service of creating and sustaining the
middle-class way of life to various degrees demanded a kind of invisible omnipresence,
obsequiousness, and the erasure of labor’s traces. When the Impressionists depicted the
servant class, they pulled back the curtain on their own way of life, revealing an
awareness of its innate artifice and performativity.
As members of the bourgeoisie themselves, Caillebotte, Degas, Morisot, and
Tissot depicted the workers who made possible their own work and leisure, which were
bound up together. They did not reveal a dark underbelly of the working-class forced to
live in squalor, with no access to the kinds of organization efforts that were securing
rights for workers in other industries; rather, they immersed workers within atmospheric
worlds of the bourgeois everyday. In depicting these marginal figures, they held a mirror
144

up to the interconnectedness of the classes, and the reliance of the bourgeoisie upon the
proletariat as something to define itself against. The artists’ technical and formal
explorations—their croppings, truncations, doublings and mirrorings, their variously
dour, “acidic,” pearlescent color palettes and degrees of “uneffortful” material traces—
are enacted upon these working bodies, transforming them into sites of creative
experimentation. In these experiments, they self-consciously challenge the notion of the
invisibility of service workers, exposing the artifice at its heart.
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CHAPTER 4
Artist and Workers Engagé: Maximilien Luce, Anarcho-Syndicalism, and the Paris
Building Trades
Introduction
As his reputation took root within the Parisian avant-garde in the 1890s,
Maximilien Luce inherited the mantle of the paradigmatic painter-laborer that Gustave
Courbet had ushered in a half century before, but to a different end. In an invitation to a
1909 solo exhibition, critic Émile Verhaeren addressed the painter directly: “We
recognize you in your art, which is one with yourself. We know how rough and how good
you are. You live among us as a worker of choice who does not want to break any of the
ties which bind him to the crowd, and who establishes in his work the plebian and robust
manner of the pieceworker.”333 Verhaeren equates Luce’s work with his self, saying he is
“recognized” in his work, which is rough like his person. His process of creating his work
is “plebian” and “robust” like that of the workmen on construction sites that he depicted
in dozens of canvases from the 1890s through the first three decades of the twentieth
century. In addition to depicting scenes and workers from the petit métiers, Aline Dardel
writes that Luce was inspired by “les grands travaux” of Paris, meaning its large-scale
construction projects; these canvases reveal his attraction to the formal elements of the
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scaffolding and cranes on the construction sites, but the actions of the workers he calls
“modern slaves” (“escalves modernes”) within the scenes make these works more than
just simple observations of the urban landscape.334 Also in 1909, a critic named Flax
referred to Luce as a “disinterested workman, fond of art, not running in front of flattery
… waiting quietly for justice.”335 In an article in L’Emancipation sociale of April 1887,
critic and anarchist Félix Fénéon referred to Luce’s talent in physical terms, as
“muscular.”336 In May of that year, in the Brussels paper L’Art moderne, he wrote that
Luce’s painting was “robust.”337
Flax also connects Luce’s proletarian roots to the artist’s identification with his
working-class subjects, namely the construction workers toiling on Paris’s quays: “His
childhood spent in the noise of the street … among the swarm of workers prepared him to
understand the ardent soul of Paris. The spectacle of daily labor and battle was striking to
his young imagination.”338 Luce’s contemporaries characterized the painter’s workingclass upbringing as an asset rather than a point of ridicule as it was for Courbet the “poor
painter,” the mark of his sincere and empathetic appraisal of the laboring subjects that
dominated his canvases. Born to a low-level bureaucrat father and peasant-born mother,
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Luce’s working-class bona fides were cemented during the terrible final days of the
Commune when, at only thirteen, he witnessed the Versaillais army violently dismantle
the dream of a worker’s utopia.339 20,000 to 30,000 Communards were killed in the
conflict, the vast majority of them in the summary executions of La Semaine Sanglante,
or Bloody Week. Additionally, 100,000 workers fled the city or were forced into exile
following the movement’s violent suppression.340 These events imprinted themselves on
the young Luce, who would employ the subject of construction to reanimate and evoke
the Commune and highlight its tragic legacy. He does so in the following ways: by
“repopulating” the city with proletarian bodies; playing on the semantic triple-entendre of
construction, destruction, and reconstruction; and choosing specific sites that straddled
Commune history and contemporary labor politics. He depicted the events and heroes of
the Commune in several works concurrently with his paintings of construction sites and
workers, such as A Street in Paris in May 1871 [Fig. 93], which illuminates his ongoing
concentration on the catastrophe that defined his youth. Examined together, these works
enter into a symbolic dialogue in which the ghosts of the Commune haunt the present, the
sympathies and revolutionary activities of the present-day workers are threateningly
ambiguous, and former Communards have purchase on the organized labor movement.
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Beginning his artistic training in 1872 as an apprentice wood engraver with HenriThéophile Hildebrand at the age of 14, Luce later worked in the studio of Eugène
Fremont, where he produced prints for such mass-circulation illustrated papers as
L’Illustration and The Graphic.341 He would continue his education at the Académie
Suisse, turning his artistic efforts to oil painting in 1883 as the invention of zincography
led to increasing unemployment of engravers.342 This phenomenon gave him intimate
knowledge of the impact of industrialization on small-scale artisanal workers, and stoked
his sympathies toward the construction workers he depicted throughout his career. In
1887 Luce relocated to the expanding Montmartre and was welcomed into the Société des
artistes indépendants, after Fénéon introduced him to anarchist sympathizers Georges
Seurat and Paul Signac.343 It was there that Luce—who would soon receive accolades
from Fénéon following his first exhibition with the group in the spring of 1887—first
encountered Émile Pouget, a future leader of the Confédération Générale du Travail, the
first national labor syndicate in France, and the editor of anarchist paper La Révolte.344
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Luce supported the CGT, an organization run by anarcho-syndicalists who ranked
among his closest associates, which emerged alongside later iterations of the First
International after said organizations expelled anarchist factions. Anarcho-syndicalists at
the time rejected the parliamentary politics of Socialism as a means of benefiting the
working class. They considered legislation a weak and ineffective way of seeking
immediate improvements for workers, such as better pay and a reduction in working
hours. Instead, they advocated for direct action in the forms of the general strike—or the
synchronized stoppage of work across a single industry countrywide. The goal of the
general strike, as defined by Georges Sorel and decreed in the organization’s 1906
Charter of Amiens, served a greater purpose beyond securing the immediate demands for
better wages and working conditions; these goals are “only one side of the work of
syndicalism,” which “considers that the union, today a resistance group will be, in the
future, a group for production and redistribution, the basis of social reorganization.”345 As
Sorel notes, the broad aims of syndicalism accord with the Marxist principle that worker
revolution would lead to a historical rupture between past and present. The anarchosyndicalists running the CGT in the early twentieth century were not interested in the
moderate reforms to be won in electoral politics; they wanted to overturn the system
entirely. It was Paris specifically that the general strike began to take on a revolutionary
character after 1888, ceasing to be a “tactic, a technique, and [becoming] instead a
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priority. For some it even came to be considered the great means of achieving
emancipation, even the revolution itself.”346
Should the general strike be deemed infeasible for any reason, the CGT advocated
for a second tactic: that of trickery and undermining. At the CGT’s 1898 congress in
Rennes, the organization’s official committee on boycott and sabotage presented to the
gathered assembly its report on the effectiveness of these tactics, arguing that they were
to be taken up as viable alternatives to the general strike. A particularly effective form of
subterfuge, as Pouget tells us, is the damaging of tools and machines on worksites to
force a stoppage of work, which undermines the employer’s profits and productivity
while preventing them from replacing the current workers with scabs. Pouget quotes
Bousquet: “The simple stoppage of work,” wrote Bosquet, “is not sufficient to realize the
aims of a strike,”
… It is necessary … to insure a good result of the
conflict—that the tools, instruments, utensils, machines and
other means of production of the shop, mill, mine, factory,
oven, etc., also go on strike—or in other words, that they be
put in a ‘non-working condition.’ …The most important
part of a strike, therefore, precedes the strike itself and
consists in reducing to a powerless condition the working
instruments. It is the A B C of economic warfare.347

The report states that while strikes had been the organizational standard, sabotage is a
necessary means by which to “checkmate the capitalists,” who by their own token
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sabotage workers. In its report, the Committee asserts that “the capitalists practice
[sabotage] any time they find that it pays. … It is sufficient to mention the public and
private contractors, who never keep their agreement to furnish first class material.
Besides, are not the reduction of wages that the bosses from time to time impose on their
employees a sabotage on the stomachs of the workers?”348 As this chapter will
demonstrate, Luce’s workers wear the signs of this sabotage on their bodies.
Pouget amends the charter’s call for the general strike in the aptly titled Sabotage,
in which he urges workers to embrace the tactic of collective sabotage as an indirect yet
potent alternative to the general strike. Pouget notes that this phenomenon is neither
modern nor Parisian in origin, being something that workers do instinctively; but the
particular theory of sabotage to which he refers is one “of English importation.”349 Pouget
quotes an 1895 English pamphlet published for the express purpose of spreading the
method of “going Cannie,” a Scottish idiom meaning “go slow.”350 The philosophy of
“going Cannie” rests on the fact that workers sell their labor-power to capitalists who
demand the full extent of their abilities without properly compensating them, and boils
down to “bad wages, bad labour.”351 The pamphlet in question urged workers to
collectively slow down work so as to sabotage output, stressing the necessity of
simultaneity to pull it off. Sabotage is the key to upending this grievous inequivalence
between labor and compensation, Pouget writes:
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…under conditions of extreme misery and disorganization
the workers must often bow their heads and submit. With
sabotage, instead, they are no longer at the mercy of their
bosses—they are no more a heap of nerveless flesh to be
trampled upon with impunity. They have found a means
whereby they can affirm their own virility and prove to
their oppressors that even the toilers are men.352

Proletarian labor is here defined by its physicality, and so too is sabotage, which promises
to break the beleaguered worker’s bonds and restore his bodily autonomy. As this
passage makes clear, Pouget’s definition of sabotage is also explicitly gendered; the
employer’s exploitation of the male worker strips him of his virility, which can only be
restored via this subtle but effective method of resistance. In his 1912 essay, Pouget touts
the construction site as an ideal place for proletarian workers to plot and execute acts of
sabotage against their employers. He writes,
The case is not rare when, after a six-story building is
complete, it is found out that the chimneys do not draw.
They are inspected, and it is found out that they are
obstructed; more or less accidentally, a trowel full of
mortar has fallen in the smoke shaft. Elsewhere another
accident—some fine morning upon arriving to the yard
they find a wagon load of cement or stucco abundantly
sprinkled over, and so on.353

It was precisely these workers, and the sites where they carried out their labor and their
revolt alike, who most compelled Luce.
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Luce represented construction sites and workers in a period when the general
strike was taking hold in France and gaining an increasingly revolutionary character in
Paris in particular. Fall 1898 saw the first national general strike. The inaugural
international strike—to be held annually every year up to the present day—took place on
the first of May 1890.354 It was on these important dates that “the idea of a general,
concerted stoppage throughout the whole of France found concrete expression” in the
forms of public demonstrations and marches.355 In particular, May Day 1890 “gave
powerful impetus to the idea of the general strike both in the sphere of language and that
of imagery.”356 Two of Luce’s covers for the May first edition of the CGT journal, from
1907 and 1911 respectively, depict mass rallies dotted with the signature red flags of
working-class resistance, physically threatening the figures and symbols of the
oppressive capitalist regime. Today the general strike, indebted to the forms of organized
resistance developed in the nineteenth century, persists as a primary method of workingclass resistance.
Luce’s paintings and his graphic depictions of construction work function
together to create an iconography of revolutionary action that relies on particularized
body types, positions, motions, and tools. The generic “worker” at the center of anarchist
visual culture is a construction worker. In combination, these subjects not only depicted
the observable conditions of working-class life, but also functioned symbolically as a call
to revolutionary action. A press release for a 2010 Luce retrospective at the Musée des
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impressionismes in Giverny, France, notes that Luce witnessed the dramatic
transformation of the Parisian landscape into a modern city, during which time he
naturally would have observed the ubiquitous scenes of construction.357 It notes in
particular that preparations for the Exposition Universelle in 1900—the impetus for a
number of mass building strikes in the years before—gave Paris “the appearance of a vast
building site.”358
In the same vein, the construction site and strike site become visually
synonymous in anarchist iconography across media, since the scaffolding that denotes
building sites in Luce’s paintings is regularly employed in reproductive media as a
symbol of proletarian work in general. In his dozens of depictions of Parisian building
sites dated between the 1890s to the 1930s, he adheres to the same subject matter well
past the point that other strands of avant-garde painting had deserted representation
altogether. The extension of his particular Neo-Impressionism well into the 20th century,
and the resultant disconnect between different modernist trajectories, is perhaps one
reason he has been chronically understudied in comparison to his colleagues. Critics read
these elements of identity—his proletarian roots and anarcho-syndicalist politics—into
Luce’s stylistically fluid paintings. In an 1890 issue of Les Hommes d’Aujourdui, writer
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Jules Christophe describes in economical terms the cover portrait of Luce by his friend
and fellow Neo-Impressionist Signac [Fig. 94]: “The Neo-Impressionist, this man with a
deformed hat, attentively reads La Révolte, an anarchist journal,” highlighting Luce’s
association with his Neo-Impressionist colleagues and his engagement in anarchist
discourse as his two most defining features.359 Twenty years after Courbet was
imprisoned for allegedly pulling down the Vendôme Column during the Commune and
forced to pay restitution to the state, Luce, too, an artist engagé for his own era, would
pay the price for his labor agitating. Along with Grave, Fénéon, and anarchist Sebastien
Fauré, Luce was accused of conspiring to assassinate the popular French president Sadi
Carnot, who was killed on June 24, 1894 by Italian anarchist Sante Geronimo Caserio.360
His mugshot, taken by the chief architect of forensic photography Alphonse Bertillon
[Fig. 95], identifies him dually as “artist/painter” and “anarchist,” a conjoined identity
that could not be pried apart, reminiscent of the last revolution but also entirely of its
moment.
After 48 days at the Mazas prison, Luce was released and acquitted of these
charges during the trials known as the Procès de Trente, or Trial of Thirty.361 Far from
acting as deterrents, these experiences only strengthened Luce’s anarchist convictions,
and he persisted in contributing drawings to anarchist publications for the duration of his
career. He collaborated with Pouget on Le Père Peinard beginning in 1889 and working
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as the unofficial propagandist of the CGT From 1900 to 1918, supplying drawings and
advertisements for its official publication La Voix du peuple. He was also active in the
production of Les Temps nouveaux, the successor of La Revolté and the brainchild of
Luce’s close friend Grave. Between this graphic work and his paintings for the
independent Salons, Luce crystalized an iconography of anarcho-syndicalism that
culminated in his 1911 gift to the CGT headquarters—a painting titled Scaffolding that
synthesizes the symbols of revolutionary labor developed in previous works.
The Politics of Style
In over 40 years of painting Parisian construction workers, Luce’s painting style
defies the isms of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, moving in only a
loosely chronological fashion from typically impressionist facture to the scientific color
divisionism of the Neo-Impressionists with whom he was personally and politically
associated, to a more realist style of Post-Impressionism. He was a selective pointillist,
often favoring looser and more open brushwork, showcasing his deft hand through
visible, gestural marks. Style was not the primary sign of his association with the other
Neo-Impressionists. Signac addressed the compatibility of multiple stylistic modes with
Neo-Impressionist painting in his essay From Eugéne Delacroix to Neo-Impressionism:
“To think that the Neo-Impressionists are painters who cover canvases with little
multicolored spots is a rather widespread mistake.”362 He continues, “This technique, the
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optical mixture of small strokes of color methodically laid down one next to each other,
does not leave much room for virtuosity and skill. The painter’s hand has little
importance; only his eye and brain take on a role.”363 Signac’s commentary suggests that
the affiliation between Neo-Impressionists transcended modes of painterly facture, and
that Neo-Impressionism itself resisted the sole identification with the pointillist method.
Georges Petit, identified in a 1903 catalogue of works by Guillaumin, Luce,
Pissarro, Renoir, and Sisley, as an “art expert,” extolled these stylistic changes as signs of
authenticity in Luce’s work. He pointed to the artist’s special ability to “remain himself,
faithful to the ideal of his spirit,”364 which included Luce exploring his own distinct style
in parallel with, rather than in opposition to, his Neo-Impressionist colleagues.365 Petit
cites Luce’s solid character as the reason he was able to retain professional and personal
relationships with the other Neo-Impressionists while departing from the stylistic
approaches that unified them visually. For the critic Flax, Luce’s forays away from
pointillism were more aggressive, amounting to a “rebellion” against the “more rigid,
more formal” approach of Georges Seurat, Paul Signac and Henri-Edmond Cross, to
which he credited the artist’s “superior instinct.”366 In a review of a 1907 Luce exhibition
published in a supplement to the Gazette des Beaux Arts, Paul Jamot praises Luce’s
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courage “to abandon a method whose uselessness he had verified as a means of
expressing his temperament.”367 Jamot’s comment raises two important issues. First, he
frames Luce’s stylistic choices in terms of their usefulness. He suggests that Luce
prioritized a kind of efficiency in his painting process, and that style itself is a
communicative tool. The idea of “efficiency” once again brings the idea of the artist-aslaborer into the critical discourse about Luce.
Indeed, while Luce primarily experimented with pointillist divisionism early in
his career, in the 1880s and 90s, he also used the technique in his large-scale painting Pile
Drivers (1902-1904). Painted 10 years after the death of Seurat, the pioneer of
pointillism, the painting demonstrated that Luce was both adept at painting in the style
critics most closely associated with rigorous labor and strategic in his choice of the
pointillist style for this subject matter. In other works like Cutting Through the Rue
Réaumur (1896) [Fig. 96] and Working in Gaumant (n.d.) [Fig. 97] he reduces bodies to
a few minimal brush strokes, capturing the essence of their forms and gesture instead of
hyper articulating them in the manner of Pile Drivers [Fig. 11]. In Cutting Through the
Rue Réaumur Luce prioritizes the visibility of the painterly mark over sharpness of
forms, as in his use of broad parallel lines of alternating colors to represent the posters
pasted up on the temporary walls surrounding the construction sites lining the street. In
another version of the painting from the same year, Luce shifts to a dominant blue-violet
color scheme and renders his figures in much greater detail. In this picture, figures take
367
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on a corporeal weight and characteristics that distinguish one from another. The visible
traces of the artist’s touch are still a defining feature of the second version, though they
are tighter and more methodically patterned as can be observed in the crosshatched
design of the cloudy sky.
In Pile Drivers, gray and white plumes rise from factory smokestacks on the
adjacent bank, diffusing and dispersing until the sky appears broken and particulate. The
clouds dirty the air, the gray muddying the bright blue that emerges above the haze of the
distant horizon. These broad, short, multidirectional strokes eschew the rigidity of the
pointillist dot; layered thinly on the painting’s surface, white, ultramarine, gray and violet
smudges mingle to showcase the ephemeral movements of an afternoon sky suffuse with
industrial pollution. The buildings on the opposite bank are rendered in the same tones as
the sky, intermixed with some pinks and yellows—it blends into the atmosphere as if
situated behind a smoky veil. A passage in the upper left corner is especially dark with
smoke that has traveled either from the right side of the picture or from an unseen
smokestack beyond the border of the canvas. This is material metonymy; the gray here
seems less integrated into the air than applied film-like to its surface, as if Luce’s brush
was coated with soot instead of paint. The world has not dissolved into or been
constructed from a quantifiable matrix of precisely applied points; the brushstrokes
reference materials—the water is watery, the wood is woody, the earth is earthy, the trees
are treelike, the flesh is fleshy. The visibility of the stroke does not overtake the matter
represented, but rather enhances it, brings it into sharp relief. Far from denying itself as a
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painting, the visible marks clarify the forms that coalesce into a narrative of large-scale
proletarian labor.
This style of brushwork when applied to the soil of the quay in the foreground
creates an impression of an uneven soft and sandy surface, defined everywhere by peaks,
divots, and ruts that volley the light and cast shadows tinged with violet and magenta.
Deep dugouts, the irregular mounds of earth excavated from, and the multi-level terracing
of the ground bespeak the malleable, unstable soil of the riverbank worksite. In these
works, the brushstroke is no longer regulated in the name of methodology and rigor,
instead it returns to the realm of the tache—a word which equally means, as Øystein
Sjåstad explains, “mark, stain, spot, patch, dot, blot, blotch, splotch, daub, blemish, flaw,
bruise, macula, stigmata, and so on.”368 Constructed from just a few “rapid, rough and
ready”369 daubs and dashes, these figures convey movement and energy. At times, Luce
edits forms to the brink of representational legibility, bordering on abstraction. Building
Site of 1911 [Fig. 98], with its compressed multicolored geometric layers of scaffolding
and the crisscrossing woodwork of exposed building edifices, is a perfect example of
Luce’s experimentation with liberating color from naturalistic representation and
flattening of space. To the left, a crane and wooden building props cross each other at 45degree angles before a red square grid of stepped scaffolding. This structure, from the
middle of which rises a towering column of scaffolding, alternates dizzyingly between
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two dimensions and three. Between the red scaffolding and the flat plane of the exposed
wooden edifice, yet another independent scaffolding structure in white challenges the
depth of space between the foreground and background. The figures occupying the
various scaffolding towers and arranging mounds of earth are rendered in bright swaths
of color with minimal brush strokes.
Luce’s stylistic shifts demonstrate that he identified as a Neo-Impressionist
primarily through political association rather than consistent stylistic affinity after the
1880s. Luce stood out from his colleagues in yet another way, as the only one of the
group to paint proletarian bodies at work, or to actively support the CGT Luce chose a
rigorous and scientifically based method to represent a scene of hard physical labor in
luminous high relief, elevating it to the scale typically reserved for history painting in the
early nineteenth century. The didactic and propagandistic scene thus also articulates the
extent of the artistic labor that visibly aligned him with the Neo-Impressionist collective.
Building and Modern Life Painting
In the five paintings depicting construction on the rue Réaumur [Fig. 96, 99-102],
Luce begins working out the problem of representing construction as an integrated
feature of modern life. Unlike the quintessential Impressionist boulevard with its clean
Haussmannian lines and uniform architecture, this series reflects the ever-shifting
landscape, interrupted by impassible zones of work denoted by scaffolding propping up
crumbling edifices. Prior to the conflicts of 1870 and 1871, the Haussmannization of
Paris had effectively collapsed visual distinctions between destruction and construction.
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Haussmann’s imposition of a rectilinear grid of wide connecting boulevards engendered
the coexistence of purposeful architectural ruins and new constructions in the urban
landscape. It is in the context of this peculiar simultaneity that scaffolding became
enmeshed in a new visual language of modern ruination. Luce exploits this temporal
collapse, and its political underpinnings, when painting scaffolding on his sites. Between
his illustrated work and his construction paintings, he solidifies an iconography of
revolutionary labor in which scaffolding is shorthand for the construction site and the
construction site is a synecdoche for the site of strike and sabotage.
Impressionist painters had established construction sites as subjects of interest in
the 1870s, demonstrating that their forms were consistent with the aims and operations of
modern life painting. Paintings like Giuseppe de Nittis’s Place des Pyramides (1875)
[Fig. 41] and L’Arc de Triomph, Paris (1875) [Fig. 103], and Monet’s The Bridge Under
Repair (1872) [Fig. 104] and The Highway Bridge Under Repair (1872) [Fig. 105],
which depict reconstruction of structures damaged during the Prussian siege of Paris and
the subsequent Commune, do not include laborers actively working on these sites. The
few Impressionist paintings that depict sites of reconstruction do not represent
construction workers or the implements of their trade; rather, they integrate the
quintessential marker of ongoing, temporary construction work—scaffolding—as an
aesthetic point of interest within typical cityscapes. Albert Boime argues that Claude
Monet, in one of two 1872 studies of the damaged Argenteuil bridge under construction,
“integrates the scaffolding with the bridge itself and minimizes the appearance of ruin
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and repair.”370 Of the second study, he asserts that Monet utilizes a silhouette effect,
mirrored reflection, and symmetry of the bridge’s skeleton to “frame the distant view of
the river rather than call attention to the scaffolding itself.”371 Boime reads these images
as evidence that Monet deliberately downplayed the visible signs of war’s destruction,
suggesting that the visual merging of the bridge with its reparative scaffolding signals the
painter’s intention to promote the idea of swift and successful reconstruction.
In scenes of Commune reconstruction, the construction worker’s body is often
replaced with the ruminative bourgeois figure. This can be seen especially clearly in
Andrieu’s 1871 photograph from the Désastres de la guerre series, titled L’Hôtel de
Ville, Galerie des Fêtes [Fig. 106], in which an undulating ground of stone rubble
contrasts the exposed arched ceiling of crisscrossing iron beams. In an engraving after the
photograph, published in the July 22, 1871 edition of L’Illustration, Smeeton and Pichot,
the draughtsman and engraver respectively, have inserted a single figure of a bourgeois
gentleman, dressed in quintessential black top hat and frock coat, gazing upward as if in
awe of the spectacular ruin [Fig. 107]. They have omitted those details of Andrieu’s
photograph that signal the labor of reconstruction, including a ladder and wheelbarrow.
By inserting this figure and removing the photograph’s evidence of the work that was
necessary mitigate the signs of ruination, Smeeton and Pichot’s engraving dislocates the
scene from a specific temporal register of restoration to emphasize the timeless aesthetic
appeal of the ruin and propose it as a site of rueful contemplation. In these cases,
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depicting bourgeois bodies within the ruins emphasizes the scale of the destruction and
infuses the scene with human emotion; however, the figure of the construction worker, as
well as his tools and materials, is glaringly absent.
Luce’s construction scenes fly in the face of this post-Commune decorum and
attempts to project social harmony through images that either symbolically restricted or
entirely removed the proletarian body. Luce accomplishes this on one level by
magnifying and aestheticizing the privileged spaces of proletarian labor—spaces where
labor is performed as a public spectacle. After the first three paintings of this series, Luce
moved his views off of the boulevard and into the sites themselves, erasing bourgeois
figures and the markers of capitalist consumption. With the exception of the first and the
final paintings in the series, Construction of rue Réaumur of 1895 and The Construction
of the rue Réaumur of 1906-1908, respectively, Luce depicts the street from a distant and
elevated vantage point, in the manner typical of Impressionist cityscapes from decades
earlier such as Monet’s 1878 Boulevard Capucines [Fig. 108]. These depict a street open
to pedestrians and horse-drawn carriages, while the first and last work in the series zoom
in on worksites occupied solely by laborers. The three paintings from 1896 are essentially
variations on the same scene. Between them, he varies the color palette and the sharpness
of forms. Despite his adherence to the divisionist style in other works of the period, here
his loose brushwork and atmospheric evocation harkens back to Monet’s Impressionism.
Two versions of Scaffolding and Posters [Fig. 109, 110] exemplify a kind of
urban plein air painting, placing the artist/viewer on the street but turned away from it to
its peripheries. In the first version, the exposed matrix of vertical and horizontal beams,
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here constructed in a gently curving formation, contrasts the bourgeois interiors
concealed behind their uniform wooden shudders and iron balconies on the right. The
scaffolding—the architecture of urban transition—physically and ideologically confronts
the solid stone of the Haussmannian façade, a Second Empire iteration of modernity now
dated by half a century. In the second version, the apartments have vanished, producing
flux where there was stability, and giving way to yet more proletarian space.
He positions the worker not as an incidental element of urban life but as its center,
zooming in on work sites while cutting away from the spaces of bourgeois leisure and the
conspicuous consumption of Paris’s modern boulevards. When he zooms out from the
scene to the extent that the individual features of figures become indistinguishable and
bodies become subsumed by architectural structures (e.g. scaffolding), Luce performs a
parallel operation to that of raising the proletarian to the level of a primary character in
Paris’s modern landscape; he proffers building sites as ubiquitous spaces of aesthetic
interest and tantalizing social tension akin to the boulevard, Opéra, ballet, or race track in
Impressionist paintings. In focusing on the spaces of construction work wherein the
proletarian body reigns supreme, he modifies the terms of modern life painting
established in the 1860s and ‘70s. In his early works from the 1880s, Luce asserts the
presence of worksites in modern life painting and infuses the Impressionist instant with
the weight of history.
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Representing the Commune: Presence, Absence, and Negation
The series on the rue Réaumur points simultaneously to the revolution of 1871 and
contemporary iterations of labor protest, two moments that were inextricably linked.
With its wide, long boulevards cutting through the tangled circuitry of medieval streets,
Haussmann’s urban plan aimed to limit the possibilities of building barricades during an
insurrection, as was done in the revolutions of 1798 and 1830. Indeed, in May 1871 the
wide streets enabled the Versaillais army to launch an effective offensive against the
Communards, who were nevertheless able to construct barricades. One such barricade
stood at the peak of a triangle formed by the intersection of rue Montmartre and rue Notre
Dame des Victoires, approximately 400 meters from the section of rue Réaumur
traversed by the Versaillais. During Bloody Week, the Versaillais army used the rue
Réaumur as a route during their offensive against the Communards.372 On May 25, a shoe
cutter and member of the Central Committee of the Federated National Guard was
arrested at 90 rue Réaumur and taken to rue de la Banque to be shot.373 On a stretch of
present-day rue Réaumur that was formerly rue Phélipeaux prior to the extension of the
street in the 1890s, the Communards established a barricade to put up a strong resistance
against the Versaillais army. Victorine Brocher-Rouchy, a Communarde and later an
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anarchist, hid from authorities in a residence at 15 rue Réaumur before she was sentenced
to death and fled to Switzerland to live in exile in 1872.374
When Luce began documenting the extension of the street, sixteen years had passed
since the state granted full amnesty to the prisoners and exiles of the Commune. The
surviving exiles became symbolically significant to the workers’ movement in the Third
Republic, as revolutionary socialist Paul Lafargue establishes in Socialism in France.
Lafargue argues that France’s socialist movement
… could not develop as long as no amnesty had been
granted …‘No holidays or fêtes until the amnesty is
granted,’ was the refrain of a popular song sung
everywhere and at every opportunity. … They came back
again in triumph. The reception given by the populace to
the first batch of criminals who landed from New
Caledonia was a scene of delirious enthusiasm.375

Despite the formation of the First International Workingmen’s Association in 1864, labor
agitation after the exiles’ return defaulted to a retrograde form. Lafarge goes on to
describe the impact of the exiles’ long absence on the momentum of organized labor
resistance:
A political movement which has been in a state of
suspended animation never begins exactly where it stopped.
The men who take it up afresh are like children repeating
their lessons: they must go back to the beginning and run
rapidly through the stages already traversed. Instead of
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carrying on the movement initiated by the International, the
Paris workers went back to co-operation.3 76

The scenes of construction on the rue Réaumur show the city rebounding from the labor
stagnation of the 1880s as new construction projects emerged. Construction began on a
new stretch of the street in the 90s, a continuation of the first stretch opened in the 60s.
The Commune is a tragic lacuna between these two phases of Haussmannization:
the destruction of buildings and monuments by the Communards imperiled SecondEmpire construction projects, which were later the sites of reconstruction after 1871. The
destruction wrought during clashes between Communards and the French army paled in
comparison to the planned destruction of state property as the workers realized the futility
of their fight. Luce celebrated the notorious figure of the incendiére in the first lithograph
he contributed to the CGT’s official journal [Fig. 111]. Visually, the markers of
demolition, construction, and reconstruction are difficult to parse—scaffolding-covered
bodies of crumbling stone and swathes of exposed earth often evoke simultaneous fraught
temporalities that contain within them conflict between workers and the state. Thus,
Luce’s depictions of the rue Réaumur, a broad, straight artery the Versaillais army used
as a route to assail the Communards’ barricades, refer to pre-and post-civil war Paris as
well as to conflict itself.
The Commune haunts The Construction of the Sacré-Coeur (1900) [Fig. 112], in
which towers of scaffolding stretch up and out along the slope of the butte Montmartre;
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workers traverse the ramp, moving building materials in carts that they also push along
tracks below. The scaffolding’s duo of bold graphic X’s rises high above the Parisian
panorama, a valley of cream-colored Haussmannian façades cast in blue shadow blends
into a sea of broad, mottled strokes where the horizon meets the sky. Perhaps a tongue-incheek nod to the Belgian avant-garde group with whom he exhibited regularly in the late
nineteenth and early-twentieth century, Les XX, the scaffolding acts as both a frame and
a screen for the expanse of rooftops below, focusing the viewer’s gaze while obstructing
it, pushing the eye to the sprawling panorama on the canvas’s right side. Factory
chimneys spit smoke into the distant sky, while the Eiffel Tower registers as a barely
perceptible peak in the distance. That omnipresent monument to modernity is dwarfed
from the heights of Montmartre at the site of the basilica of the Sacré-Coeur.
The structure’s “forest of scaffoldings,” as Émile Zola described it in his 1898
novel Paris, began to sprawl out and rear upwards toward the sky in 1875, and would
stand until its completion in 1914, when, again in Zola’s words, its “overwhelming,
chalky mass” would “shut out all view of the horizon”377 when viewed from atop the hill.
This is how the basilica would have looked around the time of the painting in 1900. The
façade was completed but the central dome was still under construction. Luce’s
contemporaries Paul Signac and Pierre-Auguste Renoir both painted the basilica from a
low vantage point, looking up toward the monument that would soon look down on all of
Paris [Fig. 113, 114]. Painted in 1882, Signac stages the small tower of scaffolding as a
feature of the Montmartre landscape, a popular subject for the avant-garde artists who
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resided in the developing neighborhood. There would have been little besides scaffolding
to show in 1882, as construction was in its first years. Though there is little “monument”
to depict here, Signac’s point of view anticipates the towering structure. Renoir’s
Impressionist take on the scaffold-covered monument aestheticizes it, frames and
partially obscuring it a wreath of brightly colored foliage, merging the distant structure
with bucolic surroundings.
At first glance is seems history painter Victor Dargaud has adopted a similar point
of view, pointing away from the eventual site of the basilica, but in fact he represents the
foundational scaffolding for a basilica that did not yet exist when the picture was painted
in 1876 [Fig. 115]. Dargaud presents a scene of looking—figures circulate in the area
around the fences separating the worksite from the dirt street. Luce doesn’t place
observers in his picture but insinuates the viewer of the painting as the viewer of the site.
Both strategies emphasize the public, performative nature of labor, which commands the
attention of curious passersby. There is, however, a question of “sympathy versus
surveillance” in these different approaches to instantiating the viewer. The spectators in
Dargaud’s painting are clearly bourgeois, there is a class disparity between them and the
workers they observe. Luce places the viewer of the painting in the role of viewer of the
construction site, inviting his own biases to bear on the scene.
Luce on the other hand hides the façade from the viewer, showing a worksite
instead of the basilica’s pale and imposing travertine face or the geometric tracery of
scaffolding covering its dome. This point of view is a negation, a statement on the dual
oppression and agency of the Parisian worker from the point of view of an anarcho171

syndicalist, avant-garde artist, and the potent legacy of the Commune. As David Harvey
has convincingly argued, the basilica was conceived as a national admonishment of the
sins of the revolution—the working-class Commune.378 This site of the French army’s
canons during the final days of the Commune was also that of the torture and execution
of the charismatic young Communard leader Eugène Varlin, only 32, whose torment and
killing Luce depicted in a three-part series.
In Construction of the Sacré-Coeur, Luce’s collection of simple geometric forms
represents a space of proletarian agency. With the principled negation of the monument,
Luce transfers the physical and symbolic dominion of the clergy and the state over this
site—over memory—to the workers. André Dombrowski’s discussion of the covering of
the statue of Strausbourg by the top hat of one Vicomte Lepic in Edgar Degas’s 1875
painting Place de la Concorde key is instructive for thinking about this kind of pictorial
negation of the monument. Strausbourg was a key city lost to the Prussians in the war of
1870, and the statue became the main site of public mourning in Paris after the war,
teeming with wreaths, flags, and other ephemera. Dombrowski argues that this strategic
covering of the monument with Lepic’s hat “should not be understood as a means of
forgetting, displacing, or erasing history, but rather as an index of the then current state of
the Third Republic’s political turmoil, inconclusive and contested as it was.”379 Luce’s
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refusal of the Sacré-Coeur similarly recognizes the political turmoil between labor and
the state, and the contested nature of the monument.
With this principled negation of the monument, Luce transfers the physical and
symbolic dominion of the clergy and the state over this site—over memory—to the
workers. Presenting the panorama in place of the structure, the painting acknowledges, as
Barthes writes, that “to perceive Paris from above is to imagine a history; … the mind
finds itself dreaming of the mutation of the landscape. … through the astonishment of
space, it plunges into the mystery of time, lets itself be affected by a kind of spontaneous
anamnesis: it is duration itself which becomes panoramic.”380 Viewed from the SacréCoeur, Paris below is always a Paris burning in the final days of the Commune, a Paris of
rubble and scorched stone, and a Paris rebuilt and rehabilitated. The hill of Montmartre is
always imprinted with the memory of fallen Communards and French soldiers alike, the
martyrs on both sides of the conflict. And the workers on its construction site are always
both at odds with the monument and complicit in its creation—the negation of the
monument conveys this tense simultaneity, this fractured modernity, this encroachment
of history into memory.
Anatomy of a Strike
The workers that activate Luce’s construction sites were not innocuous figures in
his time—the most prolific and effective strikers and worksite saboteurs in the second
half of the nineteenth century were those in the Paris building trades, including
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carpenters, roofers, painters, varnishers, and—most of all—masons. As Michelle Perrot
has shown, building sites, especially those on quays were “the sites most suitable for
sudden strikes,” between 1871 and 1890.381 Perrot defines a sudden strike as any
collective action where no advanced notice is given to the company bosses, authorities, or
the press. She calculates that of the 1,695 in France between June 1, 1871 and December
31, 1890 for which there is reasonable documentation of cause, nearly 51 percent were
the result of spontaneous organizing.382 While 54 percent of strikes on construction sites
involved prior notice, they were (seemingly paradoxically) also the best places suited to
sudden uprising.383 Beyond the sudden strike and the orchestrated stoppage of work in a
single industry across the country, workers staged resistance in the forms of public
demonstrations and marches.
Historian Lenard Berlanstein’s case study of Parisian gas stokers and the Paris
Gas Company can be meaningfully applied to a study of Luce’s paintings of Parisian
construction sites, since there was a significant overlap in the workforces of both
industries during the late nineteenth century, and a shared struggle between them. After
1860, the mass migration of gas workers to construction jobs between June and
September—the slow months in the gas industry and the best months for building—made
gas workers particularly independent from the PGC.384 Gas stokers were prolific and
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successful strikers; as they anticipated the demand for construction jobs in the summer
months, they often staged offensive strikes against the PGC, approximately once a year
between 1855 and 1870.385 These strikes were based on informal cooperation and did not
result from union organizing. The PGC’s “restless proletariat” was one in the same with
that of the building industry, which saw a mass 40,000-person building strike during
construction projects in Fall 1898 leading up to the 1900 Exposition Universelle.386 As
Berlanstein argues, the influx of gas workers into a union between September 1898 and
May 1899 was partially in response to “a climate of strife created by a large general strike
by construction workers and ditch diggers.”387 Luce’s construction workers can thus be
read as possessing as much potential to strike as the gas workers against the PGC, using
“collective quitting” as a bargaining chip for higher pay, or as a form of unified protest
against the company’s refusal to increase wages.
Both gas stoking and construction work were based on physical ability rather than
the skill and dexterity of craftsmen. Lacking the dexterity of skilled artisans, athleticism
and endurance were the stoker’s primary attributes.388 As such, gas stokers and
construction workers alike—sometimes one in the same, as Berlanstein’s analysis
demonstrates—had only their own labor-power to sell as a means of subsistence. The
simultaneously lean and muscular bodies of the men in Luce’s Pile Drivers imply a
duality of physical strength and the corrosive impact of labor particular to the unskilled
worker in large industry. They are strong and withering away, slowly destroyed by the
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labor that is necessary to keep them alive. And without the safety regulations of the 20th
century, they put themselves at great risk. Two illustrations from Camille Pissarro’s
Turpitudes sociales, “Before the Accident” and “After the Accident” depict the death of a
mason performing the same work as those in Luce’s remarkably similar oil study, to a
perilous end [Figs. 116, 117].
Of iron workers in the period, Perrot writes: “Upon these undernourished,
underdeveloped bodies, which are a true image of the poor physical condition of the
working class … the brutal industry of the nineteenth century imprints its stigmata.”389 In
“Fatigue, Machinisme, and Visual Spectacle in Maximilien Luce’s L’Aciérie” Corina
Weidinger pushes back on John Hutton’s assertion that Luce’s depictions of industrial
labor in the Belgian coal region of Charleroi were devoid of “critical edge,”390 as well as
Robyn Roslak’s assertion that Luce’s painting of cooperative work in a blast furnace,
“[r]ather than picturing exhausted or brutalized modern slaves they showcase labor as a
collective, manly and self-determined endeavor.”391 Weidinger spells out the goal of her
article as follows: “[its purpose] is not to deny that some of Luce’s Charleroi paintings
portray strong, muscular workers, but to reinstate ambivalence at the heart of the
Charleroi project by showing that Luce varied his emphasis, and that he also represented
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the damaging consequences of industry on workers.”392 Though perhaps fatigued, Luce’s
figures do not appear wounded or deformed, but certainly this type of work would leave
its own “stigmata” on their bodies in reality. Imagine hoisting a half-ton weight with bare
palms on a thin, rough rope. Imagine flesh burned raw; the blisters, the blood. Luce’s
bodies are without visible wounds, and they are not covered in dirt or dust, their
environment is not choked with coal soot or factory smoke. Yet there is no hard labor that
does not leave its brutal traces on the body or mind of the worker. In the left foreground,
a worker rests in the shade with elbows on his knees, facing away from the construction
scene. His eyes are cast down and his expression is stoic—a knit brow perhaps suggests
frustration, or exhaustion, though he remains largely inscrutable as he looks passively at
the cup in his hands. This worker, who has taken a reprieve from the unfiltered sunlight,
acts as a visual and symbolic foil for the men working the pile driver: he faces the viewer
rather than away, obscured in shadow rather than the bright sun; furthermore, in his
posture and expression he embodies the pathos not just of the tired worker on site, but of
the working-class life writ large.
Perrot argues that these physical characteristics of the unskilled worker “cannot
easily be reconciled with the canons of bourgeois beauty.”393 However, workers
themselves “were not at all shocked by ugliness and thinness, which, for them were
familiar and fraternal, representing a kind of closeness and serving as a guarantee of
honesty. Fat was a sign that one is a bourgeois, and it smells of treason …”394 “Treason”
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implies a class-based political allegiance that is marked on the body. As Perrot argues,
the distinctiveness of proletarian bodies allowed workers to recognize one another as the
same and form the basis of their working-class solidarity and acts of resistance. But the
body is only part of the worker, as Pouget reminds us: “bosses expect to buy ... the
intrinsic labour power, the whole strength of the worker—indeed, it is the whole worker
himself—body and blood, vigour and intelligence—that the employers exact. … Only,
when they expound this pretension, they forget that labour power is an integral part of a
reasoning being, endowed with a will and the capacity to resist and react.”395
In Pile Drivers, the two groups of men work in concert to drive wooden piles into
the soft soil of the bank alongside the Seine, in order to build a foundation for a new
bridge like the one pictured in a painting by Georges Souilliet [Fig. 118]. This type of
construction project was typical during the 1890s as Paris prepared for the Universal
Exposition; in fact, Souilliet’s painting shows the Pont Alexandre III under construction
for just that purpose.396 Not coincidentally, 1900 was also the year of an unprecedented
40,000-person building strike. Deep dugouts, the irregular mounds of earth excavated
from them, and the multi-level terracing of the ground bespeak the malleable, unstable
soil of the riverbank worksite. These conditions demanded the type of pre-industrial piledriving technique depicted, since engine-powered machines were too heavy to traverse
the silty ground. Preindustrial labor was a fact of life, still more common in many
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industries in France than in other more rapidly industrializing countries. This type of
labor happened in the open air, a spectacle performed on the public stage rather than
behind factory doors. Luce depicts steam-driven machines in other construction site
images, such Building Site of 1912 [Fig. 119], in which dark smoke billows from three
steam-powered cranes. That several other of Luce’s construction site paintings feature
steam-powered equipment demonstrates that the tools and apparatuses of labor did not
necessarily reflect the most current technology available. In some cases, as in the
building projects on the Paris quays, the environment dictated the type of machinery and
tools employed.397 This choice is not arbitrary—it is important to note that the laborers in
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Pile Drivers are necessary for completing this particular type of work—there is no
machine that can usurp their labor-power.
Roslak’s argument that anarchists “would have found very satisfying the pile
drivers’ handsomely rugged torsos and classically proportioned bodies, as well as their
rhythmic energy and the colourful, sunlit environment in which they work, for beauty in
general was considered by anarchists to be a crucial requirement for human
development,”398 is a less convincing assessment of this type of body than the charged
ambivalence Corina Weidinger reads in the figures of Luce’s Belgian gas stokers.399 A
parallel ambivalence runs through Pile Drivers as well as Luce’s illustrations for the
anarchist press, which use variations in the physical countenance of the worker to convey
the severity of his oppression and, alternately, his agency. In his cover for La Plume no.
97 for the first of May, 1893—the date of the annual international general strike known
as “May Day”—Luce depicts a worker in a dejected state, head bowed in resignation
[Fig. 120]. The worker sits in profile with his elbows on his knees, slumped forward with
his head hanging low. There are shackles around both of his ankles, which are chained to
a stump labeled “CAPITAL” and “ETAT.” These are his dual enslavers. His body is of a
type consistent across Luce’s paintings of laborers, with a hunched but muscled back, a
sunken stomach and jutting ribcage. He sits with his hammer resting passively against his
knee; it defines him as a laborer but possesses no threat to the institutions that have
chained him. On the third anniversary of the international day of working-class
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resistance, Luce portrays the proletarian worker as down on his luck, a slave to the state
and capitalist bosses. This is further emphasized by the Bourse in the background, a
symbol of state-sponsored capitalism. To the left and right of the financial institution are
factory smokestacks, signaling the large industry which stakes its success on the
exploitation of workers. In this landscape where money and industry rule, the proletarian
worker appears resigned to his powerlessness. The Almanach du Père Peinard in 1897
reverses this worker’s fortune [Fig. 121]. It depicts a male figure rising from the rocky
ground with arms upstretched and muscular torso bared. He raises his pickaxe above his
head in triumph, mouth open in an exuberant cry, dangling his broken chains in the other
hand. The half circle of the anarchist rising sun frames his torso.
His cover for La Voix du peuple for May 1, 1907 [Fig. 122] presents a vision of
the worker with renewed agency through mass collective action. An apparently unending
sea of bodies, signifying “the people,” waving the drapeau rouge advance upon a rotund
Clemenceau, who clings to a giant serpent personifying capital, and a classical sculpted
head symbolizing the state. The capitalist, cephalopod, and laurel-crowned sculpture top
a mountain of workers’ bodies both living and dead. Amid the chaotic pile of skulls and
ribcages, the octopus wraps its tentacles around the necks three live workers, squeezing
them to death as their faces contort in anguish. But one worker has so far escaped the
murderous tentacles, scaling the mountain of bones with fist raised in anger. He climbs
up behind the capitalist and his cadre of personifications, an unseen threat to the
establishment. This image proclaims that the callousness of the state and the capitalists
who profit under it are no match for the flood of resistance coming toward them. Their
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bodies will be counted, and they will atone for their atrocities. The workers’ resistance
cannot be defeated, it has strength in numbers. According to the tenets of anarchosyndicalism, these numbers when organized can topple oppressive regimes.
Compared to Luce’s dejected workers, the mason pictured in Steinlen’s cover
lithograph for the 1905 Almanach de la Révolution [Fig. 123] is supple and robust. His
muscular arms and solid, broad torso counter the caved-in chest of the undernourished
Prolo. Steinlen’s mason sits in a position of calm repose, with his arm slung casually
over the railing behind him, yet he is alert as he grips his hammer in his right hand. He is
the master of his domain; his mason’s hammer bequeaths him agency and power. As a
mason, he is one of the most likely to commit sabotage or strike, the rebellious king of
the building trades. Behind him, the telltale tower of scaffolding rises up directly behind a
vertical post of iron girding. Steinlen’s La Bonne Annèe, the colored lithograph on the
Dec. 30, 1893 issue of Le Chambard socialiste [Fig. 124] depicts a similarly solid and
virile worker standing firmly upright with his outstretched arm driving the point of his
shovel into the earth before him. He gazes toward the horizon, his bright red work shirt
echoing the crimson of the rising sun breaking through a dispersing mass of blue-gray
clouds in the distance. “Elle va venir, elle vient … la bonne année,” the text below the
image reads; “she will come, she’s coming … happy new year.” The strong worker,
armed with the shovel that signifies both his class and his agency, welcomes a bright new
year—and a bright future writ large—one which will bring justice for the empowered
worker.
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Luce reiterates the same positions and motions across his painting, journal
illustrations, posters, broadsides, and postcards, generating a recognizable iconography of
working-class revolt in the process. These are augmented by tools and “props,” namely
the revolutionary drapeau rouge and the scaffolding that functions as a shorthand for
construction. As certain actions and positions of the worker’s body are employed again
and again across media and in the works of multiple artists of the Parisian avant-garde,
the iconography is collectively created. Signac’s The Demolisher, painted between 1897
and 1899 [Fig. 125], introduced the swinging position and the prying position that would
become a unified iconography of anarchism as Luce and other artists—including Steinlen
and Pissarro—reproduced it across media. The relationship between workers and tools in
Luce’s construction images and anarchist illustrations denote the workers’ level of social
agency in the image. Certain tools—the mason’s hammer, the shovel, the pickaxe, and
the demolisher’s pry bar—are consistently paired with laborers as symbols of their
power, or, conversely, the lack thereof.
In three versions of Luce’s La Bataille syndicaliste of 1910—the oil study for the
publication’s poster, the poster itself, and the postcard illustration [Fig. 126, 127, 128]—a
figure with the red sash scales the tower of scaffolding with his hammer swung back
behind his head, poised to strike a nail into a beam. This swinging motion is consistent
with that in Signac’s Le Demolisseur—the worker’s strength and energy are concentrated
in his hammer, which is the physical and symbolic locus of his social agency. A giant red
flag flies from the tower, mirroring the red flag being waved in the mass of workers
assembled in the distance below. In Signac’s painting, the striking position with pickaxe
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and prying position with prybar convey the workers’ agency as they hack and chip away
at the stone edifice and overturns its neatly stacked stones. The sturdy, solid-bodied
workers appear poised at the top of the world, with the skeletal iron dome of a church in
the near distance appearing far below them. The ragged edges of the building’s façade
just behind the rear worker contrasts the sharp-edged chimney of stone to which he
directs his destructive energy. These contrasting forms are also laid out before the
foremost figure, who readies himself to strike at the crumbling stone before him. In Le
Demolisseur and the works that reproduce its iconic motions, tools transform into
weapons.
This is exactly the case in an illustration by F. Delaisi in Les Temps nouveaux
titled Contre la Loi Millerand [Fig. 129], in which an enraged worker clutches a military
officer around the throat and raises his pickaxe into the primed swinging position. The
officer drops his pistol; his gun is no match for the worker’s axe. “La loi Millerand”
refers not to the limited the workday to 11 hours between April 1, 1900 and April 1,
1902, with plans to implement a further decrease to 10 and a half hours effective April 1,
1904, but to a 1912 law known as the Millerand-Berry law. Historian Paul B. Miller
explains that this law was intended to “bolster army cohesion and increase officer stature
in the wake of the second Moroccan crisis…”400 The “Moroccan crisis” to which Miller
refers was an international crisis set off by French troops infiltrating the Moroccan
interior in 1911, for which Germany expected recompense for ceded territory. The law
attempted to strike at the heart of antimilitarist influence within the military, which
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provoked the antimilitarist leaders of CGT. Miller elucidates the reasons the CGT and
socialist organizations objected to the law commonly referred to in leftist media as “the
law of infamy”: “The CGT complained that the law struck directly at workers’ dignity
and liberties; … The CGT organized 112 meetings against the law, 22 of them in the
Seine department [of Paris].”401
Delaisi’s illustration gestures to the situation in Morocco by including an island
with a palm tree in the background. Delaisi’s illustration deploys anarchist iconography
in the active swinging motion of the pickaxe, upping the ante with the addition of
physical violence. Luce’s lithograph with the caption Ne regrette pas ton épée inutile,
prends cette Pioche (“Don’t lament your useless sword, take this pickaxe”) [Fig. 130]
depicts the familiar shirtless worker with his pickaxe in hand, facing a stern-looking
seated bourgeois male. The worker leans forward, shifting his weight to the axe handle as
his raised arm gestures toward the symbolic rising sun. The worker implores the
bourgeois man to shed his thin sword for the pickaxe, that ultimate symbol of worker’s
agency expressed through the imagery of demolition and construction, and take off
toward the bright horizon of an anarchist future.
Roslak turns to anarchist Peter Kropotkin’s The Conquest of Bread and Jean
Grave’s writing in La Société to argue that Pile Drivers reflects an anarchist’s “ideal
industrial economy,” … “for the labour pictured is collective and none of the workers is
obviously a supervisor or foreman, thus leaving open the possibility that they have
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determined for themselves the pace and structure of their labor.”402 Luce does in fact
include site supervisors and engineers in his construction scenes. The presence of
authority figures, identified both by their manner of dress and their activities within the
scene, magnifies the power differential between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
However, even when Luce includes figures who are technically “in charge” of the work
site, the sheer number of working bodies ensures that any sudden direct action against
them would be successful at least in its aim to cause tumult.
Luce places a supervisor in Building Site of 1911, who also consults with a whitesmocked figure that is either an engineer or master mason. These men are locked in their
own interaction, seemingly ignorant of the activity around them; their focused
conversation neutralizes their authority over the laborers, who appear to go about their
duties independently. This same pairing of figures is present again in the 1910 frieze
titled Appareilleurs (Fitters) [Fig. 131]. The presence of the foreman and the master
mason in these works counter Roslak’s claim that Luce’s workers operate in utopian
spaces free of oversight.403 The presence of the capitalist boss consulting with the master
mason denotes a hierarchy of authority not present in works like Pile Drivers or Navvies
[Fig. 132]. These are the figures who manage the building plans and orchestrate their
execution; their labor is intellectual and supervisory, while the proletarian expends his
physical labor-power. These authority figures are always outnumbered; one can always
imagine the construction workers could collectively lay down or seize their tools with no
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immediate recourse for their insurrection. Thus, Luce proposes an inverted power
dynamic that destabilizes typical scenes of modern life wherein the bourgeois figure is
clearly the dominant presence. If the image of collaboration between proletarian workers
in Pile Drivers speaks to the anarchist vision of a harmonious society in which men are in
control of the processes and products of their labor, it follows that this collective energy
may be leveraged to insurrectionary ends.
Insurrection and Theatrical Space
Describing the types of spontaneous direct action to be collectively staged in the
types of worksites Luce depicted, Perrot points to their innate theatrical and spectacular
nature: “The birth, life and death of a strike could be said to be a classic piece of urban
theatre, but it would be a bare stageset without the actors. The strikers’ actions and cries
bring the stage alive; sometimes they even obscure the mechanism and architecture that
their great numbers reveal to our dazzled eyes.”404 To borrow Perrot’s metaphor,
construction sites in Paris, particularly those on the quays, were the places most
opportune for workers’ “actions and cries [to] bring the stage alive.” As Perrot argues,
pre-planned strikes, though more “prudent and ordered” than the spontaneous laying
down of tools and stoppage of work, lacked a certain theatricality and “pageantry” that
workers craved.405 The planned strike,
Deprived the strikers of psychological satisfactions that
were important to them as success. It robbed them of the
exhilarating feeling, which stemmed from sheer strength of
numbers, that they were a force to be reckoned with; it
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frustrated their desire to be together, their need for a
festival, which could not be had without the crowds and
noise that were part of so many industrial conflicts at the
time.406

There were no formal leaders of these spontaneous collective actions, as evidenced by the
fact that the PGC’s firing of “ringleaders” in the gas stoker strikes did nothing to quell
future acts of resistance.407 The gas worker strikes were collective, but not organized—
they were led by spontaneous leadership, and thus impossible to quash by simply firing
the primary agitators. With this type of collective, effectively leaderless strike action,
Alain Cottereau’s theory of “informal cooperation” comes alive. Though Berlanstein
asserts that “such collective action did not entail any formal organization whatsoever,”
the act of “stag[ing] collective acts of quitting,” during which “all or most of the stokers
would suddenly put down their shovels and announce their departure for jobs at
construction sites,” indeed demanded a coordinated gesture.408 This laying down of tools
was performative and became a ritualized through strikes staged approximately once
every two years between 1855 and 1870.409
The theatricality of Pile Drivers and another large-scale narrative painting,
Navvies, painted between 1908 and 1912, activates them as vehicles of subtle propaganda
legible even to the unschooled viewer. Pile Drivers positions the viewer right on the
periphery of the worksite, while Navvies brings the viewer down inside the trench with
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the primary actors. Given that it is contained within the semicircular vertical wall of a
trench, and that viewer is positioned at eye-level, the foreground in Navvies reads as a
proscenium of a stage. In destabilizing the sense of space and distance in Pile Drivers,
Luce puts the visual emphasis on the foremost group of workers. The far trench appears
to be not so far off from the primary group of workers, and yet the figures working there
are dramatically diminutive. Even the shoveler who appears to be roughly halfway
between the two groups of men is closer in size to the far group.
The seated worker facing the viewer himself appears to be sitting just outside of
the scene, in the viewer’s space. He is the only figure cast entirely in shadow, and the
only to be entirely disengaged from the work at hand. The two seated workers increase
the spatial strangeness of the picture—at once glance they appear to be seated next to
each other, at the next they seem impossibly far apart. They also occupy different psychic
spaces. The man in the white shirt is attentive to the scene unfolding before him, while
the shadowed worker is fully detached from the scene, appearing part of the viewer’s
world. There is thus a sense of two flat, artificial backdrops—layers of compressed space
that dislodge the picture from reality. Luce gives the cityscape in the background the
same treatment; the buildings at first appear to recede in space, but upon closer
examination it’s clear that they do not diminish in size as they get “farther away.”
As the crew of workers in the foreground recedes toward the river, their bodies
overlap and their mass compresses as they form a single fleshy unit. This conglomeration
of bodies emphasizes their collective effort—the power of seven ropes channeled into
one—and effaces each figure’s individuality for the sake of underscoring their
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synchronized motion. Settings are not simply manipulated to appear theatrical—they are
also a created symbolic space. The vertical posts of the pile drivers in the foreground
visually echo the factory smokestacks just across the river, drawing purposeful attention
to the contrast between the primitive, man-driven machinery and industrialized
machinery run on steam and coal. This visual parallel extends metaphorically to the
conditions of labor in Paris; its workforce with one foot in an enduring preindustrial past,
and another in a present defined by encroaching industrialization. Inside the factory on
the opposite bank, the viewer can imagine, machines have replaced and displaced
laboring bodies while engendering hazardous and exploitative new working conditions.
Pile Drivers makes explicit that this is a duality, not a dichotomy. Roslak reads the
factory smokestacks as part of an “imaginary cityscape” dreamed up by Luce as part of
an idealized future based on anarchist philosophy:
Luce’s idealization of manual labour lifts his representation
of modern life in Charleroi [Belgian coal country] and Paris
out of their contemporary moment and encourages viewers
to think instead about the possibilities of work in a brighter
future. Looking forward, however, was not his only
strategy for counteracting the failures of the present. He
also looked back in time, as the imaginary cityscape on the
far bank of the river in Pile Drivers suggests. While the
smoking factories at the right in the painting are his
acknowledgement of the realities of modern urban life and
labour, the Gothic cathedral at the left is his nod to the
past.410

While the cityscape is most certainly not a direct representation of reality, it does not
constitute an idealized urban space to the extent that Roslak suggests. Significantly, what
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Roslak identifies as a Gothic church is almost certainly the Basilica Sacré-Coeur, which
by the time of this painting had been under construction for nearly 30 years. Photographs
and picture postcards from the era of the Basilica’s construction show the ever-shifting
formations of scaffolding that surrounded the Sacré-Coeur for decades. Photographs of
the basilica’s construction from 1898 show that the building’s façade and its two flanking
domes had been built, while the cupola and campanile were still under construction. In
the painting, we can clearly make out the distinctive shape of the pointed façade, the
domes on either side of it, and the large cupola and rear of the church shrouded in
scaffolding. While the “real” Sacré-Coeur towered above the city from the heights of
Montmartre, and while the structure sits much lower in the skyline in the painting, the
idiosyncratic building is recognizable. The Sacré-Coeur was a strongly politicized and
contentious monument marking the site of the Commune’s most significant casualties.411
The Sacré-Coeur looms as a reminder of Communard bodies lost and the clergy’s
attempt to mask the history of slaughter with a national symbol of atonement for the sins
of the Commune. For Luce, the Sacré-Coeur embodied the memory of the final
massacres of Bloody Week, particularly the torture and execution of Varlin. The presence
of the basilica under construction—a true-to-life detail that anchors the painting in Paris
at a particular time—injects the scene of labor in Pile Drivers with a potent reference of
working-class insurrection and crimes still unpunished. It exists as a tense duality
between a past and present in which Paris’s working class were at odds with the
bourgeoisie, the state, and the church. Meanwhile, the manual labor and simple tools
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involved in pile driving are a foil to the industrial factory on the parallel quay. France’s
industry was not as expansive or rapidly developing as in other nearby countries at the
time—in fact, Luce called Parisian industry “a joke” compared to the Belgian coal
country.412 Unskilled laborers worked in both the factories and the construction site, and
sometimes both depending on the season and availability jobs—they comprised one class
and their fates were the same. The symbolic space in Pile Drivers does, as Roslak
suggests, pose temporal relationships; however, they extend beyond a straightforward
simultaneous contrast of past and present. The space of the painting rests in an unstable
nexus between the charged present, tragic past, and contested future of proletarian life in
the city.
In Navvies, two workers loom large in the foreground, surrounded by the typical
tools of the building site—a curved pry bar, pickaxes, and a shovel. These are the
implements that imbue the workers with power, those that may be laid down in collective
protest or damaged in an act of sabotage. The workers bend at the waist as if to shield
themselves from view below the wall of the trench, likely that of any supervisors who
may be observing the site from above trench-level—this implied surveillance once again
puts pressure on Roslak’s assertion that Luce depicts cooperative labor free from
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oversight. The men lean dramatically toward each other, bringing their faces close
together so they are able to speak at a whisper. They alienate from the conversation the
man adjusting the saddle to their right. The seated worker wears a stern and focused
expression as he leans in toward his companion, as if weighing the gravity what is being
said. The men are focused and engaged, their faces expressive of more than dejection or
fatigue. They express the revolutionary potential of the thoughtful and engaged worker.
Navvies represents the informal origins of a spontaneous, surprise strike, or of
potential sabotage; the conspiratorial gestures of the two foremost workers and their
relationship with their surroundings evoke one type of spontaneous strike Perrot
characterizes as “orchestrated in secret, through a hidden connivance.”413 She explains
that anarchists favored this tactic “because its effect was at once to shock, to excite and to
confound, as some outrage—an explosion or assassination—might do.”414 Of course,
Luce was not the type of anarchist to set off bombs, but the close, focused conversation in
Navvies foretells the kind of sudden action that is orchestrated swiftly through furtive
word of mouth. As Cottereau has asserted with his theory of informal cooperation, these
types of sudden actions required no formal leadership whatsoever. This is not a literal
depiction of a strike or sabotage in progress, but it reads as a prelude to action. Through
the subtlety of gesture and expression, Luce is able to convey the furtive stirring of
rebellion.
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Writing about socialist theater productions at the time, Eugenia Herbert notes that
in addition to being “an excellent avenue of propaganda,” theater “was also an ideal
means to expose the masses to art for the first time …A modern Everyman could be as
intelligible and exciting to the late-century proletarian as its ancestor was to the medieval
peasant.”415 There were several socialist/anarchist productions staged for proletarian
audiences, but they were either often boring recitations of poetry or the police would shut
them down quickly. Luce was a consistent supporter of the socialist theater Le Theatre
Libre, and his support was memorialized in a bronze portrait relief by the artist Alexandre
Carpentier.416 Signac was also a patron of the Théâtre Libre, even drawing an
advertisement for the company that showcased chromatic divisionism in its technique and
the theme of spectatorship in its imagery [Fig. 133]. In the advertisement, the letters T
and L are separated by a dash; below them in the center is a roundel depicting the back of
a theater-goer’s head as he watches the stage before him. Luce’s La Grève illustrates the
pamphlet for a theatrical production of the same title, and appropriately depicts the scene
within a stage-like space [Fig. 134]. The interior of the worker’s home acts as the stage
set, in the center of which is the viewer’s implied position. As a dense parade of strikers
pass by, laborer looks hesitantly out from behind his door. The painting is Luce’s most
explicit reference to the kind of strike action advocated by the CGT, depicts the personal
sacrifice innate to direct action. The slumped and distressed mother, seated next to a
bassinette, signifies the cost of the potential injury to or loss of the “man of the house.”
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He is not a nameless body to be thrown into the wave of resistance, but an emotionally
complex figure with something to lose. Every strike raised the possibility of violence, of
failure and unemployment.
In Reflections on Violence, syndicalist Georges Sorel likens the general strike to
“the first conception of war,” since
… the proletariat organizes itself for battle, separating itself
distinctly from the other parts of the nation, and regarding
itself as the great motive power of history, all other social
considerations being subordinated to that of combat; it is
very clearly conscious of the glory which will be attached
to its historical role and of the heroism of its militant
attitude; it longs for the final contest in which it will give
proof of the whole measure of its valor.417

As Sorel postulates, the general strike for the worker constitutes a violent battle and
personal sacrifice for the valor of his class. Anarchist Zo d’Axa suggests in The Honest
Worker that the worker’s sacrifice is in fact double-edged, since the proletarian’s pride in
his work and sense of duty to the state are illusions born of his victimhood: “The
worker’s neck is used to the harness,” d’Axa writes.418 “The proletarian’s special honor
consists in accepting all those lies in whose name he is condemned to forced labor: duty,
fatherland, etc. He accepts, hoping that … he will raise himself into the bourgeois class.
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The victim makes himself an accomplice.”419 Luce expresses these tensions clearly
through his theatrical tableau.
Structures of Strike and Sabotage: Scaffolding and the Iconography of AnarchoSyndicalism
The potential for sudden strike or sabotage also emanate from the 1910 painting
Scaffolding [Fig. 135], which Luce donated to the CGT headquarters the following year.
In it, an irregular grid of vivid red teems with busy workers like bees in a hive, each
engaged in a separate but interconnected task. The figure in green pants, bracing himself
against the I-beam, is the center of this possibly nefarious exchange. He faces forward but
tilts his downturned head toward the man in the white shirt, who leans forward in a
crouching position. Either one might possess “the gift of the gab,” like one of the navvies,
spreading a spontaneous plan to sabotage the worksite or orchestrate a strike.
The iconography of anarcho-syndicalism Luce developed between his painting
and graphic work comes to life here both in the depiction of figures and their
environment. One sign of imminent insurrection is the figure scaling the vertical beam
below in the exact fashion of his advertisements for La Bataille syndicaliste. In three
versions of an advertisement for the publication, modeled off of an earlier composition
promoting Les Temps nouveaux, one worker scales a tower of scaffolding while another
perches atop the structure, his hand cupped around the side of his face to either amplify
the shouts of the demonstrators below or project his own rallying cries. The other worker
hammers the red flag into the tower, an anarcho-syndicalist beacon that visually echoes
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those waving below. Their actions are active and aggressive; they are agitators
orchestrating the masses from on high. Luce embeds similar figures within several other
construction scenes, such as in Scaffolds Raising [Fig. 136], thus creating iconographic
cohesion between media.
Why would an image of scaffolding resonate strongly enough with the values of
the CGT to make it a suitable addition to the organization’s headquarters? Between
Luce’s construction pictures and anarchist propaganda, the building site and strike site
become visually synonymous: scaffolding is a synecdoche for construction, and
construction is shorthand for strike and sabotage. These peripatetic structures bespeak
revolution in a modernist shorthand, a minimal graphic grid that refers to uprisings on
construction sites, and the proletarian revolution writ large. Luce also investigates the
painterly possibilities of scaffolding’s particular forms. A straight-on view of the
structure reveals the tenuousness of its three-dimensionality. In other scaffolding-heavy
pictures, multiple layers of the structures collapse against and into each other, their
flattened and chaotic geometries making the precise operations of the worksite
impossible to interpret. Like that omnipresent monument to modernity, the Eiffel Tower,
scaffolding in Luce’s later paintings conjures Roland Barthes’s query: “How can you be
enclosed within emptiness, how can you visit a line?”
Though representational, this simultaneously interior and exterior spaces of
scaffolding can be reduced in the extreme while still being intelligible and graphically
impactful. Note this type of graphic minimalism in two illustrations directed at anarchist
and proletarian audiences, respectively—the cover of the journal Les Temps nouveaux,
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and a poster encouraging financial contributions to the construction of Notre-Dame du
Travail, a church built exclusively for laborers working on construction projects related
to the 1900 Exposition Universelle [Fig. 137, 138]. Scaffolding is a recognizable and
cohesive symbol of and for the working class in the church’s advertising campaign as
well as its interior decorative program, which marries religious iconography with that of
urban labor. Here, workers in modern proletarian clothing tend to the building site behind
Joseph. Illustrations from the period utilize scaffolding to signify direct action in minimal
visual terms, using the building site as a blanket representation of any place where
proletarian workers confront the menacing entrepreneur or capitalist [Fig. 139]. To return
to Steinlen’s 1905 cover for the Almanach de Révolution, the worksite is denoted by a
tower of scaffolding. The mason’s firm grip on his hammer indicates that he is alert, full
of potential to act.
Signac’s monumental, heroic Demolisher labors before a background of distant
scaffolds—as Richard Thompson has observed, these serve as complex visual metaphors
for the construction and destruction of the social edifice, and the building of a brighter
future for the proletariat. Thomson aligns the material and visual destruction of the city
with the rhetorical strategies of the Third Republican government, which used
construction as a metaphor for “diminishing old hierarchies such as monarchism and the
Catholic Church and basing itself on the progressive and egalitarian foundations of
universal manhood suffrage, secularism, a unified education system and a positivist belief
in science and technology” that would transform France into a modern state characterized
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by technological, secular modernity.420 Signac, he argues, “[adapted] his ideological
opponents’ own imagery in order to compete with it.” He concludes:
Signac’s Le Démolisseur is also a vision of change, but …
the violence is not directed towards people, even his
political opponents, but towards buildings, which stand in
for institutions. Just as the Third Republic had set up
construction as a metaphor for its progressive, egalitarian
and technocratic rhetoric, so Signac set up destruction as a
metaphor for the removal of what he saw as corrupt and
inegalitarian.421
Bertrand Tillier notes that Luce and Signac’s paintings “freeze” the innately
temporary structures of scaffolding, rendering the ephemeral perpetual. These paintings
complicate the temporary structures’ symbolization of modern progress by denouncing
the working conditions presented therein; thus, they showcase the plight of the worker on
the construction site in a deeply ambivalent way.422 Tillier also importantly notes the
political resonance of the kind of height that scaffolding achieves as a mechanism of
proletarian power, noting that climbing the scaffolding gives the appearance of the
workers conquering summits, physically dominating the city, and occupying it
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symbolically.423 The symbolic power of the Sacré-Coeur’s hilltop location was not lost
on the many proponents of the structure or its detractors: as one Parisian republican
deputy put it in a debate over the “public utility” of the basilica, proposed by the ultraconservative order of the Sacred Heart, “When you think to establish the commanding
heights of Paris—the fount of free thought and revolution—a Catholic monument, what
is in your thoughts? To make of it the triumph of the Church over revolution. Yes, that is
what you want to extinguish—the pestilence of revolution.”424 In a lithograph entitled
L’Incendiaire Luce locates one of the infamous icons of the Commune—the furtive
arsonist—at the top of a hill with torch ablaze against a dark sky. From here he can view
the entire city, and potentially enact its destruction. Like Roland Barthes’s fictive “young
man from the provinces” who “climb[s] the [Eiffel] tower in order to contemplate Paris
from it,”425 Luce’s workers, high atop their wooden ramp, can “conquer the city” from its
impressive heights. The viewer is kept at a remove from the worksite beyond the wooden
fence that surrounds it, refused the worker’s view. The politics of vision at work in this
picture, which stages height as power, hinges on the symbolism of the hilltop site. In
paintings like Scaffolding, Study and Scaffolds Raising, the workers who scale impossibly
tall towers rising high above Haussmann’s level rooftops.
Viewed from the Sacré-Coeur, Paris below is always a Paris burning in the final
days of the Commune, a Paris of rubble and scorched stone, and a Paris rebuilt and
rehabilitated. The hill of Montmartre is always imprinted with the memory of fallen
423
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Communards and French soldiers alike, the martyrs on both sides of the conflict. And the
workers on its construction site are always both at odds with the monument and complicit
in its creation—the negation of the monument conveys this tense simultaneity, this
fractured modernity, this encroachment of history into memory. The memory of the
Commune—the destruction wrought during battle and intentionally by the Communards
as they recognized the futility of their worker’s utopia, and the subsequent reconstruction
of destroyed buildings and monuments—is thusly directly linked to the construction
projects Luce represented. Barthes might have been looking at any of Luce’s scaffolding
pictures when he stated that “architecture is always dream and function, expression of a
utopia and instrument of convenience.”426 Scaffolding is the ultimate instrument of
convenience, functional and temporary. And yet for Luce it also expresses a future
proletarian takeover that Pouget deemed inevitable.
Conclusion
In 1890, one of Luce’s strongest champions, Robert Bernier, praised the young
artist as “one of those who will contribute to ending the misunderstanding between artists
and the people. He is one of those who will help us achieve complete harmony.”427
Addressing a hypothetical proletarian reader, Bernier explains that Luce was uniquely
suited to be this arbiter between the public and urban laborers because he was “a man of
the proletariat, a poor man, that … has felt pain and has borne afflictions equal to yours.
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We could perhaps find traces of tears under his brushstrokes.”428 Bernier proposes that
Luce’s solidarity with Paris’s working class was not merely visible in his chosen subject
matter, but in the facture of the work itself—political feeling is rendered observable in
the work of the artist’s hand. He placed great weight on the ability of painting to
galvanize social change, as did an unnamed critic in L’Art moderne who suggested that
Luce’s representations of proletarian workers had the power to reconfigure modern life,
to broker a new era of social peace through their “communicative emotion.”429 In an 1891
article in La Plume, Georges Darien expressed a similar sentiment, in dramatic, blustery
language:
His violent, cruel, brutal painting knows how to evoke the
bleeding soul of the people, the life of the anguished
throngs aggravated by suffering and resentment, bent
double by social misfortune, the swarming heartbroken
mass of outcasts gasping for breath under stormy skies and
weighted down with anger, filled with threats. But his
painting also knows how to evoke, in the end, the joys of
springtime and the calm of nature, the eternal sweetness of
things.430

Bernier suggests the emotive and provocative elements in Luce’s work carried the
potential for tangible social consequences. In a 1907 issue of Les Temps nouveaux, critic
Jean Denauroy similarly observed “a breath of revolt which is manifested in art” and “a
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kind of bitterness that is clearly visible in certain parts of Luce’s work.”431 Denauroy also
detected “a lesson in solidarity that seemed to emanate from these paintings.”432
Part of achieving this harmony would be directing his scenes of proletarian labor
to an audience that more closely resembled the subject than the bourgeois collectors who
supported the careers of the Impressionists. As the Neo-Impressionist collective moved
away from the kind of speculative paintings the Impressionists aimed at a bourgeois
clientele, their viewership could theoretically expand to include proletarian audiences. In
his essay “Impressionists and Revolutionaries,” Signac offers evidence that there were in
fact working-class visitors to the 1891 Exhibition of Artists Independent: “…faced with
pictures of the Independent and impressionist painters, … some proletarians were rather
intrigued by what they saw,” he wrote.433 He notes the relationship between the exhibited
works, literary Realism, and the proletarian labor strike, citing Émile Zola’s Germinal as
a work with observable social consequences. The novel’s influence, Signac writes, “has
been undeniable and … has several times worked in favor of proletarian demands.”434
As Roslak notes, there is no hard evidence to show that Luce’s audience would
include the proletarian workers he depicted—though Signac’s aforementioned exhibition
notes indicate that proletarian workers would have accounted for at least a small segment
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of the audience—but proposes that “workers with enough time and curiosity to follow
contemporary art surely would have appreciated his straightforward and dignified
representations of manual labour.”435 Luce conceived of the urban worker as someone
with aesthetic interests as three domestic portraits of a working-class couple attest: In
Washing (1887), Morning, Interior (1890) and Coffee (1892) [Fig. 140, 141, 142], the
modest dwellings depicted are decorated with prints or paintings of various sizes, framed
and unframed. Perhaps the frames might hold one of Luce’s frequently advertised
lithographs. Luce presents the worker, though occupying spare living spaces, as engaged
in contemporary visual culture. This theoretical proletarian viewer, in seeing himself
represented in an honest yet sympathetic manner as Luce’s critics described, begins to
recognize the connections between himself and the laborers around him. Luce’s paintings
of proletarian workers convey his own anarcho-syndicalist agenda to an audience
sympathetic to its goals and strategies. His works do not aim to facilitate social harmony
by making the exploited class legible to its exploiters, but by revealing the proletarian to
himself. This understanding is self-actualizing, it feeds resistance and calls viewers to
action.
Luce’s dogged study of proletarian bodies and spaces transcends the periodization
of late nineteenth and early twentieth century art; he is still a Neo-Impressionist in 1930.
However improbably, there they are: masons on a rooftop and workers climbing
scaffolding, just before the start of World War II. Paris continues to transform, the
proletariat continues to effect that transformation, and for Luce, the work and spaces of
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the building trades remain loci of technical and formal experimentation. No matter the
date, Luce’s work transformed his unrest into paintings with the potential to provoke the
very same.
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CHAPTER 5

Unified in Dissent: The Politics of the Procession in Jules Adler’s The Strike at Le
Creusot and The Ferrer Demonstration
Introduction

In his 1938 monograph on the Paris-based painter Jules Adler, based on
interviews with the artist, Lucien Barbedette described Adler’s firsthand reaction to the
scene of a metallurgists’ strike in the village of Le Creusot, roughly 300 kilometers to the
southeast of Paris, to which he had traveled in the autumn of 1899: “Quivering, feverish,
he returned to Paris without delay, happy to tell with his brush what he had seen and
felt.”436 After making several ink-and-wash sketches and notes at the site of the strike—
which survive today—the artist returned to work recording the events in his Paris studio.
The critic Gustave Geffroy, a friend of socialist government leaders Georges Clemenceau
and Jean Jaurès, lauded the artist—whose work was dedicated to depictions of workingclass life in cities—for this direct “research” of the “great, tragic spectacle” of the strikes
at Le Creusot.437 Danielle Tartakowsky has also pointed to the “spectacular” qualities of
the strike that drew Adler and other image-makers to the scene: “In the scene
photographed in October, the women dare to lead the way with the approval of the men,
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offering a spectacle that caught the attention of the press, photographers, designers and
painters.”438
The critic Gustave Geffroy described the singularity of Adler’s representation of
the spectacular strike scene at Le Creusot in the large-scale canvas The Strike at Le
Creusot [Fig. 3], which was in a league of its own at the 1900 Salon de Artistes français:
“I’m surprised that the life of the worker, with its picturesque spectacles, its natural
forces, its visible instincts, does not tempt more artists. Few works of this inspiration at
the Salon of 1900.”439 These commentaries reveal two important, interconnected truths:
firstly, that the organized labor movement at the end of the century had developed
codified, ritualistic means of representing and expressing itself publicly in a manner that
was viewed as sensational and spectacular; secondly, that Adler, a painter of labor, took
on the new mantle of the modern painter-spectator in his depiction of the strike. The
painter-spectator was more than a casual observer of proletarian life—more than a
flâneur sensitive to working-class plight or keen on the elevation of the proletariat in
scenes of daily life—but a deliberate seeker of the kind of public action that was partand-parcel of working life in an era where unionization and strikes were legal under the
Republic. Adler was willing to travel a great distance by train to a site he knew, via press
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reports, would produce a spectacular scene to which he could bear witness and from the
observation of which he could produce images of his signature subject, the working class.
This emotional, physical register of Adler’s response to taking in the spectacular
sight from the sidelines casts Adler less as a flâneur than as the kind of “gawker,” or
badaud, who revels in the everyday spectacle of the city, and in the kind of events that
often appeared in the “faits divers” section of the daily newspaper. “In contrast to the
cool detachment and intellectual control of the flâneur,” Bridget Alsdorf writes,
“badauds are emotional, highly impressionable, and distractible.”440 Vanessa Schwartz
describes the newspaper faits divers as evidence “that the everyday might be transformed
into the shocking and sensational and ordinary people lifted from the anonymity of urban
life into the realm of spectacle.’”441 Badauderie, as Alsdorf defines it, perfectly describes
the act of consuming these ordinary, anonymous daily spectacles: “Badauderie, with its
connotations of casualness and self-protecting distance, was the act of turning the life of
the city into entertainment, consuming the spontaneous happenings of the street as a form
of theater.”442 One G. de Vorney in the February 22, 1906 issue of La XIX siècle suggests
that the strike scene was considered just such a daily spectacle, recalling his overhearing
two “cretinous” young woman, standing before La Grève du Creusot, remarking with
pleasure “Hum! How banal! Good fait-divers!”443 The women trivialize the painting in
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this way, likening it to a throwaway bit of entertainment cropped from everyday life, in a
way that frustrates the author. “Ah! This expression: ‘Fait-Divers’, which justifies
nothing, explains nothing, signifies nothing, how often it had to be rehearsed before the
works of Jules Adler, the ‘painter of the people’!”444
Alsdorf’s distinction between the two types of urban “lookers,” the flâneur and
the badaud, is instructive in thinking about the Le Creusot strike, or the strike in general,
as a fait-divers and about Adler as a consumer of that particular type of modern spectacle:
“Rather than wandering, [badauds] are typically still. They can also be repellant—
embodiments of our guilt when seeking entertainment in others’ misfortunes—but joining
their cluster and following their stare is nonetheless hard to resist.”445 Alsdorf’s definition
of the badaud only partially applies to Adler, who was compelled to leave Paris to travel
to the site of the visual spectacle for the purpose of capturing it in images. It was not a
“spontaneous” spectacle like a fire or an industrial accident, but an event staged and
repeated for numerous days over an extended period of work stoppage that he went to
observe in the manner of a reporter. And he was not, precisely speaking, a still viewer—
he labels one side of a double-sided page of sketches and notes as “documents and notes
taken while walking and following the procession which went from Creusot to
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Montchanin. Creusot strike. 1899.”446 This indicates that Adler followed the procession
of strikers that he depicts in the large canvas, participating in a kind of mobile spectacle.
Vincent Chambarlhac uses the term “peintre spectateur” to refer to Adler in his
discussion of the 1911 painting The Ferrer Manifestation [Fig. 143], which was painted
two years after the event in question, in order to argue that the gap in time between the
public manifestation and the execution of the painting suggested that the “painter
spectator” was farther removed from the labor movement than he was at the time of the
painting of The Strike at Le Creusot, which was painted within three months of Adler
witnessing the events there.447 What draws this action closer to the realm of badauderie
is, as Alsdorf elucidates, the fundamentally visual nature of Adler’s experience and
intent: “…[B]adauderie is at root an act of seeing, a social practice that is visually driven
and derived. In the street, a curious or spectacular sight triggers the behavior, hooking
surrounding gawkers by catching their eyes, and their continued engagement remains, by
definition, in the visual register ...”448 Adler “hooks surrounding gawkers” after the fact,
drawing viewers into the spectacle belatedly through the medium of painting. The author
of an April 7, 1900 review in La Petite République—which ironically is placed in the
paper next to an article on a strike at Carmaux—used telling language to describe the
painting’s effect of transporting the viewer: “M. Jules Adler has us attend the strike at
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Creusot. It’s the crowd on the march, somber and resolute, bringing its distress and its
hopes before the black walls of the factory.”449
The composition of The Strike at Le Creusot was not drawn entirely from his
notes and sketches, but from further observations in Paris upon his return.450 The
frontmost female figure in the painting, porting the large tricolore with her mouth agape
mid-song, was allegedly based on a woman Adler had seen in the café-concert on the rue
de Belleville, and he used his friends as models for the hands.451 The picture nevertheless
gave the impression, at least to some viewers, that it was directly observed. For one
displeased critic, this apparent transcription of reality was to the painting’s detriment:
“Here again, the artist is not preoccupied with recreating: he simply copied what he saw.
The elements he used would have given an excellent illustration; they only provided, not
having been digested, a composition without grandeur and without style.”452 De Vorney
gave an opposite reading of the image as stylistically—and thus ideologically—
compelling: “He does not relate only what he saw: he sees, behind the beings and the
decorations, an idea and above all a feeling, and he dictates them to us with great
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persuasive force.”453 De Vorney raises the question of persuasion in a composition that
was clearly a manipulation of observed events. Given that his artistic labor was
comprised of both direct observation at the site and studies after the fact, the final work is
a pastiche of reportage and traditional academic practice. In other words, we might recast
Adler as a new type of painter-badaud, not quite the academic painter of his Académie
Julian training nor the wandering flâneur of the avant-garde set, translating the
spectacular fait divers into the grand format of history painting.
Adler dedicated his œuvre to depictions of the working class in many contexts: he
painted the proletariat in a variety of settings on the streets of Paris in works like The
Weary (1897), The Street (1893), The Haulers (1904), and Morning in the faubourg
Saint-Denis (1895) [Fig. 144-147]; along with associate Constantin Meunier, he
represented industrial miners in Belgian coal country in such works as The Ovens (1910),
In Mining Country (1901), and Miner of Charleroi (1901) [Fig. 148, 149, 150]; he
painted the fishwives of his native Franche-Comté in The Sardinières of Douarnenez
(1900) and Sailor Women on the Dock at the Port of Boulogne-sur-mer (1905) [Fig. 151,
152]; and he repeatedly painted the “wandering Jew” type of laborer in works like The
Chemineau (1898) and The Philosopher (1910) [Fig. 153, 154]. Stylistically, Adler paints
with a keen materialism and broken facture that has its roots in Edouard Manet and
Gustave Courbet and borrows techniques from the Impressionists. These traditions are
visible in his paintings of workers; he often deploys scale to elevate working-class figures
453
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to the status of history painting, as Courbet first did, and Caillebotte would later with his
bourgeois figures; he draws further on Courbet’s tradition of representing the wandering
rural laborer figure known as the “cheminot” or the “wandering Jew”; and he followed in
anarcho-syndicalist Luce’s footsteps by making an extended study of the Belgian coal
country alongside Belgium’s painter of labor Constantin Meunier, representing, as both
of those artists did, the impact of large-scale industry on the landscape.
His singular The Strike at Le Creusot stands apart from other naturalist depictions
of strikes from the period, such as those by Alfred Roll, Paul-Louis Delance, Gaston La
Touche, and Paul Soyer [Fig. 155-158]. The Strike at Le Creusot depicts a particular
instance of successful direct action carried out peacefully by organized workers
unionized and manifesting legally under the 1884 Waldeck-Rousseau law. In painting the
October demonstration at Le Creusot, he embraces strike action as an extension of
working-class life, of work itself. In 1899, the strike was as essential to a vision of
modern work as images of the downtrodden waiting in line for soup or muscled men
stoking the flames of the coal oven. Resistance was, now, as important to the
iconography of work as its postures, gestures, and tools. As Michelle Perrot argues, at the
time when unions first emerged in the 1870s, “the strike reigned supreme.”454 Strikes
were the primary way for workers to represent themselves en masse through certain
forms and symbols: “[The strike] was the major form of expression of the workers’
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movement, a direct, unmediated expression of discontent and hope, originating from
below.”455
The string of strikes at Le Creusot between 1899 and 1901 took place in multiple
iterations stretched over more than a year of time, which allowed Adler to travel the great
distance to and from the strike site and still have the event be relevant to the public
interest when his painting hung in the Salon des Artistes français of 1900. Gilles Candar
notes that the facts of the situation were still in recent memory when the work was shown
at the Salon.456 The metallurgical workers at Le Creusot first walked out of the factory on
May 16 and 17 of 1899, appealing to factory owner Eugéne II Schneider—who, in
addition to being a powerful boss was also a member of parliament and a mayor—for
increased salary.457 From May 29 to June 2, they staged a general strike, demanding a 50centime increase in pay and more respect from the bosses. On the 29th, around four
thousand workers quit working and the first negotiations began, as did the first fights
between soldiers and strikers. These first strikes, which would continue on and off until
1900, spawned the formation of a syndicate. On June 1, Schneider capitulated to the
strikers’ demands, but only in an oral agreement. He failed to follow through with his
unofficial promises, spurring another strike from September 20 to October 10 that
consisted of daily marches through the streets of the town. September 24 was the
“apogee” of the movement, during a period when Schneider continued to refuse all
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workers’ demands.458 On September 25 Le Petit Parisien reported of the previous day
that the strikers were twelve thousand strong. Their early afternoon procession terminated
at the “square de la Grève” where 20 delegates from Montceau-les-Mines, a nearby
locality also riddled with strikes—met the vast crowd. There is some disagreement as to
whether Adler’s painting represents the events of September 24—Vincent Chamberlhac
argues that the painting reads as that day’s “graphic manifesto—or a march that took
place on October 9, two days after the final arbitration in Paris between the strikers’
delegates with the Direction de l’Enterprise, and former Minister of the Interior Pierre
Waldeck-Rousseau, who had just become the head of the government in June 1899.”459
Waldeck-Rousseau had spearheaded the law of 1884 that legalized trade unionization,
and thus was directly responsible for the lawfulness of the mostly peaceful strikes at Le
Creusot.
The media, which reported on the events at Le Creusot in daily dispatches from
the front lines of the strikes, heralded the ultimate success of the strikers there as a
success for unions and for the working class writ large. On the front page of La Petite
République, on October 9, 1899, socialist leader Jaurès wrote that the victory of the
workers in Creusot was a landmark of the last two decades of struggle, signaling the
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execution of justice at last: “The victory of the Creusot workers is one of the most
complete that the struggling workers have won in the past twenty years. Their claims
were so obviously, so entirely correct, that all of them had to be allowed, at the end, by
the arbitrator.”460 He goes on to credit the “definitive emancipation” of the entire Creusot
and Montceau-les-Mines region, achieved through a series of ritualized, peaceful public
manifestations, with contributing to the ongoing liberation of the working class, toward
the grandest scale of “a new society, a new humanity.”461 Indeed, he continues, the work
done by individuals at Creusot and Montceau-les-Mines might be reasonably
overshadowed by the victory for the organized proletariat in general. He concludes the
article with an appreciation of the peaceful tactics of the strikers, who left no worker
behind either on the “battlefield” or the shop floor:
We greet with joyful emotion this valiant working class
population who has fought so resolutely and who, without
leaving a single victim on the battlefield, without
abandoning a single comrade on the threshold of the
workshop, will enter the factory with increased moral
strength, invincible pride, and ardent socialist faith.462
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Jaurès finishes with a rallying call of “Vive la République sociale!”463 Jaurès reminds the
reader that peaceful labor organization and demonstration is a hallmark of the Third
Republic.
This view of Le Creusot as representative of the state of unions and the working
class in fin-de-siècle France translates to readings of Adler’s painting that conflate the Le
Creusot demonstration with the strike. As Gilles Candar has observed in the exhibition
catalogue Les Grèves. Montceau-les-Mines / Le Creusot 1899-1901, Adler’s La Grève à
Le Creusot often stands in for the strike-in-general as it adorns the covers of landmark
scholarly works on French strikes, Michelle Perrot’s Strikes in France and Jacques
Droz’s edited volume The History of Socialism;464 it also graces the cover of some
editions of Émile Zola’s Germinal. Perrot refers to the painting as the “archetype” of
paintings representing workers’ manifestations.465 The validity of this interpretation rests
more in the codified language of labor protest at the end of the century than in Adler’s
particular depiction of it. Adler’s painting represents the strikers—man, woman, and
child—marching in a physically close-knit procession, in somber costume, carrying large
tricolore flags and musical instruments while singing or chanting in the street. These
were the very forms the general strike had taken after the institution of the first national
“fête du travail” on May 1, 1891, and the strikes at Le Creusot adhered to and perpetuated
them. As Perrot asserts, unionization transformed strike procedure, making it more
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orderly, but ultimately the forms that strikes took were organic and developed
independent of their organizing bodies:
In the case of organised strikes … the strike could be said
to have dominated the organisation, generating its own
forms. The union itself was often merely its creature, born
through and for it, living off its success and being killed off
by its failure; and if it tended to free itself from its
guardianship, in order to assert itself more fully, this was
only the better to serve the needs occasioned by its
assumption in a general strike.466

In 1899, organized labor had established its “final” form, and Adler’s contemporary
history painting assimilated that form into a depiction of the strike that vacillates between
the specific and the general.
Representing the Crowd
Perhaps the “mechanical” aspect of the strikers to whom Geffroy refers in his
review pertained to the orderliness of the procession, a crowd of compact, interwoven
bodies that forms the strike.467 The close ranks are knit together through linked arms and
punctuated with standard-bearers porting the tricolore. Several figures in the crowd raise
one arm above their heads. Two men in the foreground march with hands clasped
together, one man with his arms around the shoulders of the other, showing that the strike
procession inspires expressions of fraternal affection. Their physical unions and the
mirroring of their gestures are symbolic of their collective refusal to accept low wages,
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and it is also the literal iteration of their organizing body. The interlocking of physical
forms and the general closeness between bodies in the crowd in La Grève à Le Creusot
illuminates Elias Canetti’s assertion in Crowds and Power that “[the] crowd loves
density. It can never feel too dense. Nothing must stand between its parts or divide them;
everything must be the crowd itself.”468
Photographs and press illustrations from June through October 1899 show the
strike procession to be a much looser configuration of assembled bodies than in Adler’s
painting. A photograph taken from a hillside above the Route de Couches in Le Creusot,
with the factories stretching out along another low hill on the opposite side of the road,
captures an all-male cortége organized in rows about four to five men across [Fig. 159].
They maintain enough distance between them that they occupy most of the width of the
road. The men in the frontmost line captured in the photograph are carrying drums, and
the men in the row behind them carry brass instruments. Behind them, five flag bearers
take up a wide swathe of space separating these two front rows from the long line of men
marching behind, which stretches beyond the edge of the photograph. The photographer
is at a much greater remove from the scene than Adler places his viewer, a viewpoint
which probably more closely approximates the artist’s actual position when viewing the
strike procession than the painting suggests. An illustration entitled “At Creusot, the
Heralds of the Strike” (“Au Creusot, Les hérauts de la grève”) from the September 30,
1899 issue of L’Illustration, drawing by Georges Scott and print by L. Tilly [Fig. 160],
moves closer to the strike action, placing the viewer at ground-level with the strikers and
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reverses the trajectory of the June photo and Adler’s painting, showing the marchers
moving from right to left. A man with a drum walks just ahead of a line of four flag
carriers, just one of them a woman. Compared to the stoic male faces around her, the
woman’s cartoonish face bears a joyous smile as she totes her flag with the word
“citoyennes” emblazoned visibly across it. In a drawing reproduced in the October 7,
1899 issue of Le Monde Illustré, the central figures are diminutive compared to the
massive flags they carry, which stretch to the upper border of the image [Fig. 161]. The
majority of flag bearers here are women, though men walk amongst them. Those carrying
flags lead the procession made up of a more compact mass of marchers, leaving a great
deal of space between them at the head of the crowd. Some scattered bystanders, mostly
children, stand around and watch the procession as it moves, apparently slowly, past.
In comparison with these representations of the strikes at Le Creusot, it is clear
that Adler exaggerated the proximity of the flag-carriers both to each other and to the rest
of the crowd in order to create the impression of a single unified body. He exaggerates
the physical interconnectedness of the crowd and depicts it in a moment of aggressive
animation not captured in these other sources. It is only in a print by Raymond of a
drawing by M. Flasschoën entitled “At Le Creusot, popular manifestations” in L’Univers
illustré on October 7, 1899 [Fig. 162] that the marchers—here all male—are shown in a
more disorderly and compact mass—though still more loosely assembled than Adler’s
interwoven figures—punctuated with performative gestures like the raising of a hat or a
fist into the air. The L’Univers illustré image portrays a striking crowd that is more
organically structured and physically animated than the other images. Adler’s painting
220

similarly emphasizes the organic formation of the strikers but exaggerates their physical
union to convey the idea of the crowd as physically and ideologically unified.
Canetti’s discussion of the equality generated within the crowd further addresses
the painting’s physical echoes and entanglements: “Within the crowd there is equality.
This is absolute and indisputable and never questioned by the crowd itself. It is of
fundamental importance and one might even define a crowd as a state of absolute
equality. A head is a head, an arm is an arm, and differences between individual heads
and arms are irrelevant.”469 Perrot too raises the issue of equality within the crowd,
writing that these types of demonstrations go “beyond levels of skill or wage differentials
to bring out that common denominator which is simply the condition of being a wagelaborer, of being exploited. It dissolves differences in an equality of refusal. The
spectacle of well-filled halls and well-attended demonstrations cements unity and tends to
produce the comforting feeling that ‘We are many’.”470 Perrot here draws on Canetti’s
definition of the “Prohibition Crowd,” one of five types he identifies,
which contrary to appearances … never really comes from
outside, but always originates in some need in those it
affects. As soon as the prohibition has been enunciated the
crowd begins to form. Its members all refuse to do what the
outside world expects them to do. What, till then, they had
done without any fuss, as if it was natural to them and not
at all difficult, they now suddenly refuse to do in any
circumstances; and the firmness of their refusal is the
measure of their togetherness.471
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The strike, he proposes, is the most salient example of a prohibition crowd in the modern
era. Despite the potential inequalities of the type of work done and pay received, the
strike binds the crowd together in a common refusal to work. “But when a strike breaks
out,” Canetti writes, “the workers’ equality becomes far more stringent. It consists then in
their common refusal to continue work; and this refusal is something which permeates
the whole man. The conviction created by a prohibition on work is both keen and
strongly resistant.”472
The stylistic and formal features of the painting correspond to its ideological
features—the manner in which Adler represents the unification of the crowd speaks to the
shared ideology of the crowd and its formal self-expression. Though Adler places the
viewer on the same physical level as the crowd, this is not the kind of crowd where the
viewer is assimilated into “experience of spontaneous encounter, of the visual and
sometimes almost physical collision with others we experience on the sidewalk and
attendant phenomenological and psychological frisson” that Alsdorf writes “was one of
the central ‘aspects of Parisian life’ that defined [Pierre Bonnard’s] approach to the
street.”473 Like Bonnard, Adler gives his viewer access to the “sidewalk theater,” but the
performance here is organized rather than haphazard. The sense of unity between bodies
is achieved not only through interlocking and proximate forms but through a
monochrome palette applied with gestural, visible brushstrokes that often apply the
pigment thinly to reveal the support below. De Vorney, in the February 22, 1906 issue of
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La XIX siècle, described Adler as a “colorist like [Eugène] Carrière, with brown, gray,
and a few touches of claret,” referring to the painter who at the end of the century
developed a soft, hazy painting style dominated by a monochrome palette for which he is
now well-known, as a 2006 article in The Guardian asserts: “Throughout France, on the
walls of municipal galleries, there are one or two quiet canvases in greys and browns,
immediately recognizable.”474 De Vorney also noted the painting’s facture, writing that
“… [Adler] uses a very broad and free technique.”475
In his analysis of Alfred Roll’s Strike of the Miners, Marnin Young looks to
critical reviews of the painting, which uniformly comment upon the darkness of its
palette and thus its similarity to the late Courbet, to demonstrate that “the tone of the
painting matched the tone of the subject,” that is, a “coal-black” painting well represented
a scene of coal miners in a coalfield.476 There are similar issues at stake in The Strike at
Le Creusot, which, while not exploring the metonymy of black paint and coal-black in
the manner of Roll or Constantin Meunier, does deal in somber tones that visually unify
the dark clothing of the entangled mass, the dirty and dusty conditions of the industrial
surroundings, including what a reviewer in the April 7, 1900 issue of La Petite
République described as “the black walls of the factory,” and the polluted air. In Le Salon
de 1900: L’Exposition décennale, critic Henri Franz evokes the tonal darkness of the
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scene, connecting its somber coloring to its emotional inflection. He notes the darkness of
the factories and the atmosphere, as well as that of the strikers’ clothing:
On a somber horizon of black hills, the chimneys whose
heavy smoke darkens the atmosphere, a herd of men and
women advance, singing, with large banners deployed. In
the midst of all these black clothes, only the flags bring a
bit of color. The general harmony of this painting suffices
to document to us all the sadness of this scene, to show us
the anguish of hunger that is read on all the faces tense with
exasperation.477

Lavin uses similar language to Young when she describes The Strike of Le Creusot, as
having “the dark manner” and “the ‘dirty’ matter.”478 The painting as an object and the
scene of the painting both look dark and dirty; however, it is enlivened by the frequent
touches of red and the subtle light blue of the dawn sky. The tricolore hanging on their
tall poles also rather vivid counterpoints to the dark silhouettes of the factory roofs and
chimneys. Despite these touches of color, Franz wondered if the physical and emotional
darkness of the scene weren’t “too realist.”479
In his field notes from Le Creusot [Fig. 163], Adler wrote his observations in a
series of short sentence fragments that focused primarily on color and tonal relationships:
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“…the mass is blackish stained with the red dresses of the women. Dark blue blouses.
Women bearing children. Light on black. They come almost all with arms dangling. Very
sober gestures. A very determined air. Wild red roses in the buttonhole. Lots of red ties.
Old women holding flags.”480 He reduces the mass, as he conceives of it, to a unified
darkness interspersed with flashes of light and color. Bright faces and arms against dark
clothing, blazing streaks of red breaking up the monochrome. Lavin writes of Adler’s
later paintings Mining Country and Soup for the Poor [Fig. 164] as evolving the
relationship between materiality and ideology at play in The Strike at Le Creusot: “The
palette has darkened further, the forward movement has given way to a trampling and the
group no longer splits the canvas from front to back or from back to front but cuts it back
and forth, frontally, almost filling its entire surface, evacuating any object other than
bodies.”481 These bodies, she argues, become untethered from the physical space of the
street as we see in The Strike at Le Creusot, “… here nothing anchors the bodies in space
except the canvas—or a social identification.”482 Lavin posits that the bodies are
anchored in space not only through the dark paint that blends their bodies into a single
mass on the canvas, but also their “social identification.” Indeed, the crowd in The Strike
at Le Creusot exists in the space of the street and follows a trajectory determined by the
structure of its environment. However, through the dark palette of brown, black, and
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gray, Adler visually unifies a crowd that unifies itself through the flashes of red that break
up the tonal monotony.
In his discussion of Roll’s Strike of the Miners, Young raises yet another issue
salient to a discussion of The Strike at Le Creusot: the “intertwining strands of
photography, Realism, and time.”483 Young cites a critical review of Roll’s painting by
Paul Mantz, in which, he points out, Mantz repeats his own earlier review of Courbet’s
Stonebreakers, that is staggeringly similar to reviews of Adler’s painting with regard to
the idea of photographic motion and stillness.484 Young quotes Mantz’s review of Roll’s
painting thusly: “All the characters, intimidated by the painter’s gaze, look as if they are
posing in front of the camera lens. Roll seems to have scared the miners with a terrible
‘Don’t move!’ and the dramatic feeling becomes frozen.”485 Geffroy observed this
stillness, characterizing it as a “pictorial defect” about which he must address the painter:
The crowd does not pass me, it is motionless. The people
are fixed in their attitudes, their expressions, they don’t act,
they pose. They have been done one after the other. Each
one could keep a distinctive character, give a hint of an
expression, while participating in the action of the group. It
was necessary, by the modeling, by the frisson of the paint,
to animate each silhouette and not harden it.486
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Geffroy equates this static nature with a kind of falseness—a posing instead of an action.
He also criticizes Adler’s technique as not painterly enough, lacking the “frisson” to
suggest animation in the expressions and movements of the figures. In essence, the work
is not impressionistic enough—it does not aim to visually equate the speed of recording
with the speed of perception and does not adequately mimic the optical experience of
motion. It is thus too rigidly academic, too contrived in three months of labor in the
studio. In his article “The Salon of 1900” in the April 6, 1900 issue of Le Temps, one M.
Thiebault-Sisson describes a similar frozen effect in Adler’s painting, using photographic
analogy: “…this parade, which could be tragic, does not move. … [T]he composition, as
a whole, is frozen. All these mouths are open and do not cry; all these heads, individually
drawn, are monotonous and arbitrary in accent. The effect of the picture, from a distance,
is that of a snapshot, but a snapshot whose image has been veiled.”487 The exact meaning
of the last part of Thiebault-Sisson’s statement is difficult to parse—one possible
interpretation is that he is commenting on the stark contrast of darks and lights in the
painting, which from a distance can lose nuance and appear like a black-and-white
photograph. In saying that the “image has been veiled” (“le cliché serait voilé”) he
possibly means that this tonal reduction makes the image illegible. It is noteworthy that
he refers to a specifically instantaneous photographic technology, the kind that Étienne-
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Jules Marey’s chronophotography of the 1880s had shown could arrest a figure midmotion.
The Strike at Le Creusot is not as black-and-white as Roll’s Strike of the Miners,
which was satirized in a cartoon as “photographie au charbon,” playing on the dark
black-and-white coloring of the painting and product of coal mining used in black-andwhite photography; however, the issue of the photographic instant is at stake in critical
language that associates snapshot photography with the appearance of arrested motion.
Thiebault-Sisson’s commentary implies that a clarity detail “individually drawn” heads,
which contributes to the frozen effect, is too photographic and could have been mitigated
with a painterly blur of faces as can be seen in The Ferrer Demonstration. De Vorney’s
review demonstrates, in its divergence from the above impressions, that the “snapshot
effect” contributed to the affective properties of the painting. He insists that Adler painted
“without dramatizing the worker into theatrical attitudes, stinking of pose and puffiness,”
and that he effectively showed the worker “by turns sad and dejected, cheeky and fierce,
tender and melancholic—but always deeply moving. It is life, real life, real pain, real
courage, real disillusionment, real joy, real resignation, that we see, that we feel, on
everyone’s faces, in all gestures.”488 Candar also describes the grave, somber expressions
of the marchers and the hands that bespeak daily labor in a bleak environment: “The
faces are grave, almost somber, the hands, visible, recall daily labor, like factory
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chimneys, inflexible vertical cylinders with which the flags protruding from the frame
above compete.”489 Though the young boy carrying the drum, like the child street urchin
Gavroche from Les Miserables, can see in these faces the hope for social
emancipation.490 Geffroy observes the simultaneity of suffering and hope—the merging
of today’s reality with tomorrow’s possibility—in the severe expression of the frontmost
female flag-bearer.491
In Roll’s painting, as Young convincingly elucidates, this temporal halting carries
political weight, in that “the freezing and arresting of pictorial time … might just have
functioned as an analogue for the time of the strike itself.”492 He identifies a simultaneous
moment of action in Strike of the Miners—a “double arrest” wherein the gendarme cuffs
the miner on the right, and on the left the wife of a miner grabs his arm as he prepares to
launch a piece of coal in the direction of the gendarme—arguing that “[t]he core meaning
of the painting can be located only in the contradictory moment between the arrest of
work (the ongoing strike) and the arrest of the strike (the police intervention), between
narrative temporality and stasis, between one form of stoppage and another.”493 The
strike represents a “state of suspension” between the time of productive work and the
idleness of the strike, and by virtue of representing a strike, Roll’s painting “implies the
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politically charged temporal dialectic of work and the idling of work.”494 Adler’s painting
of course also depicts a strike, and does so in a comparably Realist manner in terms of its
dark, “dirty” materiality and particular time register that is, as Young identifies,
“extended, durational, or repetitive” and especially concerned with “time as experienced
or lived.”495 While this reading raises several issues at stake in The Strike at Le Creusot,
it cannot be cleanly applied to it because of the different forms the strike takes in each
painting.
Adler’s strikers are different from Roll’s, who are gathered in a loose
congregation of simultaneous narratives. There are, as mentioned above, the twinned
moments of frozen action where one miner’s wife holds him back from launching a
chunk of coal while another has shackles placed on his wrist; there are also passages of
extended idleness, as with the seated miner who sits facing out toward the viewer,
wearing a dejected expression as he slumps forward with his chin rested in his hand.
Some figures, like the seated mother holding her baby close to her exposed chest, appear
absorbed in their own mental landscape, staring at nothing in particular, while others—
such as the young boy sitting in the empty coal wagon—watch specific moments of
action around them. Others yet are too far away from either of these central points of
action to observe them, lost in their own pockets of the disorderly crowd. Adler’s strike is
not a loose assemblage of figures with competing narratives, and the action, however
“frozen,” is not stalled at a narratively pregnant moment. The strike here is not idle but
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active, and the figures are unified in that activity. Young looks at the time of the strike as
an interval of non-work, but Adler’s painting complicates that dialectic by presenting the
strike as an organized activity with structured formal elements. Non-work here does not
take the form of Roll’s chaotic idleness—it has taken an orderly and animated form, one
which persists for a given period of time and then repeats itself in daily intervals. We
know from Adler’s notes that there were gendarmes present at the Le Creusot scene who
blocked the road on horseback; however, he presents no such obstacles in the painting so
as to give the sense of a constant forward movement.
In The Strike at Le Creusot, he places the viewer about the same distance away
from the marching strikers as the group of women and children watching the procession
from the other side of the road. He identifies himself and the viewer with these figures—
the viewer is insinuated as a gawker, a badaud. But, to return to Alsdorf, are these
spectators “repellant?” Are they “embodiments of our guilt when seeking entertainment
in others’ misfortunes?” Would the viewer at the 1900 Salon des Artistes français
identify politically with the strikers, or with the gendarmes Adler strategically chose not
to depict? Would the striking mass of Le Creusot be seen as an inspiring sign of the
emancipation of the working class, or as a threatening reminder of the crowd’s potential
for insurrection?
As for Adler, he was sympathetic to his subjects. The son of a shopkeeper in the
rural Franche-Comté, his roots were humble. Having been trained at the Académie Julian
and the École de Beaux-Arts, he was friends with Zola and Steinlen. As Tillier has
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argued, Adler portrays his workers as heroic.496 It also paints a picture of daily life that is
exhausting and monotonous, as in The Weary, and often one that is filled with the
sufferings of poverty, as in Soup for the Poor. These are sympathetic views that elevate
the working poor, as did Courbet’s Stonbreakers, to the level of history. This deep
interest in work drove Adler to the scene of the strike at Le Creusot. When viewed in the
context of Adler’s other large-scale images of labor, it is clear that The Strike at Le
Creusot frames resistance as a part of that labor. With the abundance of strikes in this
period, and their legality, they were as essential to an overall picture of the social
conditions of labor at the turn of the century as images of muscular men shoveling coal
into a furnace.
The Forms of Resistance
The Le Creusot strikes began with what Michelle Perrot calls the “mass walk-out”
type of sudden strike, which is usually tied to an event like a notice of wage reduction. In
this case, the workers were not responding to a wage reduction but making a demand for
a wage increase. They first staged a two-day walkout before the period of daily strike
processions and union organization began. In cases like these, the workers
…stopped the machines and protested. They did so first
within the factory, either in the workshop or the yard. Then,
if their complaint achieved no results, they continued
outside, almost always in procession, singing. ... Let us ...
note the significant features of this action, namely the
procession and the singing. These are almost instinctive
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forms of demonstration. They are a way of staying together
and making a noise.497

Perrot’s use of the term “instinctiveness” suggests that the process of crowd formation is
a subconscious and organic tactic of the proletariat. The objective of the procession,
Perrot writes,
… was to carry news of the strike to the four corners of the
town, to bring the strike to the townspeople’s attention, to
alert them without frightening them, by holding peaceful,
joyful, disciplined processions, in which the group affirmed
its cohesiveness—hence a preoccupation with spectacle and
a kind of pomp which drew on both religious and military
models.498

The strike procession is thus linked simultaneously to revolutionary tradition and
patriotic displays and are first and foremost celebratory: “If revolutions are ‘life’s great
holidays’, then strikes are the proletarians’ great holiday. They bring release from the
stranglehold of rigid hours and the insistent pace of work; they introduce the freedom of
leisure time into an unremittingly exhausting existence.”499 The spectacular nature Perrot
references is key—the festival-like atmosphere echoes on one hand the previous decade
during which the tradition of the international general strike on May 1 came into being,
and on another hand the celebratory conditions of Republican festivals like the 14th of
July.
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Commenting on an engraving of the Creusot strike from Le Monde illustré, made
after a photograph dated October, at the end of the second strike, Danielle Tartakowsky
also notes that strike and celebration come together in the use of drums, bugles, and
triclore flags—all of which can be observed in July 14 celebrations.500 The abundant use
of the tricolore during celebrations of the Republic is vividly rendered in Claude Monet’s
1878 Rue Montorgueil [Fig. 165], where a view from an apartment window above the
boulevard reveals building façades densely dripping with the tricolore, above a boulevard
packed with people. Alfred-Phillippe Roll’s Bastille Day, Inauguration of the Monument
to the Republic (c. 1882) [Fig. 166] also prominently features the tricolore waving from
the tops of stationary flagpoles, teeming from elevated metal goblets, and sticking up
from the assembled crowd around the speakers’ dais. Roll further evokes the tricolore in
a palette that is predominately red, white, and blue, with accents of black and gold. There
was a July 14, 1899 celebration in Le Creusot that was recorded in a photograph,
showing a horse-drawn float strung with lanterns, festooned with bunting, and waving the
tricolore. The inclusion of the three-colored flag was not a symbolic invention of the
artist in praise of the Republic, but a faithful recording of strike conditions; what this
reveals is that the strike had taken on some of the forms and symbols of the Republican
celebration. The performance of celebration and dissent had become intermingled.
Sound is a fundamental means by which strikers unify themselves, and its
depiction is one of the most salient features of Adler’s painting. Nearly all of the figures
with intelligible features—those whose faces do not dissolve into brush strokes as the
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painting recedes into space—join together in song, each of their mouths open wide. The
young boy trailing along the side of the procession carries a drum slung on his back. The
foremost female figure leading the procession and carrying the flag is clearly captured
mid-song, with the dark O of her mouth in sharp contrast to her brightly illuminated, pale
face. A graphite, colored pencil, and ink wash study of a man in profile with his mouth
wide open mid-song or mid-chant is evidence of the artist’s concern with the depiction of
this element [Fig. 167]. Multiple accounts of the strikes in Les Creusot and Montceaules-Mines make note of the particular sounds deployed during the strike processions,
including the use of instruments, revolutionary songs, and varied cries and chants. On
September 27, 1899, just days after the thousands-strong procession through Les Creusot,
Le Petit Parisien reported on the use of musicians to lead the procession to and from the
public meeting—music marked the beginning and end of the strike action—as well as the
use of bugles and drums to accompany the various impassioned cries of the crowd:
It is four o’clock. The workers, fewer in number than the
previous days, gathered in Place de la Molette and, in close
rows, with flags and bugles at the front, went to the Place
du Guide, where a public meeting was held. … At the end
of the meeting, the drums and bugles sounded and the flag
beat, and the enthusiastic crowd make an immense racket.
… The procession then marched past Mr. Schneider’s
home; the strikers’ bugles rang out the charge and the
workers shouted various cries.501
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“Au Creusot,” Le Petit Parisien, September 27, 1899. “Il est quatre heures. Les ouvriers, en moins grand
nombre toutefois que les jours précédents, se sont rassemblés place de la Molette et, en rangs serrés,
drapeaux et clairons en tête, se sont rendus sur la place du Guide, où a eu lieu une reunion publique. … A
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In its dispatch from the front lines at Le Creusot on the 29th of September, reported on the
30th, Le Petit Parisien recounts the strategic implementation of sound in the processions
to and from the central meeting place where the strikers gathered to hear the delegates
from Montceau-les-Mines deliver speeches.502 The Petit Parisien’s report from Le
Creusot on the evening of October 3rd gestures toward the ritualistic nature of the strike
procession when it comments that the strikers “headed with all the usual equipment
towards the Place de la Molette.”503 Sound erupted as soon as the strikers arrived in the
square: “The head of the procession stopped in the middle of the square, and all the
strikers marched to the dazzling threads of their brass band and their bugles, shouting
various cries.”504
One soldier named Landrevau, writing from Montceau-les-Mines on June 15,
1899, emphasized the elements of sound during the strike procession, mentioning the
drums and bugles that accompanied the traditional protest songs. In his letter, Landrevau
implies that these sounds, made at all hours of the day and night, were a nuisance in their
constancy. This observation suggests that the strikers were deploying sound as a mode of
disruptive resistance:
Day and night the strikers never cease to circulate in the
streets with flag, drum and bugle, they sing the
Marseillaise, the Carmagnole, until one day all the women
of the silk factory were in rank. There were at least two
hundred of them, without lying to you, who paraded
together in the streets with their flags, singing and
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dancing. It’s a play that in some time we will be able to
play in theaters. 505

The article reports on the afternoon strike in which the columns of strikers “marched to
the sound of drums and bugles” on their entry into the square where they met the
delegates. The strikers’ shouts of “vive la grève” punctuated the delegates’ speeches to
the crowd. Perrot reports that of 164 demonstrations in which singing was reported, “La
Marseillaise” was reported in sixty-four of them, and “La Carmagnole,” which
Landrevau mentions, in thirty-six.506 The popularity of “La Carmagnole” started to
overtake “La Marseillaise” between 1887 and 1890, when “twenty-three Carmagnoles are
recorded, as against twenty-one Marseillaises!”507 Steinlen’s La Carmagnole from an
1894 issue of Le Chambard Socialiste depicts a bare-breasted woman donning a Phrygian
bonnet singing as she strides forward toward the viewer, backed by a sea of singing
workers marching in step [Fig. 168]. The silhouettes of their raised fists and tools are
black against the horizon. Music also accompanied the procession as it left the square, as
this report from Le Petit Parisien on the 29th of September tells us:
Just before two o’clock, the city streets start to come alive.
Groups go to the garden at Place du Guide, where a large
outdoor meeting is to take place. Columns of strikers soon
arrived, in rows of four and marching to the sounds of
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drums and bugles. At the head of one of these columns,
four women carry large flags, and their copper points reach
the telegraph wires. Children also carry flags. … The
meeting ends with other speeches made by workers who
advocate the continuation of the strike and whose words are
supported by cries of “Long live the strike!” … The strikers
withdraw with their flags and the sounds of drums and
bugles.508

Another report from later on the night of September 29 related the arrest of one François
Mangy from Montceau-les-Mines for nocturnal noise, an incident which reveals one way
the strikers used sound as a method of resistance that extended beyond peaceful protest
into the realm of criminality. The inverse was also true, as the reporter for Le Petit
Parisien equated silence with lack of conflict in another strike report from earlier that
same day. The article describes the previous night as having been “the quietest in the
world,” with nothing “[disturbing] the silence that reigned at Le Creusot from ten in the
evening.” The “fear” of “noisy demonstrations” was abated as “all conflicts were
resolved.”509
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Another prominent visually unifying characteristic of the strike, and of the crowd
in The Strike at Le Creusot, is the tricolore flag, six in total in the painting, carried on tall
poles whose rigid verticality echoes the factory smokestacks in the distance, reinforcing
in one respect the relationship between industrial labor and the “progress” of the republic;
on another face, this vertical repetition draws attention to the dreariness of the landscape
and the oppression of the workers who occupy the factories. The use of the tricolore in
The Strike at Le Creusot is a factual detail corroborated by the Le Monde illustré
engraving and associated photograph from June 1899, which also show women carrying
the tricolore flag throughout the assembled mass.
In the painting, the flag toted by the frontmost female figure is cut off by the top
border of the canvas at the point where its red bottom transitions to the white stripe; the
mostly excised white and blue stripes emphasize the remaining swathe of red fabric,
which suggests the red flag of socialism associated with images of the “Marianne
sociale” of the Commune and anarchist imagery. The flag is so reduced to its red bottom
segment that Richard Thomson missed the hint of the above registers, describing “a
woman at the head of the demonstration, holding aloft the red flag.”510 The line
demarcating where the figure’s bright red sash begins to wrap around her torso from her
shoulder almost lines up exactly with the edge of the flag as its draped end disappears
behind her back, giving the illusion that her body is wrapped in the red fabric of the flag,
which would hint at further revolutionary meaning. In a rich description of the work,
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Gilles Candar meditates on the important visual dimensions of this mostly-red tricolore,
which he argues evokes the red of the worker’s blood and whose vivid hue vibrates
against the muddy, monochromatic world of the workers’ toil that Geffroy so poetically
evokes in his own description of the painting. The red and the black of the frontmost
figure’s ensemble carry a “revolutionary spirit,” Candar argues, which runs directly
counter to the procession’s orderly “republican character.” That orderliness, presided
over by the tricolore, “did not signify the absence of tensions,” Candar writes:
The tricolor flag is all the same red, red with the blood of
the worker, … very popular in the world of workers,
replaced more and more by the L’Internationale. … Red is
the only vivid color in a brownish universe where
everything refers to the hard life of workers evoked by
Gustave Geffroy. In addition, the red of the central flag is
illuminated by the rising sun, and the woman who wears it,
figurehead of the parade, proudly wears a black coat and
red scarf … colors steadfastly carrying revolutionary
hope.511

As Candar’s analysis suggests, the legality of the strike, or its generalized relationship to
the Third Republic’s heroization of labor as a beacon of state progress, did not negate the
obvious tensions at work. These tensions do in fact charge the red bottom third of the flag
in the painting’s foreground with potential revolutionary meaning.
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The tricolore itself was not a symbol with a straightforward meaning in these
years; though it takes pride of place in La Grève à Le Creusot, it is also central to
depictions of the shooting massacre at the May 1st celebration-protest in Fourmies in
1901. It is important to note that gendarmes were a constant presence during the ongoing
strikes at Le Creusot, but Adler chose not to acknowledge their presence in the painting.
He removes the presence of authority, describing the space of the Le Creusot street as the
physical and ideological domain of the protestors, gathered thousands strong against their
powerful employer. About Félix Vallotton’s woodcut The Manifestation [Fig. 169],
Richard Thomson writes: “The crowd manifests only one expression—terror—and one
action—flight. However, the range of types—elderly bourgeois, chic young women,
prolos, pastry-cook and nursemaid—militates against unanimity of motive on the part of
the crowd, and thus against the justice of the unseen but implicitly repressive police.”512
The print is an indictment of the police in response to the threat of the crowd. He calls
The Manifestation “a curtly troubling image of oppressive control.”513
Regardless of their choice of the tricolore flag over the red socialist or anarchist
flag, the strikers were still treated as a threat to civic order. Thompson attributes this
threat posed by the crowd to the collective consciousness of the French nineteenth
century wherein there existed a “historical sense” that the country—particularly Paris—
“had functioned in twenty-year cycles, with revolution and bloodshed every two decades.
It had been the crowd that had either toppled the regime, or so threatened it that the
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crowd had to be repressed, in 1830, 1848 and 1871. By this reckoning, the likelihood that
the 1890s would see a similar reaction seemed sure.”514 The time itself seemed pregnant
with insurrectionary possibility, as “[m]emories of the Commune and its destructive
impact on civil order were thus structural in French crowd psychology.”515 In her study of
the theme of the crowd in Félix Vallotton’s woodcuts for his novels La vie meurtrîere
(The Murderous Life), Alsdorf refers to the “physical and psychological pressure of
human proximity”516 in the crowd, an effect similar to that which Thomson argues
“threatened social disruption by the crudest of political forces: sheer physical mass. …
The crowd was both a product of and a danger to modernity.”517 He describes the
potential of pure proximity to change the psychology of the individual: “The crowd was
dangerous because within it the individual loses rationality and personality, becoming
part of the collective, a mass that has its own being: in other words, ‘a psychological
crowd.’ ... In this hallucinatory state the psychological crowd can easily be led, especially
by a single, dominant leader.”518
Letters from the soldiers stationed at the sites of strikes such as Montceau-lesMines and Le Creusot reveal the tensions—sometimes expressed through physical
violence—between the strikers and the army, and, in some cases, between the strikers and
those who continued to work or endeavor to work in the strikers’ place. In a letter written
from Puits Jules-Chagot, on April 18, 1901, a soldier and photographer named Chopard
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Léopold derides the strikers as “reptiles” who “one only sees in good weather.”519 He
describes them brandishing both the red and black flags, and harassing the strikebreaking workers to the point that they needed military escorts out of the factory and to
their homes. “Strikers are arrested daily,” he wrote.520 A letter dated April 2, 1901,
Léopold, who was stationed at the striking region of Montceau-les-Mines, describes an
almost comedic melee between strikers and the army. Angered that the army was
requiring a certificate to enter Montceau, strikers were climbing the walls and trying to
get in by force, being chased across the meadow by soldiers with bayonets. One woman
got caught in a bush, and when she finally freed herself, she was promptly arrested for
shouting insults at the army. He describes another incident in which “the reds,” meaning
the strikers, took a “yellow”—a woman they believed to be still working—and “cut her
hair flush.” In yet another clash between strikers and the gendarmes during which the
soldiers were “overwhelmed by the crowd,” the gendarmes used their sabers to cut the
ears of two strikers and remove the ear of another.521 In an undated letter from Le
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Creusot, Landrevau describes a violent clash between the strikers and the army that broke
out after the employer refused to accept a demand the strikers had presented. An angry
crowd headed toward the door of the forge, which was being guarded by soldiers from
the 29th regiment. “There were strikers wounded, soldiers disarmed, a gendarme’s leg
was broken. Firecrackers were launched at the mounted gendarmerie who guarded the
door of the Directorate. It was almost a civil war.”522
Landrevau attests to the fact that the Le Creusot strikes were not always as orderly
and nonviolent the procession in Adler’s portrayal. This charges Adler’s image with a
potential for violence that the viewing public—aware of the ongoing crisis at Le Creusot
and numerous sites like it across the country, as well as in the capital—would have
perceived. The relative nonviolence of the Le Creusot strikes, which resolved favorably
for the strikers through the peaceful negotiation between union delegates and the
employer, is nonetheless remarkable. The events at Le Creusot prove that strikes can
occur without extreme violence breaking out between protestors and the authorities, and
may end in peaceful resolution; however, conflict is an ever-present threat even when
resistance takes the form of the orderly procession. Adler embeds this threat in the
symbol of the hawthorn branch that refers back to massacre at Fourmies on May 1, 1891,

dire d’une de ceux qui travaillant actuellement, ils l’ont prise, et lui ont coupé les cheveaux à ras. Samedi
matin dans Montceau, aux environs de la gar, les gendarmes étant débordés par la foule, ont été obliges de
metter sabre au clair, et one coupé 2 oreilles aux grêvistes et en ont décollé un autre.”
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reminding the viewer that the army is capable of gunning down young protestors in the
street during a public demonstration. There is at least one example of such a branch used
in an anarchist image drawn by Adler’s friend Théophile-Alexandre Steinlen. The female
allegory in Steinlen’s First of May from Le Chambard socialiste from April 20, 1894,
wearing only a crimson cape and matching Phrygian cap, leads a marching mass of
international workers that extends as far as the eye can see into the distant landscape [Fig.
170]. She carries above her head not the red flag, but a branch. The relationship of this
figure to both revolutionary and Republican allegory complicates how it can be read
politically.
The prominent repetition of the red, white, and blue flag in the painting could be
said to celebrate a republic that glorified work as a symbol of social progress “on which
the dream of social justice is based.”523 This might be the case were it not for the fact that
in 1899 the tricolore flew over a nation torn asunder by the Dreyfus Affair; if the flag in
the painting was meant to celebrate the Republic, it was celebrating a Republic deeply
divided. While several scholars have shown that the working class did not necessarily
feel solidarity with Dreyfus, given that Dreyfus was a soldier and a part of the
bourgeoisie, the same public figures who fought on behalf of Dreyfus also worked toward
the emancipation of workers.524 Jean Jaurès, for example, was a staunch advocate for
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strikers and for Dreyfus. Waldeck-Rousseau pioneered the syndicate law in 1884, and
pardoned Dreyfus on September 19, 1899. Minister of War Galliffet declared “the
incident is over,” on September 21st, and the apex of the Le Creusot strike was the 24th of
that month. Adler was close friends with Zola, who was in exile in England at the time of
the Le Creusot strike. His other anarchist friends, like Steinlen, were staunch
Dreyfusards. The marked ambivalence of the painting, with its coexistent joy and
suffering, oppression and agency, would have extended to a commentary on the Dreyfus
Affair. With the Affair looming, La Grève à Le Creusot could scarcely stand in blind
praise of the fraught Republic.
The Striking Woman and the ‘Social Marianne’
That the frontmost female figure wavers between realism and allegory also
complicates the notion of the strikers’ relationship to the Republic; in many scholarly
accounts she is Liberty scaling the barricades in Eugéne Delacroix’s Liberty Leading the
People of 1830, and in others she is a “social Marianne” of the type Maurice Agulhon
theorized in Marianne into Battle. The actual leadership of women in the Le Creusot
strike challenges the allegorical element in the painting, but these comparisons are
nevertheless repeatedly thrust upon her in interpretation after interpretation. And these
allegories cannot be neutralized by the mere choice of a tricolore flag over the red flag of
socialism, they are resinous with revolutionary innuendo.

politics (London; New York: Longman, 1996). See also Tom Conner, The Dreyfus Affair and the Rise of
the French Public Intellectual (McFarland, 2014).
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Bertrand Tillier acknowledges the way in which, as Candar also observes, the
bright red scarf and mostly red flag carried by the frontmost and most central female
figure in The Strike at Le Creusot become imbued with a revolutionary symbolism when
contrasted against the monochrome of the industrially ravaged landscape and the
darkness of her robes.525 With this point conceded, however, he argues that Adler’s
choice to depict the tricolore rather than the red socialist flag resists any comparison with
the types of female allegories used in anti-Republican and anarchist imagery—and in fact
resists any kind of ambiguity about his loyalty to the Republic in the age of Dreyfus.526
Tillier is in excellent company in invoking Agulhon’s “Marianne,” as do Richard
Thomson, Gilles Candar, and Laurent Bihl in their respective analyses.527 These citations
of Agulhon come without deeper explanation of his theorization of the “Marianne
sociale,” a symbolically fraught figure which dates to the 1790s and crops up again in the
imagery of 1830, 1848, and 1871: “The Republic was represented in hundreds of
different ways ranging from paintings in the grand manner of caricatures and graffiti,
from the marble monument destined to defy the passing of time to an ordinary woman
donning its attributes to play the role for two short hours—in sum, from grand art to the
‘live tableau.’”528
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The figure in Adler’s painting may easily be described as the kind of “living
allegory” Agulhon accounts for in each revolutionary iteration: “There were also live
allegories. Again we find a tendency to single out militant women, especially if they are
beautiful, and to adorn and exhibit them as flag bearers.”529 While Adler’s figure is
clearly an older woman with a harshness to her features that resists the categorization of
“beautiful,” she is indeed a militant flag bearer. So too does she lead her compatriots in
song, as did the young actress known as Rachel in the first part of century, who we can
look to as an example of living allegory: “Furthermore, the tradition introduced by
Rachel when she sang the Marseillaise was also revived. ...Rosalie Bordas also knew
how to sing or declaim the Marseillaise after the manner of Rachel, that is in a long gown
in the classical style and swathed in a flag. Eye-witnesses were well aware that she sang
as a militant and that the pose was that of a quasi-allegorical figure.”530 According to
these traditions, Adler’s woman might indeed be reasonably called a “Marianne sociale.”
Yet there are further dimensions to this classification that complicate the relationship
between this figure and the idea of the Republic.
First of all, as Agulhon illuminates, there was since the 1790s an ongoing debate
about the appropriateness of either gender to represent the Republic. He argues that
pervasive misogyny in the “phallocratic” culture of the nineteenth century made it so that
the personification of the Republic as Marianne, rather than the strong masculine
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Hercules that was another constantly revived symbol, “was a considerable handicap for
it.”531 He continues:
The particular note of scornful bitterness in the antiRepublican insult can only be fully appreciated in this
context. In this respect one thing that is striking is the
persistence of the theme of the prostitute: at the beginning
of the century it went without saying, for reactionaries, that
‘goddesses of Reason’ were whores; by the end of the
century there were no more goddesses but Marianne
reigned and she was ‘naturally’ called a woman selling her
favours every time that the State could be reproached for
any weakness, compromise or alleged corruption.532

Critic Jules Rais in a 1900 issue of Le Siécle writes that the frontmost female figure in
Adler’s painting resembles the figure of Liberty in Eugéne Delacroix’s Liberty Leading
the People, an observation carried forward by Amélie Lavin and Vincent Chambarlhac
respectively in 2019.533 Recalling Delacroix’s Liberty, Lavin writes, Adler’s figure lends
the painting “a life, a tragic accent.”534 She argues that the pained expression on the
woman’s face in The Strike at Le Creusot operates synecdochally as the anger and
suffering of the group and the working world.535 Pierre Sesmat has similarly posed the
question of whether this “modern Liberty” is not taken directly from Delacroix’s
allegory.
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What can we make of the fact that critics and scholars repeatedly turn to these two
references, to a specific revolutionary allegory produced in 1830 and a more generic
allegory generated during each of France’s Revolutions? Thomson also refers to her as
“the opposite of Joan of Arc,” an historical figure whose allegorical evocation implies the
force of a nation united: “Anonymous she may be, but Adler’s flag-bearer typifies the
radical actuality, not the mere symbolism, of the French proletariat on strike. Leading the
forces of the oppressed, of social change, rather than the forces of a unified nation, of
social order….”536 Thomson also raises the important point that Adler’s painting depicts
real historical actors, however anonymous. There is a sense that these comparisons are
made all too easily without critical appreciation of the multivalent historical meanings of
the figure of Marianne or Liberty, especially in the visual rhetoric of the Commune and
fin-de-siècle anarchism. It is necessary to disambiguate the figure of Delacroix’s Liberty
as well as “Marianne sociale” in order to understand how these allegorical meanings
confronted the reality of the female proletariat as part of—and leaders of—the
insurrectionary crowd.
In his study of gendered figures in revolutionary and socialist allegory, Mitchell
Hobsbawm describes Delacroix’s Liberty as “as a woman of the people, belonging to the
people, at ease among the people.”537 According to Hobsbawm’s analysis, “the novelty of
Delacroix’ Liberty therefore lies in the identification of the nude female figure with a real
woman of the people, an emancipated woman, and one playing an active—indeed a
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leading—role in the movement of men.”538 Hobsbawm also points to the use of “actual
women of the working classes” in the new socialist iconography of the later nineteenth
century, who were “quite different from the militant girls of the Paris Commune”: “The
typical image of the proletarian woman has been desexualized and hides behind the
clothes of poverty. She is spirit, not body.”539
Hobsbawm’s description of the proletarian female figure in socialist iconography
as older, more chaste, and fully clothed in comparison to the radical nudity of Delacroix’s
Liberty does seem pertinent to a reading of Adler’s foremost female figure, who is fully
cloaked in black; however, Agulhon’s response to Hobsbawm’s article asserts that, even
when fully clothed, the female figure could still function allegorically as
Liberty: “...Liberty was portrayed either as fully clothed or as partially naked, alternatives
which rapidly took on a particular significance during the Revolution. A chastely clad
Liberty, with dignified posture and expression, corresponded to the politics of
moderation, whilst a partially naked Liberty, animated in gesture and expression, had
more radical connotations.”540 Agulhon’s reading casts Adler’s female flag bearer as the
allegory of the moderate Republic, a role he explains was increasingly complex in
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meaning after 1870.541 If the abovementioned group of scholars collectively accepts
Agulhon’s formulation of the Social Marianne and applies that formulation to the figure
of the frontal female flag bearer in The Strike at Le Creusot, it necessarily acknowledges
that the allegorical role of “Liberty-the-Republic” is both complex and unstable in its
meaning. If we are to read her as a “social Marianne” who, in her advanced age and fully
clothed state stands in for the moderate Republic, so too we must acknowledge her
femininity as a means for critics to undermine the state. Also important is the duality to
which Agulhon points, between her simultaneously representing the state itself and the
forces of resistance against it.
Adler nods conspicuously to the potential for allegorical meaning throughout the
painting, first by giving the frontmost figure an allegorical double. The female figure just
behind her, with her left arm interlinked with that of a man next to her, carries a hawthorn
branch as she marches. It is perhaps suggestive of the symbolic olive branch that
Agulhon notes, when combined with “a calm posture instead of a vehement one” “was
clearly to signify that emphasis would be laid on the calming power of Reason rather than
a fervent call to permanent battle.”542 The branch has a clear revolutionary meaning that
challenges this moderate reading. The painting includes yet another symbol that was a
favorite of the anarchist press: the rising sun, which Agulhon writes is “richer in
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meanings and consequently more ambiguous” than the Phyrgian cap.543 The Phrygian cap
is an unambiguous symbol of revolutionary sentiment; Delacroix’s Liberty wears one as
she surmounts the crumbling barricade, climbing over prostrate bodies. But there are no
dead bodies in Le Creusot—violence exists in the painting only as memory and
possibility, not an actuality.
In an appraisal of Agulhon and Hobsbawm’s discussions of the use of female
allegory in the Third Republic, Lynn Hunt reframes ambiguity of meaning as a longsimmering problem that made the heroized, masculine figure a clear choice for
representing revolutionary politics:
[I]t did not require the experience of the Second and Third
Republics in the nineteenth century to reveal the tension
between moderate and radical conceptions of
republicanism; the choice between Marianne and Hercules
was posed already in the 1790s. Moreover, the colossal
male figure represented more than just a repudiation of the
moderate, feminine civic image; it reminded its beholders
that radical revolution, like industrial labor and much of
socialist politics, was ‘man’s work.’544

Hunt’s argument brings to mind Signac’s The Demolisher (1896-1899) [Fig. 125],
finished in the same year as the Le Creusot strike. The physical labor Signac’s muscular
workers enact in their destruction of a building functions symbolically as the destruction
of oppressive capitalist systems toward an anarchist future. As Richard Thomson argues,
the labor of destruction aligned with the rhetorical strategies of the Third Republican
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government, which used “construction” as a metaphor for the kinds of “progressive and
egalitarian” changes that would transform France into a modern state. As such,
construction could be equated with progress toward the kind of technological, secular
modernity anarchists idealized.545 Signac’s Demolisher, with his pickaxe swung up over
his head and ready to strike down on the stone edifice that is also the social edifice, is
unabashedly masculine—a proletarian Hercules.
In the case of the strikes at Le Creusot, the nature of the involvement of real
women encourages a reading of the painting’s allegory that is more closely aligned with
revolutionary than moderate politics. Women, mostly the wives of the striking
metallurgists, were very present and involved in the demonstrations at Le Creusot. Very
present, as Perrot describes, “in the exasperation that led to the cessation of work. In the
long resistance they sustained. In demonstrations where police reports and photos attest
to their presence.”546 Their attendance at strikes is also attested in a few lines from a letter
written by the soldier Léopold, who wrote home that “everything has the feeling of a
strike; however, we still see some demonstrations of women, the worst breed in the
strike.”547 Indeed, as Perrot confirms, women—as workers and as members of a
patriarchal family unit reliant upon male labor—could be extremely aggressive during
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strike actions.548 Adler’s painting is also an attestation: Perrot writes that Adler’s painting
evokes the “tribal air” of the miner’s strike, where women lead the marches, “singing,
carrying flags and dragging their children in train … They knew better than anyone how
to hate. Though these women were accustomed to a life of subjugation, once they were
angered, they could be terrifying; they were capable of the most extreme violence.”549
Despite the violence of which striking women were capable, we know how the Le
Creusot strike—with some minor violence peppered into its early days—proceeded and
concluded with peaceful negotiations and a victory for the persistent workers. However
angry Adler’s women may be, they contained their emotions to their cries and songs
during daily processions. And yet, as the painting vacillates between the specific and the
general, so too does the foremost female figure flicker between dignified restraint and
revolutionary fervor.
The frontmost woman is based on those directly observed but modeled more
closely after another; she is real but unknown, a pastiche of a metallurgist’s wife or
widow and another woman from the Parisian café-concert. She exists somewhere
between allegory and the total anonymity of the faits divers. Her anonymity easily
enables allegorical meaning to be projected onto her, and responses to the painting reveal
that Adler deliberately played on the symbolic potential of the proletarian woman’s body
in the context of contemporary history painting. In its references to both anarchist and
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moderate Republican allegory, and the tensions it raises between the allegorical and the
documentary, The Strike at Le Creusot gestures simultaneously to itself as a peaceful,
lawful protest under an accepting Republic and to what it was not but could have been—a
violent uprising that would lead to the kind of death and destruction seen in Liberty
Leading the People and Luce’s A Paris Street in May 1871.
Like Steinlen’s allegorical Marianne in First of May, the frontmost female figure
in Adler’s painting leads a crowd; however, unlike Steinlen’s figure, she is a part of the
crowd rather than apart from it. Despite the numerous readings of Adler’s figure as
Delacroix’s liberty and Agulhon’s “Marianne sociale,” at least one critic focused instead
on the interconnecting gestures of the crowd, and the crowd itself, as the locus of
meaning in the painting. De Vorney comments that Adler “revealed to us a ‘social art’ in
which he replaced hatred, the socialist Hercules, and weepy melodrama, with sincerity
and brotherhood.”550 Though Adler embeds clear references to revolutionary visual
culture in the painting, which situate allegorical meaning in the female body, it is
ultimately the connectedness of the mass that expresses the intention of the strike. The
female body, which dances between allegory and “radical actuality,” is part of this crowd,
not separate from it. She embodies both the revolutionary potential of strike action and its
peaceful orchestration under law.
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Another Anarchism: The Ferrer Demonstration
In 1911, the same year anarcho-syndicalist Maximilien Luce bequeathed his
painting Scaffolding to the headquarters of the CGT, Adler painted an ode to organizing
that took a radically different form in The Ferrer Manifestation. It is, in many ways, a
strange painting; a large-scale “Naturalist” painting combining loose, impressionistic
brushwork with the overwhelming blackness of Courbet’s Burial at Ornans, depicting a
“historical” scene from an event that had occurred two years prior. It is Delacroix’s
Liberty Leading the People with no barricade, no flags, and no allegorical bodies; a
Liberty Leading the People for the French republican government of 1911. It is
anarchism in its most organized form. The execution of Spanish pedagogue and anarchist
Francisco Ferrer in Barcelona sparked riots around the world when the news of his death
spread on October 13, 1909. Ferrer, a renowned intellectual, was accused of instigating
the violent demonstrations that broke out during “Tragic Week” in Barcelona, protests in
response to the government sending reservist soldiers to the Melilla War in Morocco.551
Soon after the Paris daily papers reported the execution, a riot broke out in the streets that
was 20,000 people strong. Anne Steiner describes the violence of that night, during which
rioters built makeshift barricades, started massive fires, and damaged property:
Soon there were barricades built with a variety of broken
materials: broken benches, tables and chairs taken from
café terraces, wheelbarrows abandoned by street sweepers,
materials taken from building sites, severed trees. Stones
were thrown at the windows of bourgeois buildings. We
wanted to leave the demonstrators in total darkness by not
551
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lighting the gas burners. They lit up by puncturing the lead
pipes of the lampposts to make the gas burst out, igniting
immediately. Then it was the newstands’ turn to burn. As
fire called fire, the barricades themselves turned into
gigantic pyres, fueled by the continual supply of various
objects from looted shops and cafés, ransacked cars, and
debris of street furniture. Armed with picks and shovels
taken from the building sites or brought by terrassiers
participating in the rally, the demonstrators undertook to
clear the streets to have projectiles to be launched against
the police.552

These are not the events Adler’s canvas depicts. After the riot of the 13th, which grew
organically in response to the news and took a violent and chaotic form, the CGT and La
Section française du l’Internationale ouvrière (SFIO) selected an organizing committee
that then made arrangements with Aristide Briand, minister of the interior, to stage a
planned demonstration, with a pre-determined route, four days later on October 17.553
Though photographs from the October 17th demonstration reveal a heavy military
presence along the procession route, this planned protest was executed peacefully. As
Chambarlhac astutely observes, the second demonstration, which attracted a crowd most
likely the size of the first and possibly much larger—between 15,000 and 100,000
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people—was quite “an event”: “The event of a new relationship between the workers’
movement and public space, a sign of its ongoing integration into the Republican
regime—it is the Ferrer demonstration.”554 The painting represents a new era of direct
action in which organization, and resultant calm between demonstrators and the
authorities, prevails. With the route pre-determined, the labor syndicates and the state
become collaborators in the demonstration, in the performance of dissent.
The orderliness of the crowd in Le Creusot—with its shared monochrome,
interlocking arms, and mirrored gestures—has become totally homogenous. The male
bodies—there appears to be just one woman in the crowd, the second rightmost figure
walking just behind the front row—all donning their matching black suits and hats, have
largely merged together into a mass of dark paint from which only pale faces, hands, and
the white of beards and shirtfronts stand out. The bodies are differentiated from one
another through subtle variations of black paint, and through the directionality of the
strokes visible in the texture of the surface. The large canvas is mostly comprised of these
multidirectional, layered and loose black brush strokes, dotted with the pale daubs of
blurred faces and the red smudges of flowers in protestors’ buttonholes. Some figures
even mirror each other. The two men closest to the viewer, both with prominent
cheekbones, hollow cheeks, and lightly colored beard, are differentiated from one another
by costume alone. They walk together with arms linked, a twinned pair. There is a third
man with these same facial features and a light beard just to the left of this pair, marching
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in a row behind them. The features of the faces in the crowd become harder to define as
they recede in space, becoming loose collections of broad brushstrokes. This veritable sea
of people fills the street, receding toward the border of evenly spaced trees lining the
sidewalk until it becomes nothing but an accrual of dots and dashes, black and fleshcolored with spots of red throughout.
This crowd unifies itself visually much in the way that the strikers at Le Creusot
did: through costume, gesture, and sound. These do not appear to be proletarian
protestors—the black suit with waistcoat and hat is the uniform here, not the rough, dirty
clothes of the metallurgist, and it is this color that dominates the surface. If the worker is
present here in the name of Ferrer, he is in “costume,” as Chamberlhac suggests.555 This
is what direct action looks like when it becomes bureaucratic, when its structures are
planned and state-approved—it loses its working-class face. It also becomes entirely
male. The female allegory functions in The Strike at Le Creusot the way it did in
revolutions before, where real women—both famous and anonymous—were both active
participants and symbolic currency. With the exception of a single female in this crowd,
The Ferrer Manifestation shows what the statistics also bear out: the face of labor
organization was male.556 Not the heroic male laborer, nor Hercules, but a man in a
proper black suit with a red flower in his lapel. There is no allegorical ambiguity—the
painting is staggeringly literal. But Chamberlhac perhaps overstates the case when he
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writes that “nothing recalls the imagery of The Strike at Le Creusot.”557 Both are staged
public spectacles owing their existence to labor unions. Both also speak to the extension
of working-class consciousness beyond the local and even the national scope. The
success of the strikes at Le Creusot was heralded in the press as a victory for the entire
working class; their modeling of (mostly) peaceful protest and successful negotiation
spoke to the necessity of unionization for the emancipation of the working class. The
demonstration against Ferrer’s execution was an exercise of French labor showing
solidarity with international allies—a large-scale, public identification of Spanish
anarchism with French anarchism.
In the paintings depicting both events, Adler emphasizes the unification of bodies
both in their physical proximity and mirrored gestures (even features) through
composition and his stylistic treatment of crowds. We see opened mouths, but with much
less fervor than those in Le Creusot, giving the impression of a quiet, peaceful song or
chant. And we see numbers. The crowd, in Cannetti’s term, is dense. It has achieved the
maximum density that the boulevard will allow—it is chaos contained. The space of the
boulevard is transformed from a space of the flâneur’s observational wanderings and the
badaud’s lurid spectating into a site not of revolution but of organized resistance, the
performance of peaceful protest with a complicit yet vigilant government. However
peaceful it may have been, it was still policed. Adler shows the street free of gendarmes,
given over not to “the people,” but to the representatives of unions and their political
supporters, and maybe to proletarians “in costume” and on their best behavior. Unlike
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The Strike at Le Creusot, the workers have not seized time and space on their own terms,
but have negotiated it. Chambarlhac argues, aptly, that the canvas captures a moment
when the crowd has been “domesticated” by notable figures and the social movement is
integrated with republican order. He concludes, however, that this means the canvas both
“is and isn’t history” painting because it doesn’t employ symbolism or allegory.558 There
is symbolism in the picture, though—the symbolism resides in the uniform costumes of
the crowd, in the little touches of red with which they adorn themselves. The symbolism
lies in the crowd’s expression of itself, its expression of its ideals precisely through this
uniformity. And it is without allegory precisely because it is largely without women;
there are no figures upon whom to project the allegorical meanings of revolutions past.
It isn’t quite history painting if one looks to Delacroix, and what Delacroix has
made critics and viewers think of when they look at The Strike at Le Creusot. But it is
history painting by the standards of its day, by which time modernists had already made
interventions into the painting of contemporary history. Maximilien Luce’s A Paris Street
in May 1871 [Fig. 93] is an example of a history painting that relies on real bodies
instead of symbolism or allegory to depict a moment of the social revolution’s
spectacular failure in a Neo-Impressionist style that was associated with the politics of
anarchism. Shown at the 1905 Salon des Indépendants, the painting is what Alastair
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Wright calls “deliberately retrospective (even belated).”559 In choosing a subject
politically resonant with his own anarchist beliefs, Wright argues, Luce was both staking
out a position in the debate about the political stance of Neo-Impressionism and
mourning the era of politically engaged painting.560 The Ferrer Manifestation similarly
looks back in time at an important moment in the fight for labor, combining historical
memory—events captured in photographs and spread through the mass press—with a
loose facture that suggests direct observation. It is belated reportage, meant—like Luce’s
Scaffolding [Fig. 135]—for the walls of the CGT’s Bourse du Travail, a donation
prompted by the suggestions of many who had participated in the event.561 Each work
shows what anarchism looked like in 1911; Luce’s imbues the worker with agency in a
space associated with spontaneous collusion and insurrectionary labor, which
simultaneously functions as a space of formal exploration, while Adler locates agency in
the unified mass that has been convened as a corrective against spontaneous anarchist
violence and destruction. One speaks to the potential of spontaneous organizing, while
the other revels in the possibility of orderly expressions of dissent orchestrated by union
leaders in collaboration with the state. Both express the values of anarchism; Adler’s
happens to be an anarchism bolstered by bureaucracy.
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Conclusion
Through the combined visual language of both academic naturalism—with a
facture indebted to Manet and a tangible darkness reminiscent of Courbet—and
journalistic reportage, The Strike at Le Creusot and The Ferrer Demonstration assimilate
resistance into the language of labor, as essential to a portrayal of the working-class
population as images of forges, mines, and the construction site. These paintings show an
evolution in the scale of organization efforts under the Republic, from a local strike
demanding higher wages for metal workers to a demonstration of solidarity with
international anarchist allies. They also show an evolution in the complicity between the
body of organized resistance and the state. The first case records an incident of organized
protest that, despite the regular presence of police, did not turn violent. In the second
case, the organizers have gone so far as to collaborate with the state in order to atone for
a spontaneous riot. The absence of violence in both cases—the absence of visible
tensions between state forces of order and the demonstrators—underscores the particular
legality of the demonstrators’ actions. But the possibility for revolutionary violence sits at
the periphery of both works; in Le Creuset, there was the memory of Fourmies and
countless other hostile conflicts between strikers and police, and in Paris on October 17th,
1911 the memory of a riot lingered from just four days prior. The crowd unified in
resistance, Adler shows, is a critical part of the culture of labor in the Republic. Even
when peaceful, the crowd contains insurrectionary potential within it. That revolutionary
threat will exist as long as the conditions of the working class are those of poverty and
misery.
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Laurent Bihl asks an important question of Adler’s work overall—and that of his
close associate Steinlen—whom is it for? Bihl quotes Séverin Faust, writing as Camille
Mauclair, from a 1901 issue of Le Revue socialiste, who questions whether the Salon, a
space of bourgeois conception, can serve as a place for educating the masses: “As for the
education of the people by the Salons, it is an idea almost as serious as that of the
improvement of the race horse by the races.”562 Bihl comments: “‘Education of the
people’, the heart of the problem is there: it is no longer just a question of raising
awareness or moving the bourgeois public who buy La Revue blanche or L’Assiette au
beurre at the same time, it is now to provide the people with a reflection of their own
condition.563 As Mauclair suggests, the bourgeois public wouldn’t want to buy pictures of
the proletariat, and if they did, they would in essence be decorating their homes with
pictures of the class they feared.564 But Mauclair also makes a salient point when he
writes that “the common man has become a capital motif of modern style.”565 Pictures of
the working class at the turn of the century were perceived as fundamentally modern,
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regardless of the venue in which they were shown. The success of this modern subject
matter at the Salon suggests that the institution was changing around the turn of the
century. As Thomson postulates, the state might not have been legitimately supportive of
such imagery so much as trying to defang it. Thompson casts suspicion on the state’s
motivation for purchasing works depicting the proletariat, particularly Adler’s The
Weary, which the state bought and later exhibited at the Exposition Universelle of 1900:
“Such apparent acknowledgement of the picture by the establishment might be taken as
an acceptance of the painting’s grim theme of fatigue and fatalism. Yet this process of
state benediction might have been a decoy tactic, under a smokescreen of frankness about
images of lower-class fellow-citoyens, to absorb and negate the impact of such an
image.”566
Showing in independent exhibitions, Maximilien Luce’s works were aimed at a
proletarian viewership in an effort to show the working class an image of itself that
conveyed a strength and ability to collaborate toward emancipation through the means of
direct action. In the space of the Salon des Artistes français, Adler showed the bourgeois
public not only what the hardship of the working class looked like, but also what its
resistance looked like. The painters of the avant-garde never explicitly depicted organized
acts of resistance, leaving to this academically trained naturalist the task of depicting
another side of the fin-de-siècle proletariat, who were gaining traction in disputes with
employers through formal organization into unions. On the 12th of October, 1899, just
days after the strikers at Le Creusot were able to negotiate for higher pay with their
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employer, Schneider, Jaurés wrote in La Petit République about the importance of
numbers in the power struggle between unions and the state, a struggle that was still not
the workers’ to win unless they continued to unionize in the manner of the Le Creusot
metallurgists: “To be treated as a force, you must, above all, be a force.”567 Through their
witnessing, which places the artist and viewer at the scene of a spectacular organized
event, The Strike at Le Creusot and The Ferrer Manifestation imply an active affiliation.
The artist, a consumer of the public spectacle of collective protest, expresses his
solidarity with the crowd through attestation.
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CONCLUSION
In Capital, Karl Marx writes that “Labor constantly undergoes a transformation,
from the form of unrest into that of being, from the form of motion into that of
objectivity.”568 The motion of work is bound up in the thing—the painter paints and
makes a painting, the artist works and makes a work of art. The painters of the Parisian
avant-garde took on the subject of labor in a way that was fundamentally analogous to
their own newly revealed painterly labor, highlighting the modernist forms and
expressive potential embedded in the processes of proletarian work. The inherent
modernity of this facture echoed that of the modern subject matter, making these works
commentaries on the conditions of the social world in which they lived, in tense and
ambivalent coexistence with members of the lowest class. The avant-garde’s devotion to
the working-class subject is mirrored in the aesthetic concerns of the organized labor
movement; the members of the First International kept their political discourse to foreign
papers while they published their own (short-lived) journal on art, Courbet and Proudhon
worked together on a treatise bringing the philosophies of art and labor together, and both
Luce and Adler donated paintings of laborers to the headquarters of the CGT.
The Impressionists began painting working-class figures in the late 60s and 70s,
when labor organization was stagnant due to a repressive political regime and the mass
executions and deportations of proletarians during and following the Commune. Their
treatment of these subjects after 1871 must be analyzed with respect to the nascent labor
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movement, which began to gain steam again once amnesty was granted to the
Communards in 1880. In her essay on Degas’s laundress pictures, Eunice Lipton
describes a “middle class dread of workers” that coincided with these working-class
resistance efforts: “At first resigned and desperate, workers began to organize. Their
frustration and hatred exploded in overt and violent social upheaval in June of 1848 and
again in the spring of 1871. …It is no coincidence that trade unionism was finally
legalized in France in 1884.”569 The Impressionists painted the isolation of the mostly
women workers consigned to the lowest-level service industry jobs for whom social and
political agency were intangible. Hidden away from the collective consciousness of
shared suffering that united the proletarian masses in large-scale industries, these workers
remained trapped in a politically retrograde state.
At the same time, these low-level workers were becoming ever more visible on
the public stage in mass staged events like the laundress festival of Mi-Carême, and more
simply as participants in modern forms of urban entertainment like the café-concert.
Some service workers, like the notoriously attractive delivery girls known as trottins,
could be observed playing dress-up in public, masquerading as the petit-bourgeoisie.
These new vectors of visibility and class slippages emphasized the pressure on the
Impressionists to contain these figures pictorially, to treat them as a known quantity
rather than as workers given over to organization or acts of spontaneous resistance. The
Impressionists cling to representations of occupations, like laundress and maid, that
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persisted in their forms from the early nineteenth century into its latter half. They
represent shifting class dynamics as if they are a stable constant from a preindustrial past.
Their depictions of an overwhelmingly female proletariat function as mirrors that absorb
the working-class threat and reflect back instead an analogic and aestheticized vision of
labor.
With the emergence of Neo-Impressionism in the 1880s and 90s, a movement
born in an era of rampant strikes and a flourishing labor movement, artists embraced the
political stirrings that the Impressionists sought to subdue. Rather than casting veritable
sidelong glances at these resistance efforts, the Neo-Impressionists made the politics of
painting explicitly about the politics of labor’s organization. Forming a cooperative
whose members were both politically and stylistically affiliated, the Neo-Impressionists’
efforts to organize themselves according to shared interests and mutual benefit echoed
those in other industries. By the end of the century, the “worker-painter” archetype
mutated from Courbet’s self-fashioning as a medieval stonemason into a class-based
affiliation with the proletarian subjects. The difference between artist and subject was
collapsed, and the analogic labor of painting developed the new dimension of personal
solidarity. The Neo-Impressionists adopted new forms of painting that were, like those of
the Impressionists, inherently radical and antithetical to artistic tradition. They diverge in
that their pictures of workers commented directly on the capacity of those workers to act
collectively, both in the process of labor and in orchestrated acts of resistance. To dually
identify as a painter and anarchist, and to have those identities bound up together, was
part and parcel of avant-garde practice during the decades of labor’s most public and
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visible protests against exploitation. Luce turned his painterly eye away from the spaces
of bourgeois operations to the construction sites that proliferated in Paris, demonstrating
that labor was a public urban spectacle to behold around every corner. Adler adapted his
practice to the new conditions of labor’s organized performances by updating
Impressionist flâneurie to act as a painter-spectator on the hunt for displays of organized
labor’s self-expression.
Performance is a through-line between the histories of late-nineteenth century
avant-garde painting and labor organization in the same period, beginning with Courbet’s
organizing efforts and public destruction of the Vendôme Column during the Commune.
Rubin’s claim that the Impressionists were performers in their painting practice is
compelling: “… one is conscious of the artist’s body as the point of origin for the artwork
because the artwork physically flaunts the processes that underlie its making.”570 Part of
this performative artistic labor is exercised in experiments in modernist form that were
repeatedly carried out on the working-class body, beginning with Courbet’s
Stonebreakers and evolving practically and conceptually over approximately the next 60
years. Callen argues that “…painters could demonstrate the independence and modernity
of their artistic personae through their radical choice of self-presentation, and the
originality and modernity of their work through their choice of techniques and materials
as well as subject matter.”571 Degas cuts a shop girl in half with a standing mirror and
truncates her entire body, leaving just an obedient helping hand facilitating bourgeois
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consumerism. Morisot subsumes her wet nurses in flurries of multidirectional brush
strokes worked wet into wet, in one case nearly losing the nurse in a centrifugal
effulgence of marks that fluctuate between illusory foliage and self-referential paint. Luce
in some cases articulates the proletarian form using a careful divisionist technique, in
others he treats it impressionistically, and in others yet he reduces it to painted
hieroglyphics. Adler, associated with some of the century’s most avid anarchists and
working against the fraught backdrop of the Dreyfus Affair, experiments with the
cohesion of proletarian figures into crowds, declaring the conditions of their poverty, the
performance of their work, and the staged spectacle of their organized resistance to be
equally public and visible.
In writing this dissertation, I have endeavored to excavate and spotlight the
history of marginalized workers whose histories have been largely lost to time. This
effort is rooted in a commitment to social justice. This is a critical moment to reflect on
the connections between the struggles of the disenfranchised workers of the late
nineteenth century and the pressing social justice issues of our moment. Within the final
days of writing this dissertation, civil unrest has unfolded on an unprecedented scale. As
of June 5, 2020, protests in every U.S. state and in countries around the world have
responded to the murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery, among
countless others. On the first night of uprisings in response to Floyd’s death in
Minneapolis, protestors expropriated a Target store and used materials taken from inside
the store to build barricades against the police. While the protests began in response to a
specific act of police brutality, the movement quickly grew to encompass the racist
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systems of oppression that enable such brutality. The Target store thus became a symbol
of the oppression of Black people under capitalism; protestors assimilating the store
infrastructure into barricade architecture as part of their repertoire of action was a
poignant moment of resistance against systemic racism. The building of barricades as a
performance of solidarity and evocation of past uprising echoes their function during the
Commune, where, as Traugott argues, they “were for the most part elaborate showpieces
that did little to inhibit the invasion of the capital. Their primary contribution was to
mobilize prospective combatants and reinforce the bonds of solidarity among them by
expressing the participants’ sense of identification with the actions and values of
generations of insurgents who had come before.”572
The conservative vitriol against the widespread looting associated with the
nationwide protests brings to mind a passage in the Address of the General Council of the
First International Working Men’s Association on The Civil War in France, 1871, which
refers to the workers’ willful burning of structures during the Commune:
The working men’s Paris, in the act of its heroic selfholocaust, involved in its flames buildings and monuments.
While tearing to pieces the living body of the proletariat, its
rulers must no longer expect to return triumphantly into the
intact architecture of their abodes. The government of
Versailles cries, ‘Incendiarism!’ and whispers this cue to all
its agents, down to the remotest hamlet, to hunt up its
enemies everywhere as suspect of professional
incendiarism. The bourgeoisie of the whole world, which
looks complacently upon the wholesale massacre after the
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battle, is convulsed by horror at the desecration of brick
and mortar!573

The pattern of prioritizing the built environment over bodies continues: breaking news
that cities are removing or considering the removal of Confederate monuments has been
met with conservative outrage over the effacement of “history.”574 As the widespread
protests against police brutality have been met with yet more police brutality, the
Fourmies massacre on May 1, 1891, the first annual International Worker’s Day during
which French troops shot and killed nine demonstrators in the street and injured dozens
more, is a more apt historical analog than Le Creusot.575 Adler’s painting, which erases
the police presence from the formula of peaceful protest, celebrates a successful
organized strike under a Republic where such action is legal. However, with militarized
police making headlines for violent attacks on peaceful protestors, one wonders about the
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extent to which legality mitigates tensions between the state and its most oppressed
peoples in our present day.
The emancipation of labor from capitalist oppression is arguably as much a crisis
now as it was in the nineteenth century, as 2,153 billionaire capitalists own more wealth
than the other combined 4.6 billion people on the planet; however, when thinking about
the plight of workers it is imperative to consider how class and race intersect in systems
of oppression, in order to uplift the most disenfranchised among us.576 Like the violence
of the Commune or Fourmies did for the nineteenth century working class, the pattern of
police killings of Black Americans has acted as a catalyst for the development of a new
collective consciousness. Bound by a shared sense of suffering, the masses can now
organize for justice.
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